2011 Town Report Dedication
Coordinating the election process for the Town of Exeter is no easy task. It is not as simple as
setting up voting booths and plugging in the machines. So much work goes on behind the scenes.
The Town needs to ensure that deadlines are met for posting, that candidates are accepted for
elected positions, that state and federal requirements are adhered to, that provisions are made
for those individuals requiring special accommodations, that absentee ballots are prepared,
mailed, received and counted, that the polling place is set-up appropriately for certain voting
actions to take place in view of the public, that the results are calculated and released accurately
and as timely as possible, and much, much more.
There are two individuals that have been overseeing the election process in Exeter for more than
two decades. They have coordinated the annual town elections, countless special town meetings,
state primary elections, federal primary elections, general elections and they have worked
together on the last five presidential elections starting back in 1992. Over the last twenty-plus
years that they have been working together a lot has changed – not the least of which is the
doubling in size of the list of registered voters in Exeter. They have both met these challenges
head-on and ensured that Exeter’s election process was always open, accessible and fair.
This year the Board of Selectmen is honored to recognize the work of Town Moderator Charles F.
Tucker and Town Clerk Linda Hartson Macomber.
Charlie Tucker, a lawyer and founder of the Exeter law firm Donahue, Tucker and Ciandella was
first elected to the position of Town Moderator on March 13, 1990. His service to the community
however goes far beyond his position as Moderator. Charlie and his team represent the Town of
Exeter on tax issues and serve as town council on special municipal matters that arise throughout
the year. He also serves as chief counsel to our community partners at Southeast Land Trust of
New Hampshire, the Exeter Cemetery Association and Riverwoods of Exeter. In addition to his
role with the Town of Exeter he has served as Moderator of the Exeter Regional Cooperative
School District since its inception in July 1997. With his significant experience in municipal law,
Charlie has always been a wonderful colleague and a great resource for our town’s administration
and our elected officials. Although he is always front and center at our Deliberative Sessions and
on Election Day, a lot of what Charlie does happens behind the scenes and out of the public eye.
However, his service to the Town of Exeter and to our community organizations is extensive and
deserving of our appreciation and recognition.
Linda Hartson moved to the Town of Exeter in 1975 and over the last 37 years has dedicated
herself to serving organizations within our community. Starting at Phillips Exeter Academy she
made the switch to town government on March 10, 1987 when she was elected to her first term
as Town Clerk. Since then she has been re-elected by wide margins of victory in eight successive
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elections over the last 24 years. In addition to the changes that we have seen in the election
process, Linda has been at the helm in the clerk’s office through significant changes in the motor
vehicle registration laws and requirements as well as with the issuance of certificates, licenses and
vital statistics. In addition to her service in Exeter, Linda was recognized for her leadership by her
colleagues at the state level and served as President of the New Hampshire City and Town Clerk’s
Association in 1996 and 1997.
However, like Charlie, there are many things that Linda does behind the scenes for our community
that most of us never get to see. The Town Clerk’s Office in addition to the everyday duties that
our residents are familiar with is also responsible for keeping the historical records of our town
government. Linda has dedicated countless hours and has been instrumental in ensuring that
those records not only have been maintained but she has led an effort to restore and preserve
documents dating back hundreds of years to make sure we have them available and in good
condition moving forward. These preservation efforts have not been easy but they are invaluable
to our community. The Town of Exeter will certainly appreciate for many years to come the work
that Linda has done and we wish her good health and an abundance of happiness in her
retirement.
For their service to the Town of Exeter and to our community, it is a pleasure and it is our honor
to dedicate the 2011 Annual Report for the Town of Exeter to Town Moderator Charles F. Tucker
and Town Clerk Linda Hartson Macomber.

Linda Hartson Macomber, Town Clerk

Charles F. Tucker, Town Moderator
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ELECTED OFFICIALS
As of March 1, 2012
Term
Ends

Term
Ends

Moderator
Charles Tucker

Library Trustees
2013

Peter Aten
Mary LaFreniere
Gwen Kenney
John Henson
Barbara Young
Betsey Crespi
Kimberly Bristol McCarthy
James Battles
Felicia Donovan

Selectmen
Robert Aldrich(resigned 2/5/12)
Donald Clement
Julie Gilman
Matthew Quandt
Frank Ferraro

2012
2013
2013
2014
2014

2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014

Town Clerk
Linda Hartson Macomber
(retired 1/23/12)

Budget Recommendations Committee

2014

Carol Aten
Donald Brabant
Dan Chartrand
Allen Corey
Robert Kelly
Mark Leighton
Corey Stevens
Harry B. Thayer III
Donald Woodward

Treasurer
Donald Brabant

2014

Trustees of Trust Funds
Nancy Batchelder
Sandra Parks
Margaret Duhamel

2012
2013
2014

Trustees of Robinson Fund
Harry B. Thayer III
Joan Smart
Joanna Pellerin
Peter Smith
Judith Churchill
Patricia Qualter
Barbara Taylor Gagne

Trustees of Swasey Parkway

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Donald Clement
Gerry Hamel
Jay Perkins, Sr.

Weigher (1 year term)
Jay Perkins

Supervisors of the Checklist
Winifred Bernard
Robert Eastman
Margaret Duhamel

2012
2013
2014

Fence Viewer (1 year term)
2012
2014
2016

Douglas Eastman

Measurer of Wood & Bark (1 year term)
Douglas Eastman
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APPOINTED BOARDS
Term
Ends

Term
Ends

Planning Board
Pete Cameron
Carol Sideris
Katherine Woolhouse
Gwen English
Kenneth Knowles
Langdon Plumer
Ian Jonathan Raum
Kathy Corson
Frank Ferraro, BOS Rep.
Donald Clement, Alt. BOS Rep.

Historic District Commission
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014

Pam Gjettum
Wendy Bergeron
Fred Kollmorgen
Nicole Martineau
Ron Schutz
Len Benjamin
Pete Cameron, Planning Bd. Rep.
Julie Gilman, BOS Rep

Conservation Commission
Sean Lyons
Virginia Raub
Don Briselden
Kevin Keaveney
Peter Richardson
Margaret Matick
Carlos Guindon
Russell Kaphan
Robert Aldrich, BOS Rep.

Zoning Board of Adjustment
Robert Prior
John Hauschildt
Hank Ouimet
Rick Thielbar
Marc Carbonneau
Stephen Cole
Martha Pennell
Patrick Driscoll

2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014

2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014

2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014

Exeter Housing Authority
Heritage Commission
John Merkle
Peter Smith
Mary Dupre
Peter Michaud
Kathy Corson, Planning Bd. Rep.
Ron Schutz, HDC Rep.
Julie Gilman, BOS Rep.

George St.Amour
Barbara Chapman
George Bragg
Renee O'Barton

2012
2013
2014
2014

Arts Committee
Jane Kiernan
Francesca Fay
Gillian Fournier
Karen Noonan
Karen Desrosiers
Kathy Thompson
Jane Bentley, Emeritus
Robert Aldrich, BOS Rep.

Exeter River Study Committee
Mimi Becker
Peter Richardson
Frank Patterson
Rod Bourdon
Lionel Ingram
Kristen Murphy, Nat. Resource Planner
Donald Clement, BOS Rep.
Matt Quandt, Alt. BOS Rep.
Paul Vlasich, DPW Rep.
Virginia Raub, Conservation Rep.
Roger Wakeman, PEA Rep.

2013
2013
2016
2016

2012
2013
2013
2014
2014

2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014

Rockingham Planning Commission
Gwen English
Langdon Plumer
Katherine Woolhouse
Julie Gilman, BOS Rep.
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2012
2013
2014

APPOINTED BOARDS
Term
Ends

Term
Ends

Council on Aging
Jill Compton
Diane Kollmorgen
James Reardon
Betsey MacDonald
Joanna Pellerin
Sandra Cross
Evelyn Zarnowski
Alma Hall
Margaret Duhamel
Donald Clement, BOS Rep.
Mike Favreau, Parks & Rec. Rep.

Energy Efficiency Committee
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
Life
Life
Life
Life

Kent Anson
Rebecca Audet
Michael Drunsic
Lloyd Hunt
Corey Stevens
Wood Turner
Jennifer Wilhelm
Kevin Smart, DPW Rep.
Julie Gilman, BOS Rep.

Exeter Development Commission
Lizabeth MacDonald
Caroline Amport (resigned)
Karel Kunz (resigned)
Barry Sandberg
Madeleine Hamel
Don Briselden (resigned)
Brandon Stauber
Christine Davis
Brian Lortie
Len Benjamin
Alison Field, Chamber Rep.
Michael Schidlovsky, Chamber Rep.
Kenneth Knowles, Planning Bd. Rep.
Kathy Corson, Alt. Planning Bd. Rep.
Julie Gilman, BOS Rep.
Donald Clement, Alt. BOS Rep.

2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015

Cable TV Advisory Committee
Candance Hoene (resigned)
Gerry Hamel
Nancy Belanger
Anne Surman
Matt Quandt, BOS Rep.
Frank Ferraro, Alt. BOS Rep.
Hope Godino, Library Rep.
Sam Bruno, SAU Rep.

2012
2012
2013
2014
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No Term
No Term
No Term
No Term
No Term
No Term
No Term

Exeter Website Overview
www.town.exeter.nh.us
TOWN CLERK
The Town Clerk's Office is located at the Town Office building, 10 Front Street. Hours are Monday thru Friday
8:30AM till 3:30PM. For more information, call 778-0591 ext. 403.
TRASH COLLECTION/ RECYCLE COLLECTION
The Town of Exeter contracts with Northside Carting for curbside rubbish pick-up and recycling. All rubbish
must be in Town of Exeter blue trash bags. Exeter has been using the pay-by-the-bag trash system since
October 4, 1993.
Trash bags are available in 2 sizes: 33 gallon bags $2.00 each; 15 gallon bags $1.00 each. Bags must be
curbside by 7AM on your scheduled pick-up day. No limit on amount of bags allowed curbside each week.
Check our website for more information or call the Public Works Dept. at 773-6157.
The Town of Exeter contracts with Northside Carting for curbside recycle collection. Pick-up is the same day as
your trash pick-up. A blue Town of Exeter recycle bin is needed for pick-up. Bins are available at the Town
Office for $12.00 each. 65 gallon, wheeled recycle carts are available at DPW and at the Town Office for $45.00
each.
Northside Carting’s contract states that trash/recycle will not be picked up on the following holidays and will be
picked up one day late, for more information call the Public Works Dept. at 773-6157:
New Year’s Day
Labor Day

Memorial Day
Thanksgiving Day

Independence Day
Christmas Day

OIL RECYCLING
The Town of Exeter recycles used car, boat or lawnmower oil. Used oil can be taken to the Transfer Station
during regular operating hours. Oil must be in a clear/semi-clear container with a tight fitting cover (plastic
milk containers work well). Label the container "used oil".
TRANSFER STATION
The Town of Exeter’s Transfer Station is on Cross Road. You may dispose of yard waste (grass, leaves, brush);
metal items (washers, dryers, dishwashers etc). Items with Freon (refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners,
dehumidifiers, etc) can be disposed of with an additional $7.00 per item sticker. There is also an Electronics
disposal area at the Transfer Station. Each electronic item needs a $10.00 electronics disposal sticker.
Construction debris is also allowed at the Transfer with a construction sticker or debris in a construction bag.
Construction stickers and bags are $8.00 each. Call the Public Works Dept. at 773-6157 for more information.
All other items must be in a Town of Exeter blue bag. NO bulky items will be accepted at the Transfer Station.
Calendar year permits are $10.00 issued to the vehicle; a five-day permit is $5.00 issued to the vehicle. All
permits, stickers and bags may be purchased at the Town Office. No permits, stickers or bags are sold at the
Transfer Station.
BULKY TRASH PICK-UP
You can place one bulky item (furniture, sofa, recliner, mattress, etc.) curbside each week along with your blue
bags of trash, with a bulky item sticker. Stickers are $5.00 each and are available at the Town Office. For more
information call the Public Works Dept. at 773-6157.
OTHER BULKY TRASH DISPOSAL OPTIONS
You can haul your bulky trash to the following disposal sites for a fee. Call ahead for directions and fees.
Best Way Disposal
Raymond, NH 895-6273

Waste Management Co.
Rochester, NH 1-800-847-5303
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LEAF PICK-UP
Each fall the Town of Exeter picks up leaves in brown paper recycling bags only. There is a limit of 12 bags per
household for curbside pickup. Leaf pick-up is on your regular trash day the week of the scheduled pick-up in
the fall ONLY, for one week only. Call Public Works at 773-6157 or check our website for pick-up dates. You
may also take leaves to the transfer station during regular operating hours. No permit needed.
WATER/SEWER BILLING OFFICE
For residents with Town water and sewer service, the billing office is located at the Department of Public
Works. The office is open Monday thru Friday 7:30AM - 3:30PM. Bills are sent quarterly depending on where
you live. Questions? Call 773-6157.
TAX COLLECTOR
The Tax Collector is located in Town Office building the office collects property taxes, water/sewer collections.
Hours are 8:00AM - 4:30PM Monday thru Friday. Questions? Call 773-6108.
ASSESSING OFFICE
The Assessing Office is located in the Town Office building for assessment and/or exemption information on
your property. Hours are Monday thru Friday 8:00AM - 4:30PM. Questions? Call 773-6110.
PLANNING, BUILDING INSPECTOR, ZONING
The Planning Department, Building Inspector, Zoning Office and Natural Resources Planner are located upstairs
in the Town Office building. Hours are 8:00AM - 4:30PM Monday thru Friday. Questions for any of the
departments, call 773-6112.
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
The Exeter Parks and Recreation Department is located at 32 Court Street. The Recreation Department
sponsors programs for all ages including sports, trips, public pool, tennis, adventure camp, etc. Call 773-6151
for information, check your local newspaper, or check the website http://town.exeter.nh.us/rec/index.cfm for
upcoming events.
EXETER PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Exeter Public Library is located at Founder's Park. For hours and information about the Exeter Public
Library, call 772-3101 or go to the library website at www.exeterpl.org.
EXETER HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The Exeter Historical Society is located at 47 Front Street. Hours are Tuesday and Thursday 2:00PM-4:30PM,
Saturday 9:30AM-Noon or by appointment. For more information call the Historical Society at 778-2335.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CABLE CHANNEL/MEETINGS
Cable Channel 22 is the Exeter Local Government channel. Tune in to see live broadcasts of the meetings.
Check our website for meeting dates. Cable Channel 13 is the Exeter Education Channel and Channel 98 is
Community Access.
BOARD OF SELECTMEN MEETINGS
Selectmen meet Monday evenings at 7:00PM at the Town Office Building, Nowak Room. Check our website for
the next scheduled meeting date. Agenda items for Selectmen's meetings must be submitted to the Town
Manager’s Office by 12:00 Noon the prior Wednesday. For more information call 778-0591.
WINTER PARKING BAN
There is a winter parking ban from December 1 thru March 15. During that time NO PARKING is permitted on
any public street between Midnight and 6:00AM. Call Exeter Dispatch at 772-1212 for more information.
*Note: The Town Office has a ramp at the front entrance and an elevator to the second floor.
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 2011 Deliberative
Session Minutes
 2011 Special Meeting

 Board of Selectmen
 Town Manager
 Town Clerk
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TOWN OF EXETER, NH
FIRST SESSION OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
(DELIBERATIVE SESSION)
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 2011
The first session of the 2011 Town Meeting was held at Exeter Co-Operative High School, 1 Blue Hawk
Drive, in the Arthur L. Hanson III Center for the Performing Arts. Town Moderator Charles Tucker called
the session to order at 9:15 AM. There were many people in line to check in with the Supervisors.
Moderator Tucker asked attendees to join him in Pledging Allegiance to the American Flag. He
introduced the Town Officials seated at the head tables – (from his left): Town Clerk Linda Hartson,
Town Treasurer Donald Brabant, Finance Director Doreen Ravell, Town Manager Russell Dean, Town
Counsel Walter Mitchell, Selectwoman and Chairman Julie Gilman, Selectman and Vice-Chair Robert
Aldrich, Selectman Donald Clement, Selectman William Campbell, and Selectman Matt Quandt.
Moderator Tucker reminded attendees to shut off cell phones, and announced the Boosters will be
selling refreshments and lunch. He explained the rules of order for this meeting, known as “The
Moderator’s Rules”. In New Hampshire “Roberts Rules of Order”, written in 1915 (300 pages), are
basically no different than the rules of today. Moderator Tucker said, “The purpose of this meeting is to
deliberate, debate, and/or amend the Articles being presented on the Town Warrant for ballot voting on
Tuesday, March 8, 2011. The polls will be open from 7:00 AM through 8:00 PM at the Talbot
Gymnasium, Tuck Learning Campus on Linden Street in Exeter.”
Moderator Tucker will recognize one resident at a time, but will recognize the proponent of an Article to
speak before any other resident. Each speaker is to state their name and address in Town. An
amendment can be made to an Article, must be seconded, and then followed by discussion. Following
discussion the Moderator will call for a voice vote, or a card vote, from the registered voters present at
this Meeting. He also spoke about “civility” and said, “Someone can disagree without being
disagreeable”.
Moderator Tucker explained a recent piece of legislation, which had been signed by the Governor on
Friday. “This amends RSA 40:13 and states that “no warrant article shall be amended to eliminate the
subject matter of the article.” An Article may be amended to change the dollar amount of an
appropriation (including reducing the amount to zero), but the subject matter cannot be deleted. This
will prohibit amending an article by deleting everything after the words “to see.”
Moderator Tucker further said, “We largely run by custom and therefore need permission for out-ofTown Department Managers and Staff to speak regarding Articles concerning their departments.” He
asked for a motion to allow them to speak. Such a motion was made, seconded, and approved.
Chairman Julie Gilman thanked Selectman Bill Campbell for his years of service on the Board of
Selectmen as well as serving on several other Town Committees. Mr. Campbell will be retiring in March,
but intends to still “be around”. Mr. Campbell received a standing ovation from the attendees.
Moderator Tucker said the names of the candidates associated with Article 1 would be listed on the
Ballot, as well as Articles 2 through 11, which are Zoning Articles. This meeting has no power to amend
these Articles as previous public hearings have been held regarding the Zoning Articles. Moderator
Tucker said he and/or the Planning Director could address any questions or concerns relative to the
Zoning Amendments following the meeting.
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Article 12:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six-million three-hundred fifty thousand
dollars ($6,350,000) for the design and construction of a new groundwater treatment facility at Gilman
Park or on property in the adjacent area to include land around the Lary Lane Well, equipping and
upgrading the Lary Lane, Gilman Park, and Stadium Well facilities, together with necessary water main
upgrades, and to authorize the issuance of not more than ($6,350,000) of bonds or notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any state or federal grants related to the project. Debt
service will be paid from the water fund. (A 3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen
(NOTE: This project is eligible for 30% forgiveness from the principal and interest on an SRF loan from
the New Hampshire DES that may range from 3.0 to 4.4 million dollars.)
Ms. Gilman spoke to this Article. She explained these improvements would allow the Town to diversify
plans to include a long-range supply of water. The regulations are getting more and more restrictive,
and we need to be able to eliminate our contaminants to the water supply. This system will be less
expensive than redeveloping our present water system. The present plant needs 24 hours a day service,
and there is a need for more chemicals. The price will be funded entirely by water users. The impact is
estimated to be $4.36 to $4.77 or $52 to $57 a year.
Jennifer Perry, DPW Director explained that in the past they have requested funding for a new surface
water treatment plant and these requests have failed. We have heard the people’s message, so we
changed course and really looked at options for a treatment plant. We looked at reactivating our wells.
The well at Gilman Lane, with proper treatment, will be less expensive. We take this project very
seriously. Our present system is not meeting regulations and we will not be able to meet the health
standards, especially in the drinking water. We may be limited by the Dept. of Environmental Services
on the amount of water being withdrawn from the Exeter River. Ms. Perry presented a PowerPoint of a
conceptual design of the area and its plans. She explained we are able to tap into DES funding, and next
year the funds may not be available. Resident Arthur Baillargeon said “Why would we want to use
Gilman Park when we already have an alternate site?” Ms. Perry answered, “This site is more central to
our water distribution system. Lary Lane would require more site work and will be at a higher cost. The
Gilman site would provide a more suitable site and we would create a facility suitable to a park-like
setting. We were looking at the old volleyball court area of Gilman Park.”
Colleen St. Onge of Bell Ave. said she thinks this project will cause a lot of traffic in the neighborhood.
She mentioned that the abutters have not been notified via letters this would be taking place. Ms. Perry
agreed there would be some traffic, especially chemical deliveries, but there would not be a high
volume of traffic daily. The plant would be run remotely by computerized equipment. She also said
they are not at the point where they would be “notifying abutters”. They are still putting together all
the information. There are still some “hurdles to be jumped”.
Resident Brian Griset referred to prior years when he was on the Town’s Water & Sewer Advisory
Committee. The Committee was able to review water issues in Exeter. We looked at 48 sites to find less
costly, environmentally, convenient sites. One reason for going to Gilman Park is the existing piping.
The existing well would be able to bring in the average daily use of water into the facility. The impurities
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in the river water are very difficult to treat and cost more money to filter. There are CSO problems
similar to Jady Hill. Now is the time to approve this article because we will essentially reduce the cost of
this project by 1.3 million dollars.
Ms. St. Onge said “It seems this is a little premature to ask the residents for money when the transfer of
property from Gilman Park hasn’t happened yet.” She is concerned about having chemicals in the area,
i.e. children playing in the park. What protection is there? What is the length of time to complete this
project? What about flooding on Bell Ave and Crawford Ave; how will these roads be affected?
Ms. Perry said she would do what she could to answer these questions. Regarding chemicals: there will
be a green sand filtration system. What little chemicals being used will be disinfectant like chlorine and
will be very typical to a water treatment plant. We are aware of flood plains and we can design around
the flooding issue. As for the noise level: “We will be very aware and sensitive to the noise level, as it
has to do with the pumps.”
Resident Ms. Baillargeon asked what the town water quality would be. What are we talking about as far
as personnel? Will there be more personnel hired? Ms. Perry said this would be State of the Art
instrumentation. There will be no new operators hired because of this project. Instrumental handling is
being considered.
Mr. Baillargeon referred to the PowerPoint regarding the 3 wells on the Exeter River. What if a chemical
train was compromised and it affected the wells? Ms. Perry said they have been doing exhaustive
testing because the State Environmental Agencies require rigorous review, which is why it has taken
them so long to report on this. This new plan will be much better than what we have today. We will
continue to look for other viable locations to supplement our water supply.
Resident Jim Knight referred to the recent article in the Exeter Newsletter regarding a legal transfer of
land from the Gilman Trust to the Town. He spoke of the statement that the Attorney General was not
convinced this could be done. If this is denied what will it do to the money that has been approved?
Has any timeline been made if we have to go to Court?
Town Manager Russell Dean said the Article is correct. There is a legal process and we will be going to
Court to discuss this. There is a Motion to Intervene being prepared. Mr. Dean said “Gilman Park is the
first choice, but we do have an alternative ready.” There being no further discussion, Moderator Tucker
declared the Article will go on the ballot as presented.
Article 13:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two million nine hundred thousand
dollars ($2,900,000) for the purpose of making water, sewer, and drainage improvements to the Jady
Hill area, including replacement and repair of water and sewer lines to address inflow and infiltration
problems to the Town’s sewer system, and to authorize the issuance of not more than ($2,900,000) of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate
of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any state or federal
grants related to the project. Debt service will be paid $2,650,000 from the sewer fund, $250,000 from
the general fund. (A 3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Selectman Clement spoke to this Article. He said the project will remove up to 160,000 gallons per day
of wet weather going into the infiltration and up to 235,000 gallons per day of inflow and infiltration (I/I)
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during peak flows from the Town’s wastewater system. There are about 1,000 feet of sewer main to be
replaced; 1,800 sewer drains to be relined; 15 manholes to rehab; 1,100 drains to be installed; 3,100
drainage lines, and 22 catch basins to be installed. It is a multi-faceted project. The whole idea is to try
to do it all at once, and to tear up the area no more than once.
Town Engineer Paul Vlasich gave a brief description of what got us here today. We need to replace
water lines Town wide. The sewer lines have been analyzed. Mr. Vlasich was asked why the Jady Hill
project has to be done first. He said the water and sewer mains have problems. Phase 3 studies
showed the inflow and infiltration in that area is in very bad condition. He showed a PowerPoint I
indicating where the catch basins were tied into the sewer. He spoke of pipes with cracks in them;
sewer laterals to homes; sump pumps in several homes. The I/I mean additional costs for the
wastewater project in this area. Drain lines need to be replaced concurrently with the water/sewer
project.
Resident Brian Griset asked if there would be any additional water lines installed and Mr. Vlasich said
NO. Mr. Griset expressed concern that residents are being asked to vote before procedures have been
put in place regarding rates being charged to the residents, etc. We’re now being told there are plans
to go into other areas of Town. Mr. Griset asked if decisions have been made as to how ratepayers vs.
taxpayers vs. well users will be charged. Will we be applying to the EPA Administration for grant money
to help with this project? Mr. Vlasich said Underwood Engineers said that the Jady Hill project would be
the most cost effective project. The savings over 20 years will pay for 2/3 of the sewer project. Other
areas of Town may have different issues requiring different solutions.
Dr. Anthony Zwaan said he spoke in favor of this Article. He is glad we are moving forward and sorry to
hear we have more problems. However, we must move forward on this project, regardless of whether
we have procedures in place or not. As for the issue of a CSO, we definitely have a problem that has to
be solved.
Resident Ms. Richard commented that voting on these projects and not mentioning any costs is
frustrating. She feels the “I’s” need to be dotted and the “T’s” crossed before coming before the voters.
Mr. Vlasich said he could understand the importance of the costs to the residents of Jady Hill. There will
be a process for reporting back to the homeowners. Engineering will report on an “estimated cost”, as
well as “relief from the Town”. He said there would be neighborhood meetings in April where Engineers
will be talking about what it means for individual owners.
Resident Gerry Hamel commented that we do need this project, but how do we pay for this? We must
pre-plan this through. Obviously last year’s money request was not enough. How many years are we
going to pay for this? Resident Jay Childs wondered if his house qualifies for this extra charge as he has
a sump pump in his house. Mr. Vlasich said “If your house touches sewer, it will need to be investigated
and will need to be included. If not, there still will be an investigation to find out if there is a need for
your house to be included.” Mr. Childs said there is an issue between the cost to the Town and the cost
to the homeowners. Are any grants being explored? Mr. Vlasich said he is not aware of any grants for
this project. We are eligible for State revolving loan financing. Another resident said he is retiring and
needs to know the cost. Fees are going up and up and he is not able to afford more. What about
Federal money? There was no further discussion on this Article. It will go on the ballot as is.
** * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Frank Ferraro made a MOTION TO CONSIDER Articles 17 through 22 prior to Article 14. The motion was
seconded; the Moderator asked for a card vote on the Motion.
YES = 120 NO = 108 Articles 17 through 22 will be discussed now.
Article 17:
On petition of Maureen Barrows and others, “Shall the Town of Exeter establish and adopt a Budget
Committee consistent with the mandates of RSA 32:14 and RSA 32:15, with the said Committee having
twelve (12) at-large members who shall be elected initially for a term of one year, as required by RSA
32:15 III.” (Majority vote required, by ballot only)
Resident Chris Moutis spoke to this Article. He explained what the Municipal Budget Act was. Our Town
now has a Budget Recommendation Committee, and the members make financial recommendations to
the Board of Selectmen regarding each Town Department. The MBA allows for 12 elected at-large
budget members, including one (1) person appointed by the BOS, and one (1) person appointed by the
local School. This Committee also looks at budgets of the local schools, which in Exeter are our two (2)
elementary schools, as well as the municipal budgets. Actions become recommendations. However,
residents still can amend the articles at the Deliberative Session. The budget may be amended by no
more than 10%.
Resident Donna Schlachman said she is neither for nor against this Article. However, she has a problem
with the Article as written. She is concerned with the members being elected or appointed by the
Moderator. Resident Eric Kane said he is against the concept of “another layer of citizen participation.
People are always saying Government is too large. We have a BOS who make recommendations. Why
have a Committee with power over the budget? There will just be disputes between the Committee and
the BOS. Some of the people mentioned on the Committee quit before. Will this happen again if they
do not get their own way? This has been voted down before and should be voted down again.”
Resident Ann Surman said the “layer already exists.” She has been on this Committee for 7 years, and
she left because she felt the Committee became very ineffective. The BOS members were unwilling to
listen to recommendations of the Committee members. She got off the Committee because it was time
for others to serve. The Municipal Budget Committee is a full year term and not only a few months.
Many other Towns have a MBC.
Resident Deborah Johnson said she has been on the SAU Budget Committee for 4 years. She was on the
Town Budget Committee and “resigned because recommendations from the committee members were
not listened to. The BOS seemed to do what they wanted. Property taxes are going up and we are not
going to be able to compete with our neighboring Towns. We need to start cutting out things if our
Town is going to move forward to become a financially fiscal Town. We need to prioritize our wants and
needs.”
Resident Herb Moyer expressed concern over the MBC replacing the School Budget committee. Kate
Miller, an Elementary School Budget member, also expressed concern about the MBC setting the budget
for the Elementary schools and not the school committee members themselves. Kathy McNeill, an
Elementary School Budget member, said they spend many hours going over each Department budget,
and believe they present a good budget. Resident Ann Schieber congratulated the volunteers for
serving on the many committees. She did say the property taxes are too high in this Town, and we do
not want an excise tax or an income tax.
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Selectman Robert Aldrich exercised his right as a resident and made an amendment to this Article: Shall
the Town of Exeter not establish an official Budget Committee consistent with the Municipal Budget
Law, RSA 32:14 and RSA 32:15? Further, shall the Town continue with the Budget Recommendations
Committee currently in place, created by a vote of the 1857 Town Meeting with the said committee
having not more than twelve (12) at large members? Motion was seconded.
Resident Robert Prior said he “agrees with the Amendment. This is about the process. We do not need
to establish a new form of government concerning the budget. The Board of Selectmen can modify,
accept or reject the recommendations of the Budget Committee.” Ms. Becker said her concern is “we
elect the people to make policy decisions for us and, if we remove the authority from them, we have no
way to hold the Town government accountable. We all need to participate. Exeter has a civil approach
to making tough decisions. We can’t tie hands.” Several other residents expressed their opinions
against this amendment, including Carol Aten, a current member of the Budget Recommendations
Committee. Ms. Aten felt the group worked well together as a volunteer group. They did a lot of
research regarding the budget, and spent a few months on the work. If the amendment does pass, the
BOS will have no control over the budget.
Resident Jay Childs, a former member of the Budget Recommendation Committee feels the process is
the issue. He does not think the members of the BOS are always listening. Mr. Childs said he did not
quit, but had to work on his personal business. Resident Ron Schutz spoke about having tight control
over budgets causing a downward spiral to happen. He will support the amendment. Resident Gerry
Hamel said there has to be more diverse people on the Budget Committee. He also had spent 7 years on
the Budget Recommendation Committee and feels it is time for someone else to give their view.
Selectman (resident) Bill Campbell said, “If we don’t have a problem, we don’t need to fix it”. He is
concerned about our involvement in the way the school budget committee does their budget; they do
not need our input too.
Resident Chris Moutis asked, “Can this citizen’s petition be amended?” Town Counsel Walter Mitchell
explained, “There are some statutes that say if you are going to adopt this authority, you shall use these
specific words on the ballot. You can’t change those words. This is not one of those statutes.” Mr.
Moutis said that he would be changing a Petitioned Article. Mr. Mitchell said, “The petition has nothing
to do with it. It’s the statutory language that keeps the meeting from changing the language.”
Moderator Tucker asked if there was any further discussion. Resident Harry Thayer asked if petitioner
Maureen Barrows would like a Municipal Budget Committee to review her County Commissioners’
budget. “Citizen participation is part of accountability. Do we need a MBC to keep tabs on the BOS?
Then who is going to keep tabs on the MBC?” Resident Dan Jones spoke in favor of the Amendment.
Dr. Zwaan said he was in favor of the amendment, and made a motion to “MOVE THE QUESTION”. The
motion was seconded.
Moderator Tucker allowed the few people in line to speak. Resident Renee O’Barton urged people to
come to the BOS meetings. They would see it is very clear that the members of this Board do not listen.
Frank Ferraro said the MBC does have authority over the Town and local School budgets, and he urged
members of the present School Budget Committee to nominate themselves for this Committee. We are
interested in the process!
Resident James Knight questioned the amendment changing the Article’s subject matter. Moderator
Tucker said he did not believe it did. Mr. Knight said he felt it was changing the subject matter and said
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the Moderator is “out-of-order”. Mr. Knight then requested a Secret Ballot, “Consistent with RSA: 4-a”.
Moderator Tucker explained the process of voting by secret ballot involved the voters to go to the
Checklist Supervisors table, show the pink card picked up when they registered as attending, get a
YES/NO ballot; tear off your choice and put it in the wooden ballot box at the front of the auditorium.
He asked ballot clerks Paul Scafidi, Don Briselden, and Andrea Kohler to oversee the ballot box, and
count the ballots at the conclusion of voting. The ballot box was sealed at 11:45 AM; voting ended at
12:10 PM. The ballots were counted by Clerks – YES = 49, NO = 158. The vote was in favor of the
Moderator – he was NOT “out of order”. Moderator Tucker called for a vote on the Amendment
proposed (done by card vote and resident counters). Results were YES = 185, and NO = 42.
Moderator Tucker said the Amendment Carries, and will go on the ballot as amended.
A motion was made for “No re-consideration on the Articles already acted on” Voice vote – AYES have it.
Moderator Tucker said we would have a 45-minute break for lunch.
The Deliberative Session resumed at 1:00 PM.
Article 18:
On petition of Gerard Hamel and others, “Shall the following twelve (12) be nominated to serve on the
budget committee and elected immediately upon the passage of Budget Committee? Christopher
Moutis, James Knight, Deborah Johnson, Jay Childs, Anne Surman, Renee O’Barton, Frank Ferraro,
Gerard “Gerry” Hamel.”
Resident Frank Heffron offered an amendment: “To delete all the names of the Committee members
and to state instead that all members be appointed by the Moderator.” The amendment was
seconded. Moderator Tucker called for discussion on the amendment.
Resident Jim Knight asked, “Would deleting the names be changing the subject matter?” Attorney
Walter Mitchell said, “It would not change the subject matter.” Mr. Knight called for a vote to overrule
the Moderator. The motion was seconded. The Moderator called for a card vote and the No’s won.
Moderator Tucker asked if there was any more discussion on the amendment. Seeing none, he asked
Mr. Heffron to write out the Amendment: “Shall the Town vote to have all members of the Municipal
Budget Committee appointed by the Moderator?” Mr. Thayer asked to make a motion to amend the
amendment, to take out the word “municipal” because it would cause confusion to the voters.
Moderator Tucker said No because we had not voted on the Amendment to the Article. Moderator
Tucker called for the vote on the original Amendment and the card vote was YES = 99 NO = 23. The
Ayes have it. There was no further discussion on the Article as amended. The Article will go on the
ballot as amended.
Article 19:
On petition of Robert Eastman and others “Shall the Town of Exeter establish a Water and Sewer
Advisory Committee with nine (9) members to be nominated and elected immediately upon the passage
of this article? It shall be the charge of the committee to offer oversight, analysis, input and
recommendations to the Selectmen, the Budget Committee and the CIP Committee. The said
committee shall review the Jady Hill projects as proposed. The said committee shall also make informed
recommendations to the citizens regarding the Town of Exeter establishing an elected Water and Sewer
Commission pursuant to RSA 38:18, RSA 149-I: 19 and RSA 38-C:1, for the management of these town
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utilities. The committee’s study, analysis and recommendations are to be made by October 30, 2011 for
the purpose of action at the next town meeting.”
Resident Robert Eastman addressed this Article. He said the Board of Selectmen made a serious mistake
disbanding the Water & Sewer Committee in 2008. Mr. Eastman contacted Ms. Perry, Mr. Noyes, Ms.
DelGrecco, members of the former W & S Committee, regarding re-establishing the Water & Sewer
Committee, and they thought it was a good idea. Mr. Eastman turned the microphone over to Resident
Brian Griset, a former member of the W & S Committee. Mr. Griset said “Now that issues have been
brought to the forefront, I believe this Committee should be put back into place. The CSO problems,
Jady Hill issues, and other water & sewer issues around Town are of big concern. We should have an
Advisory Committee to advise the Board of Selectmen with these issues.” He suggested that members
be elected for one-year and if the members can make a commitment, they could continue the next year.
This Committee could provide technical advice and oversights; identify other problems and issues; and
check on implications of past recommendations. They could look into the whole Jady Hill project. After
a year the citizens and Board of Selectmen can decide if this Committee will stay as Advisory or as an
elected Commission.
Anthony Zwaan said he is concerned with the wording of this Article. He wasn’t opposed to the
Committee. Dr. Zwaan made the following amendment to the Article:
“Shall the Town vote to recommend that the Board of Selectmen re-establish the Water and Sewer
Advisory Committee with no more than seven (7) members to be chosen in accordance with the Board
of Selectmen’s policies governing appointments to volunteer boards, committees and commissions?
To further recommend that the charge of this Committee be similar to that of the former Committee
in that they should provide advice to the Board of Selectmen regarding the water and sewer systems
for the Town of Exeter including rates, budget development, abatements and capital improvement.”
The motion was seconded.
Ms. Mimi Becker said she is in favor of the amendment and its accountability to the elected officials of
the Town. The Article is non-specific as to time. Maybe there are other issues that need to be worked
on.
Selectman (resident) Bill Campbell is interested in having this Committee re-established. However, the
original wording is too managerial, and therefore he supports the Amendment.
Gerry Hamel is not in favor of the amendment. Everything has to go through the Board of Selectmen
and they are very biased as of late. Resident Paul Scafidi is for the Amendment. This should be an
Advisory Committee only. The Board of Selectmen used to take the recommendations from the
Committee very seriously. These people do have a lot of expertise. Mr. Childs spoke against the
amendment.
A card vote was taken on the Amendment
appear on the ballot.

YES = 113

NO = 30 The Amendment passed, and will

Article 20:
On petition of Robert Eastman and others, “Shall the following nine (9) be nominated and elected
immediately upon the passage of the Water and Sewer Advisory Committee? Joseph Baillargeon,
Donald Brabant, Robert Eastman, Brian Griset, Robert Kelly, Eugene Lambert, Mark Leighton, Corey
Stevens and James Tanis.”
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Dr. Zwaan made the following amendment: Shall the Town upon re-establishment of the Water and
Sewer Advisory Committee, vote to have the Board of Selectmen appoint seven (7) members in
accordance with the Board of Selectmen’s policies governing board appointments to volunteer
boards, committees and commissions? It was seconded.
Moderator Tucker called for discussion on the Amendment. Robert Prior said he thought the nine
people mentioned in the Article should be given due consideration for the Water & Sewer Committee.
Brian Griset has no problem with the amendment but would like to add to the amendment a specific
time for these appointments. Resident Bob Eastman asked Dr. Zwaan to further amend the Article by
adding “within 45 days of passage”. Dr. Zwaan thinks the power should be the Board of Selectmen and
did not want to amend his amendment.
Moderator Tucker called for a card vote on the Amendment. YES = 116 NO = 28
Mr. Ferraro made a motion to amend the article to add: “within 45 days of passage”. The motion was
seconded. Dr. Zwaan spoke against the amendment stating it should be up to the Board of Selectmen to
choose the members of the Committee. Mr. Childs said he “would like a clarification regarding whether
we don’t trust the BOS to appoint a committee or are the people being ignored? What is going on
here?”
Selectman (resident) Bobby Aldrich said he is not in favor of the Water & Sewer Committee. But if it
comes before the Board, he will vote for re-establishing the seven (7) people within 45 days. It was
agreed to add this 45 days to the amendment. The amendment now is: Shall the Town upon reestablishment of the Water and Sewer Advisory Committee, vote to have the Board of Selectmen
appoint seven (7) members in accordance with the Board of Selectmen’s policies governing board
appointments to volunteer boards, committees and commissions, within 45 days of passage? The
Amendment was seconded and the Moderator called for a card vote. The Ayes have it. The Article will
go on the ballot as amended.
Article 21:
On petition of Laura Picciano and others, Shall the Town rescind Article 37 of the 2010 town warrant and
replace it with a new cable access revolving fund in accordance with RSA 31:95-C and restrict annual
revenue of $20,000 from cable service franchise fees for the purpose of operating and maintaining
Public Access, Education and Government programming channels? Any surplus in the said fund shall not
be deemed a part of the general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by
the legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a specific purpose of the fund or
source of the revenue. The Board of Selectmen shall be appointed as agents to expend from the fund.
All funds, with accumulated interest to date of withdrawal, in the cable access revolving fund
established by Article 37 of the 2010 town warrant are to be transferred to the municipality’s general
fund. (Statutory reference, RSA 31-95-C).
Renee O’Barton spoke to this Article, and said, “In 2005 this subject first came about. In 2009 Article 37
of the Town Meeting Warrant said ½ of the tax would go towards funding the ($40,000) request.
However, $20,000 was not put into the Cable Funding Now they are proposing to build a new station
costing $125,000 and this money will come from the Franchise Fees that we Comcast customers are
paying on our monthly bills. The Co-Op is donating $50,000 toward the project and the Town of Exeter
is contributing $50,000 from Town escrow. Ms. O’Barton gave statistics regarding expenses for a new
TV station and equipment, plus staffing. She is concerned that the other 5 Towns are not contributing
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towards this project. Ms. O’Barton spoke of the survey that Comcast had done re: the Franchise Fees
among other things. There were few people present who knew about this survey. The Board of
Selectmen voted to raise the tax in November.
Mr. Ferraro said “This Article would NOT rescind Article 37 of the 2010 vote; it will not rescind the 3%
cable tax. We voted to take ½ of the 1% franchise fee for the cable access ($20,000). This Article reestablishes last year’s Article. The BOS went against what the people wanted. We want what the
people want, not what the Board of Selectmen and/or Cable Committee wants. If you want more
equipment, come before the voters and vote on it; let’s not have these back room deals.”
Selectman (resident) Donald Clement said he “finds this sad!” “What Article 21 will do is defund cable
access in Exeter. We won’t have any money for cable upgrades or breakdowns. We would be able to
provide much more cable programming with the defeat of Article 21. The education portion would be
greatly affected by the passage of this Article. Last year’s budget ($18,000) and this year’s budget
($20,000) do not include the IT Manager’s time, which is about $10,000. The $20,000 will barely give us
what we have today! What happens if equipment breaks down? The 2005 Article was to pay for the
Cable channel and the Town Cable channel.”
Brian Griset said “Compared to other Towns we are smaller, and there is plenty of room with what we
presently have. We will be helping to pay for the station, staff, for 2 channels we may not even use!
When you put in a percentage you don’t have to come back to the citizens for approval. You don’t get
to vote. We should put in for a CIP project. It is our right to vote on expansions. We who use Comcast
and get Channel 22 are paying a Franchise Fee, which will go up again the next 4 years.”
Sam Bruno, Student Services Councilor for SST, and SAU 16 Representative to Cable Committee,
explained that community television could be so much more. He has been frustrated because
community TV was not moving forward. Comcast’s survey was to find out what the public wanted. In
November 2010 the Board of Selectmen signed a contract with Comcast. If we want to move forward
then we have to have a franchise fee. Channel 22 needs to be updated. Mr. Bruno gave an overview of
the entire budget and process.
Town IT Coordinator Andrew Swanson said the $20,000 is for the operating expenses and does not
cover equipment or staffing. If this Article does not pass, we will not have money to fix any problems.
Herb Moyer supports this Article and feels we need to move forward, not backward. He said, “The
Federal Government authorized companies to enter into contracts to bring us TV stations. They have to
charge a franchise fee and it is not a tax. If you want to go backward, then vote down the Article and
“save” your franchise fee.”
Mr. Joe McCarthy, a member of the Cable TV Committee, resigned from the Committee last month. He
said, “A Company in Portsmouth, RKM Company, did the survey. They do not have people available to
talk with residents, but send out the survey instead.” He finds the survey contrasted drastically to what
the assessment hearings results were. He tends to believe the citizens rather than the polltakers.
Resident Kate Miller thinks it is good to learn what other communities do with their cable channels. She
works with Cable contracts as an Attorney. Exeter is very organized in getting this contract done. Ms.
Miller proposed an Amendment: Shall the Town confirm Article 37 of the 2010 Town Warrant for
cable access? The motion was seconded.
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Moderator Tucker called for discussion on the Amendment. Resident Greg Gilman supports the
amendment, as does Herb Moyer. Laura Picciano, whose name is the petitioner on this Article, is
against the Amendment. “Why pay more?”
Darius Thompson asked to “Move the Question.” Moderator Tucker said he wanted the remaining
people in line to speak to the Amendment first. Mr. Ferraro is opposed to the Amendment. He said, “I
feel it does not live up to the intent in Article 37. Article 37 provides ½ the funding and the rest will go
into the General Fund. This intention is for all the franchise fees to go into the Cable Fund. This is a
change in subject matter. It only addresses part of the Article. What if something breaks down? We
have to ask for money when we vote for a new truck! But here the BOS and Cable Committee are
spending the money – our money! This is a “hidden” request.”
Ms. Richard is also opposed to the Amendment. She feels the Board of Selectmen members are not
listening to the people.
There being no further discussion on this Article, Moderator Tucker called for a vote on the Amendment.
A Card vote was taken.
YES = 79 NO = 47 Amended Article to go on the ballot.
Article 22:
On petition of Gerard Hamel and others, “Shall the Town of Exeter authorize the establishment of a
Capital Reserve Fund, pursuant to RSA Chapter 35? The fund will be known as the Highway
Improvement Fund. This fund shall be funded by all franchise fee revenue from the Town cable provider
to the extent such revenue is not otherwise restricted or reserved by the action of the legislative body
and may be expended exclusively for improving and maintaining Town roads, and to appoint the Board
of Selectmen as agents to expend from the fund. The monies in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate
from year to year and shall not be considered a part of the town’s general fund unreserved fund
balance. The Town Treasurer shall have custody of all monies in the fund.”
Ms. O’Barton amended the Article by adding “$70,000 was to go into the highway fund.” Town Attorney
Mitchell said, “The language would have to be changed to raise and appropriate money to this Fund.
First a Fund has to be created and then raise and appropriate a specific amount that will go into that
Fund. However, you can’t end up with money in the Fund this year. To get money into a Capital
Reserve Fund is the problem. You could establish a Capital Reserve Fund for next year with a specific
amount raised and appropriated which is equal to last year’s amount. It was not warned that any
specific money would be raised and appropriated.”
Greg Gilman made a motion to amend Article 22: Shall the Town of Exeter establish a Capital Reserve
Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1, known as the Highway Improvement Fund, for the purpose of
improving town roads and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to expend from the Fund? Further,
shall the Town recommend to the Board of Selectmen that they should annually place an Article on
the Town warrant to appropriate funds to the Highway Improvement Fund? Such appropriations
should come from franchise fee revenue received from the Town’s cable provider to the extent such
revenue is not otherwise restricted or reserved by the action of the legislative body. The monies in
the Fund shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year and shall not be considered a part of the
Town’s general fund unreserved fund balance. Funds in the Highway Improvement Fund may be
expended only for the purpose for which the Fund was created. The motion to amend was seconded.
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Moderator Tucker asked if there was any discussion on the Amendment. Donna Schlachman is
concerned about the wording. There were parts she did not think were necessary. “I would like to take
out the part that says annually place an Article on the Town warrant.” Herb Moyer supports the
Amendment. Frank Ferraro believes this is changing the original warrant article. Atty. Mitchell
explained “You can’t do this because one underlining concern in changing a warrant article is what you
are proposing to do has to be warned at the time the warrant was published to the general public.” Mr.
Ferraro questioned Atty. Mitchell “How did we just change several warrant articles that were not
warned to the general public and were wiped out?” Atty. Mitchell said, “They contained the same
subject matter.” Mr. Ferraro said, “This is the same subject matter. If this article had a money amount
in it, you could change the money.” Selectman Aldrich added, “Because it doesn’t have a value of
money, you can’t add “raise and appropriate money.” Mr. Ferraro said again, “We just negated several
warrant articles. I disagree that we could not fix them.”
Dennis Brady is concerned about Town roads not getting the funding as opposed to State roads. DPW
Director Jennifer Perry explained that Town roads are Town roads. There are roads within the Town
that are State roads but the Town is ultimately responsible for these roads. Town Engineer Paul Vlasich
said that any funds that we receive will only be used on Town roads.
Dr. Zwaan asked to Move the Question. Moderator Tucker called for a card vote.
YES = 96 NO = 18 Article 22 will go on the ballot as amended.
Article 23:
On petition of Darius Thompson and others, “To see if the Town of Exeter, NH will vote, to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Thousand ($5,000.00) dollars and no cents to defray the expense of the
annual Exeter Holiday Christmas Parade for the public under the direction of the Selectmen or a
committee to be appointed to serve gratuitously for this purpose.” (A majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Mr. Thompson spoke to this Article. He said, “The Exeter Holiday Christmas Parade started in 1948.
Today the Parade is 100% organized by many volunteers. It has become very difficult in recent years to
raise funds from local businesses to help defray expenses. Each year there are more expenses
associated with putting on the Parade. This year there were more spectators enjoying the parade than
in years past.”
Resident Nora Arrico said “I am concerned that the Chamber of Commerce changed the name of the
Parade and it is now called a Holiday Parade.” She is offended that Christmas has been “sold out” and
she would like Mr. Thompson to rethink the name of the parade. It should be named the Exeter
Christmas Parade!
Resident Chris Moutis said “The Parade is not a Chamber of Commerce sponsored event. A group of
volunteers put on the Parade. “He asked Mr. Thompson if there is still $2,500 in the budget for the
Parade. The answer is YES. Mr. Moutis said “If this Article passes, there will be $7,500 available for the
Parade. The Health Service agencies that have asked for funding are being level funded and are not
getting as much money as the Parade.” Mr. Moutis made an Amendment to reduce the amount to be
appropriated to $500. The motion was seconded. There being no further discussion, Moderator Tucker
called for a card vote. YES = 45 NO = 43. Moderator Tucker said the Article shall appear on the ballot
as amended.
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Shall the Town of Exeter vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred ($500) dollars and no
cents to defray the expense of the annual Exeter Holiday Christmas Parade for the public under the
direction of the Selectmen or a committee to be appointed to serve gratuitously for this purpose?
Article 14
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ($750,000) for the purpose of replacing
water meters throughout the Town, and to authorize the issuance of not more than seven hundred fifty
thousand dollars ($750,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA 33), and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or
notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize the Board of Selectmen
to accept any state or federal grants related to the project. Debt service will be paid from the water
fund. (A 3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
(NOTE: This project is eligible for 30% forgiveness from the principal and interest on an SRF loan from
the New Hampshire of $750,000.)
Selectwoman Gilman spoke to this Article. She explained passage of this Article would be a help in
purchasing replacement water meters. Michael Jeffers, DPW Water Sewer Maintenance Engineer said,
“There are approximately 3,500 meters that need to be replaced. Half of the meters are 30 years old
and need to be completely replaced. The remaining meters need partial replacement of the radio read.
There has been lost revenue from inaccurate readings of gallons used. Ratepayers will be able to
monitor their own usage, and the readings will be more accurate. Radio readings can be done more
frequently resulting in monthly billing instead of the current quarterly billing. This project is also eligible
for grants. This is a “green” project and therefore we will get 30% debt forgiveness but it could be
more.”
Dave Safford asked if everybody pays for this. Moderator Tucker said “NO. It is only the people who
have Town water.”
There being no further discussion, Moderator Tucker declared the Article will go on the ballot as
presented.
Article 15:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred seventy-five thousand
dollars ($575,000) for the purpose of replacing two aged and defective culverts over Norris Brook, and
to authorize the issuance of not more than ($575,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept any state or federal grants related to the project. (A 3/5 ballot vote
required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Selectman Bill Campbell spoke to this Article. Mr. Campbell explained that culverts over Norris Brook
need replacement badly. One culvert is on Water Street and the other is in Swasey Parkway. Jay
Perkins, DPW Highway Supt. said the culverts are old and made of reinforced concrete and are
deteriorating. They both are going to require urgent attention before it would require road closures
when they do fail.
Resident Bob Eastman asked about the money that had been in the Culvert Capital Reserve Fund. He
remembered there was a Culvert Capital Reserve Fund with a balance of approximately $170,000 in it.
Why are we not expending from this Fund? Town Manager Dean said, “$72,000 of the Fund balance
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had been spent to repair the culvert at Stockbridge Funeral Home. There is a balance in this Fund that
can be used; however, this project needs to be approved first. We would do the project this year and
start paying for it in the next year. So it is possible in next year’s budget we could use this money from
the Fund for the first year of debt, but it would be part of the budgetary process.” Mr. Eastman asked
“When did the Board of Selectmen take action on that project and let the Trustees know when to
release the money?” Mr. Dean said he thought it was actually quite recent. “We may not have even
requested the funds yet. It is our intention to take $72,000 from that Fund if it hasn’t been done
already.” There being no further discussion on this Article, Moderator Tucker declared the Article will
go on the ballot as presented.
Article 16: Shall the Town choose all necessary Town Officers, Auditors or Committees for the ensuing
year, including the following: Budget Recommendations Committee; Measurer of Wood & Bark, and the
Weigher?
Selectman Aldrich presented the slate of names for the Budget Recommendations Committee: Carol
Walker Aten, Donald Brabant, Daniel Chartrand, Allan Corey, Robert Kelly, Mark Leighton, Corey
Stevens, Harry Thayer, Donald Woodward
Measurer of Wood & Bark: Douglas Eastman; Weigher: Jay Perkins, Sr.; Fence Viewer: Douglas
Eastman
There being no further discussion on this Article, Moderator Tucker declared the Article will go on the
ballot as presented.
Article 24:
Shall the Town of Exeter raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriation by
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling $20,163,648? Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be $19,960,113, which is
the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Exeter or by
law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to
take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (A majority vote required) Recommended by the
Board of Selectmen
Selectman Aldrich showed a power point presentation on the Town Budget. He said the Town’s
operating budget required for 2011 is a .58% increase over the general fund budget for 2010. The 2010
number includes last year’s budget as approved by the voters, plus the Police and fire Department labor
controls, and the COAST transportation assessment, which is now included in the budget.
Greg Gilman made a motion to negate any Reconsideration of Articles done to this point. The motion
was seconded. Moderator Tucker asked for a voice vote – the AYES have it.
Article 25:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of threehundred fifty-four thousand, two-hundred dollars ($354,200) for the purpose of purchasing a portion of
the Goupil property (tax map 73, lot 276) (the ‘old train station baggage building’) on Lincoln Street, and
converting it into a visitor’s center and ticket office for the community. The total project cost is
$403,200, with a federal grant offset of $282,240, funding 70% of the project, in-kind services from the
Town Department of Public Works and other organizations funding $49,000 of the project, and general
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taxation funding $71,960 of the project. (A Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen
Selectwoman Gilman spoke to this Article. She explained the “old train station is a historical building
that should be restored. If you own a $300,000 house, there would be a one-time $15 appropriation
fee. The Grant for $282,240 will lower the individuals’ tax bill. The project would include rehabilitation
of the old baggage building into a welcoming center for the community. This Center will include public
restrooms, information, and ticket kiosk for the Downeaster.
Ms. Gilman introduced Robert Hall, a non-resident, but Exeter-born, who has done a lot for our Town
regarding the Train Station. Mr. Hall received applause from the audience. He has been involved in this
project for almost 10 years. Mr. Hall explained that we have a platform and a parking lot, thanks to the
Town of Exeter. He went on to say that it would be nice if we can provide a place for people to buy a
ticket, go the bathroom, get directions on where to go, and have a way to get to the downtown area. If
Article 25 passes, Mr. Hall will organize a “Host Committee” for coverage of the Information booth.
Robert Eastman made a motion to amend this Article “to raise and appropriate the total amount of the
project ($403,200).” The motion was seconded. Moderator Tucker asked for discussion on the
Amendment, and Selectman Aldrich said “The DRA had signed-off on the Article as presented and
therefore, we should leave it as it is.”
There was no further discussion on this Amendment. Moderator Tucker called for a voice vote on this
Amendment; the Amendment failed. Moderator Tucker called for a voice vote on the original Article,
and it passed. Article 25 will appear on the ballot as presented
Article 26:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into 7-year lease/purchase
agreement(s) for the purpose of lease/purchasing each of the following pieces of equipment for the
Department of Public Works:
Equipment
Hwy 6-Wheel Dump Truck
Sidewalk Tractor
Total

Principle
$150,614
$125,000
$275,614

Interest
$27,111
$22,500
$49,611

Total
$177,725
$147,500
$325,225

And to raise and appropriate the sum of $51,776 in 2011, which represents the first of 7 annual
payments (a total of $325,225), for this purpose. These lease agreements shall contain an escape clause.
(A Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker asked if anyone was going to speak to this Article. Seeing no one, he called for
discussion on this Article. Seeing none, Moderator declared Article 26 will go on the ballot as
presented.
Article 27:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a 5-year lease/purchase
agreement for the purpose of lease/purchasing SCBA (Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus) equipment
for the Exeter Fire Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $62,843, which represents the
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first of 5 annual payments (a total of $291,128), for this purpose. This lease agreement shall contain an
escape clause. (A majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker asked if anyone was going to speak to this Article. Seeing no one, he called for
discussion on this Article. Seeing none, Moderator Tucker declared Article 27 will appear on the ballot
as presented.
Article 28:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two-hundred fifty-thousand dollars
($250,000), to be added to the Town’s paving budget, for the purpose of paving town roads. (A majority
vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker asked if anyone was going to speak to this Article. Seeing no one, he called for
discussion on this Article. Seeing none, Moderator Tucker declared Article 28 will appear on the ballot
as presented.
Article 29:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of onehundred forty-seven thousand dollars ($147,000) for the purpose of completing the final phase of
structural repairs and improvements to the brick exterior of the Town Hall, as recommended in the 2001
structural engineering report completed for the Town by SEA Engineers. (A majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker asked if anyone was going to speak to this Article. Seeing no one, he called for
discussion on this Article. Seeing none, Moderator Tucker declared Article 29 will appear on the ballot
as presented.
Article 30:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the purchase of a conservation easement on the Rider Property
located in both Exeter and Kensington, which easement will be acquired by both the Town of Exeter and
the Town of Kensington, and to raise and appropriate the sum of forty-thousand dollars ($40,000), by
special warrant article, to go toward that purchase. This sum will be combined with the $32,000
available from the Exeter Conservation Bond approved by the 2003 Town Meeting and $13,000 from the
Exeter Conservation Fund to fund Exeter’s 12.5% share of the total purchase price. The balance of the
purchase price will come from the Town of Kensington (12.5%), from a Farm and Ranch Land protection
grant (50%), and by donation from the land owner (25%). (A majority vote required) Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker called for discussion on this Article. Selectman Aldrich made a power point
presentation on the land, showing how the parcel of land would connect the two pieces of conservation
easements in Kensington and Exeter. There are 55 acres off Powder Mill Road. It was proposed for
development in 2005.
Bob Eastman asked if DRA had a problem with how this Article was written, especially regarding the
gross appropriations. Mr. Aldrich said NO, because some of the money would be coming from Exeter’s
Conservation Fund.
Arthur Baillargeon asked, “What are the conditions of the land?” Mr. Aldrich replied “There are 55
acres of mainly farmland, and 16 acres of the land is in Exeter.” Mr. Baillargeon asked, “What advantage
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is there for Exeter to buy this land?” Mr. Aldrich said, “If Exeter doesn’t approve the purchase of the
land this year, Kensington will find other alternatives.”
There was no further discussion on this Article. Moderator Tucker declared Article 30 shall appear on
the ballot as presented.
Article 31:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a 3-year lease/purchase
agreement for the purpose of lease/purchasing a utility dump truck for the Department of Public Works,
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,329 in 2011, which represents the first of 3 annual
payments (a total of $58,569), for this purpose. This lease agreement shall contain an escape clause. (A
majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker asked if there was any discussion on this Article. Joe Baillargeon questioned, “Why is
this Article not combined with Article 26?” Mr. Aldrich said “There are different years of lease for these
vehicles, and therefore it caused separate Articles.”
No further discussion on this Article, Moderator Tucker declared Article 31 shall appear on the ballot as
presented.
Article 32:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of thirtyseven thousand dollars ($37,000) for the purpose of completing two projects identified in the Raynes
Farm Long Range Development Plan including the full replacement of the barn roof, and demolition of
the silo connector and the rebuilding of the barn opening on the Town-owned barn located on the
Town-owned Raynes Farm property on Newfields Road. (A majority vote required) Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen
Moderator Tucker called for discussion on this Article. Don Brabant said this Article is about the “Gift
that keeps on taking! It’s just a barn! We spend too much money on this property. It is a terrible waste
of money.” He suggests the barn be torn down and the road straightened for safety. . Darius Thompson
said this is a special place because it is “where a special float is stored!”
Selectman Bill Campbell spoke to this Article. He said, “It is a Historical piece of Exeter. The barn has
good bones, and it is a pleasure to see this Barn when you first come into Exeter on the Newfield’s Road.
The first thing to be done is to replace the roof and that is what we are trying to do. The silo is pulling
the wall away from the barn, and that needs to come off. There is a long-range plan to make this barn
more accessible to the public. The work will be done by volunteers.” Arthur Baillargeon said, “This is an
OLD BARN. It needs lots of work and it will cost lots of money.” Nora Arrico said, “We must save
money from somewhere, and this would be a good place”. Joe Baillargeon said, “This barn is a piece of
CRAP! We are trying to save something that has a cancer. It would be better if we could charge a
reasonable rent rate and then we would have the money to make the repairs.”
No further discussion on this Article, Moderator Tucker declared Article 32 shall appear on the ballot as
presented.
Article 33:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of twentyone thousand, six hundred ninety-five dollars ($21,695), for the support of various Human Service
agencies that will serve Exeter residents in 2011. Agencies: New Generation Shelter ($2,000); Families
First ($3,000); New Outlook Teen Center ($2,700); Great Bay Red Cross ($800); Great Bay Kids ($2,495);
Seacoast Mental Health ($8,500); RSVP ($2,200). (A majority vote required) Recommended by the Board
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of Selectmen. Moderator Tucker called for discussion on this Article. Arthur Baillargeon asked “Are
there any representatives present to speak to this Article or to answer questions?” Ms. Lee, the Director
of the RSVP program spoke about the Retired Senior Volunteer Program. The goal is to help 65+ yearold citizens find appropriate safe places to work. She gave an overview of the agency.
There was no further discussion. Moderator Tucker declared Article 33 will go on the ballot as
presented.
Article 34:
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 41-14:a which, if adopted, will authorize the Board of Selectmen to
acquire or sell land, buildings, or both: provided it first complies with statutory requirements, including
consultation with the planning board and conservation commission, and the holding of two (2) duly
noticed public hearings? Moderator Tucker called for discussion on this Article. Bob Eastman asked if
the Town acquired any land this year. Selectman Aldrich answered that the only land purchased this
year was approximately 2 acres on Continental Drive for the Fire Safety building.
There being no further discussion, Moderator Tucker declared Article 34 shall go on the ballot as
presented.
Article 35:
To see if the Town will vote to increase the current motor vehicle local option fee from $2.50 to $3.25 to
fund transportation services for senior and disabled residents and transportation service needs
consistent with RSA 261:153 VI. Proceeds from the fee will be deposited into the Town’s Municipal
Transportation Improvement Fund. This article will not impact the tax rate.
Moderator Tucker called for discussion on this Article. Renee O’Barton asked “Is this service for senior
citizens and the disabled only?” The answer was YES. She then asked “Is verification needed to take
advantage of this service?” The answer was YES. Ms. Gilman clarified a statement made at a recent
Selectmen’s meeting regarding “Donations”. It was a misunderstanding; donations are voluntary. Don
Woodward said, “The fee is being increased because gas has gone up in price, and the number of riders
has increased. The program has been very successful and has grown threefold. It is unique because
Exeter residents pay for Exeter senior citizens to be able to have transportation.”
Arthur Baillargeon asked “Is this service open to all people regardless of income?” Mr. Woodward said,
“Most of the people are on Meals on Wheels or TASC and have to meet certain criteria.” Dr. Zwaan
supports this Article because the elderly are able to get to their medical appointments, etc.
There being no further discussion, Moderator Tucker declared Article 35 shall go on the ballot as
presented.
Moderator Tucker said “I will entertain one more motion and that is a Motion to Adjourn.” The
Motion was made and seconded. Moderator Tucker adjourned the Deliberative Session of the 2011
Town Meeting at 4:45 PM, to be continued at the Talbot Gym, Tuck Learning Center on Linden Street,
on Tuesday, March 8, 2011 at 7:00 AM.
NOTE: The Checklist Supervisors reported 287 registered voters signed in for this Meeting.
NOTE: AMENDED ARTICLES 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23
Respectfully Submitted,
Linda Hartson Macomber
Exeter Town Clerk
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TOWN OF EXETER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SECOND SESSION, ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
March 8, 2011
The second session of the Annual Town Meeting, the Exeter School District Annual Meeting, and
Exeter’s vote of the Exeter Regional Co-Operative School District Annual Meeting, was held in the Talbot
gymnasium at the Tuck Learning Center, 30 Linden Street, Exeter, on Tuesday, March 8, 2011. The
Accuvote electronic voting machines were examined and declared empty by Selectmen Bill Campbell,
Moderator, Charlie Tucker, and School Clerk, Sue Bendroth. Town Clerk, Linda Hartson printed zero
reports from each of the three (3) machines; went over the procedure for checking in the registered
voters with the Ballot clerks and Poll Workers; and answered questions concerning the ballot(s).
Town Moderator Tucker called the meeting to order at 7:00 AM, and asked those present to join him in
saluting the American flag. Moderator Tucker announced Absentee Ballots would be processed
beginning at 1:45 PM; the polls would remain open until 8:00 PM; all voters in line or in a voting booth
at 8:00 PM would be allowed to cast his/her ballot. There being no further announcements, Moderator
Tucker declared the polls open for voting.
At approximately 11:00 AM, Assistant Moderator, Paul Scafidi emptied Precinct 1 (Town Ballots)
machine and noticed the write-in ballots were not being flipped to the correct side of the machine
causing “jamming”. It was determined that a metal piece found in the bottom of the machine may be
the cause. This will be looked at by LHS, the company servicing the boxes and Accuvote machines. The
ballots were placed in a locked box and marked “Check for Write-Ins”.
At 1:45 PM, Moderator Tucker and Deputy Town Clerk Kohler processed the Absentee ballots against
the checklist. The Absentee ballots were immediately cast in the ballot boxes.
At approximately 5:00 PM, Precinct 2 (Co-Op Ballots) box stopped accepting ballots. Town Clerk, Linda
Hartson immediately called LHS for help. Several tries were made to correct the problem. It was
decided to have the technician covering our area come to our polling place. In the meantime, all school
ballots were processed in Precinct 3 (School Ballot) box. The technician arrived shortly after 7:00 PM
with a replacement machine for us to use. She speculated the problem could be a small belt that may
have broken, and took the machine with her to LHS for servicing. After a short test, voters’ cast ballots
were processed as usual. The technician was made aware of a metal piece found in the bottom of
Precinct 1 box. There was no way to determine the problem at this time, and she would look at it when
she returns our Precinct 2 machine.
At 7:57 PM, Moderator Tucker reminded poll workers and voters the polls would be closing in three (3)
minutes. The people in line, or in a voting booth, could cast their ballot. The last ballot was cast at 8:05
PM and Moderator Tucker declared the polls closed. Town Clerk Hartson and School District Clerk
Bendroth closed the Accuvote voting machines, and ran the tabulation tapes for the voting results.
Moderator Tucker announced the unofficial results at 8:15 PM. The official results would be announced
once the write-in votes and ballots requiring hand counting were processed. At approximately 10:20
PM, there being no changes in the results, Moderator Tucker announced the results “official” as
previously announced.
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RESULTS OF TOWN BALLOT ARE AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE 1: ELECTION OF TOWN OFFICERS:
TOWN MODERATOR: Two-Year Term
Charles F. Tucker (1550) **TUCKER DECLARED THE WINNER
SELECTMAN: (vote for two) Three-Year Term
Matthew “Matt” Quandt (1072)**
Francis “Frank” Ferraro (903)**
John Childs (559)
Renee O’Barton (706)
**QUANDT and FERRARO DECLARED THE WINNERS
TOWN CLERK: Three-Year Term
Linda Hartson (1539)

**HARTSON DECLARED THE WINNER

TOWN TREASURER: Three-Year Term
Donald Brabant (1477)
**BRABANT DECLARED THE WINNER
SUPERVISOR OF CHECKLIST: Three-Year Term
Robert “Bob” Eastman (1440) **EASTMAN DECLARED THE WINNER
TRUSTEE OF THE LIBRARY : (vote for three) Three-Year Term
Barry Sandberg (723)
Felicia Donovan (1007)**
James Battles (738)**
Kimberly Bristol McCarthy (862)**
**BATTLES and DONOVAN and McCARTHY DECLARED THE WINNERS
TRUSTEES OF THE ROBINSON FUND: Seven-Year Term
Barbara “Bunny” Gagne (1423) **GAGNE DECLARED THE WINNER
TRUSTEES OF SWASEY PARKWAY: Three-Year Term
Jay Perkins, Sr. (1451)
**PERKINS DECLARED THE WINNER
TRUSTEES OF TOWN TRUST FUNDS: Three-Year Term
Margaret “Peg” Duhamel (1474) **DUHAMEL DECLARED THE WINNER
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RESULTS OF ARTICLES 2 - 35: (**DENOTES DECLARED WIN)
ARTICLE 2: Zoning Amendment #1: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 3.2 Zoning Map by rezoning Tax Map/Lot # 88-3, #88-4 and # 88-5 from an R-1, Single
Family Residential zoning district to an I-Industrial Zoning District.
YES = 903**
NO = 737
ARTICLE 3: Zoning Amendment #2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 2.2.50 Multi-Use definition by clarifying the existing definition and adding density
requirements for same within the C-2 and NP districts.
YES =1110** NO = 506
ARTICLE 4: Zoning Amendment #3: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 5.3.1. by deleting subsection B. (Lot Merger Clause) in its entirety according to legislation
that has recently passed which no longer allows for mandatory merging of non-conforming lots.
YES = 1151** NO = 452
ARTICLE 5: Zoning Amendment #4: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 5.7.7 and 5.7.8 of the Historic District Sign Regulations to further clarify the titles of each
section by adding the phrase “Zoning Districts” to the end of each title.
YES = 1100** NO = 536
ARTICLE 6: Zoning Amendment #5: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 6, SUPPLEMENTARY USE REGULATIONS, by adding a new section entitled: “6.18 Cemetery
Regulations”, in accordance with state regulations.
YES = 1293** NO = 337
ARTICLE 7: Zoning Amendment #6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #6 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 9.1.5 Permitted Uses, by adding to the list of allowances elevated, uncovered decks
(including gazebo or garden-type structures), storage sheds and native non-invasive plantings.
YES = 1148** NO = 476
ARTICLE 8: Zoning Amendment #7: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #7 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 9.1. Wetlands Conservation District to make corrections and clarifications within sections
9.1.1.A, 9.1.3.F, 9.1.5.B, 9.1.6.A.3.
YES = 1182** NO = 403
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ARTICLE 9: Zoning Amendment #8: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #8 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 9.3.4 Use Regulations – subsection C. Building Setbacks” to clarify and correct a
reference.
YES = 1181** NO = 392
ARTICLE 10: Zoning Amendment #9: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #9 as proposed by
the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Section 9.4 FLOODPLAIN DEVELOPMENT ORDINANCE by deleting the present Floodplain
Development Ordinance in its entirety and replace it with a new ordinance tailored to the needs of the
Town of Exeter.
YES = 1150** NO = 435
ARTICLE 11: Zoning Amendment #10: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #10 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article 12.4 LIMITS OF APPROVAL by allowing the Zoning Board of Adjustment to grant one-year
extensions to previously granted approvals.
YES = 1062** NO = 505
ARTICLE 12: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six-million three-hundred fifty
thousand dollars ($6,350,000) for the design and construction of a new groundwater treatment facility
at Gilman Park or on property in the adjacent area to include land around the Lary Lane Well, equipping
and upgrading the Lary Lane, Gilman Park, and Stadium Well facilities, together with necessary water
main upgrades, and authorize the issuance of not more than ($6,350,000) of bonds or notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and authorize the Board of
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon;
furthermore, authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any state or federal grants related to the
project? Debt service will be paid from the water fund. (A 3/5 ballot vote required for approval.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
(NOTE: This project is eligible for 30% forgiveness from the principal and interest on an SRF loan from
the New Hampshire DES that may range from 3.0 to 4.4 million dollars.)
YES = 1082
NO=753** (59%,did not pass)
ARTICLE 13: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two million nine hundred
thousand dollars ($2,900,000) for the purpose of making water, sewer, and drainage improvements to
the Jady Hill area, including replacement and repair of water and sewer lines to address inflow and
infiltration problems to the Town’s sewer system, and authorize the issuance of not more than
($2,900,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33),
and authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and determine the
rate of interest thereon; furthermore, authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept any state or federal
grants related to the project? Debt service will be paid $2,650,000 from the sewer fund, $250,000 from
the general fund. (A 3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen
YES = 789
NO=1047** (43%, did not pass)
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ARTICLE 14: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ($750,000) for the purpose of
replacing water meters throughout the Town, and authorize the issuance of not more than seven
hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept any state or federal grants related to the project? Debt service will be paid from
the water fund. (A 3/5 ballot vote required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
(NOTE: This project is eligible for 30% forgiveness from the principal and interest on an SRF loan from
the New Hampshire of $750,000.)
YES = 905
NO = 910** (50%, did not pass)
ARTICLE 15: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five hundred seventy-five
thousand dollars ($575,000) for the purpose of replacing two aged and defective culverts over Norris
Brook, and authorize the issuance of not more than ($575,000) of bonds or notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), and authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue and
negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; furthermore, authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept any state or federal grants related to the project? (A 3/5 ballot vote
required for approval.) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 956
NO = 843** (53%, did not pass)
ARTICLE 16: Shall the Town choose all necessary Town Officers, Auditors or Committees for the ensuing
year, including the following: BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS COMMITTEE: Carol Walker Aten, Donald
Brabant, Daniel Chartrand, Allan Corey, Robert Kelly, Mark Leighton, Corey Stevens, Harry Thayer,
Donald Woodward.
Measurer of Wood & Bark: Douglas Eastman, Weigher: Jay Perkins, Sr., Fence Viewer: Douglas Eastman
YES = 1272** NO = 453
ARTICLE 17: Shall the Town of Exeter not establish an official Budget Committee consistent with the
Municipal Budget Law, RSA 32:14 and RSA 32:15? Further, shall the Town continue with the Budget
Recommendations Committee currently in place, created by a vote of the 1857 Town Meeting with the
said committee having not more than twelve (12) at large members?
YES = 948**
NO = 644
ARTICLE 18: Shall the Town vote to have all members of the Municipal Budget Committee appointed by
the Moderator?
YES = 610
NO = 997**
ARTICLE 19: Shall the Town vote to recommend that the Board of Selectmen re-establish the Water and
Sewer Advisory Committee with no more than seven (7) members to be chosen in accordance with the
Board of Selectmen’s policies governing appointments to volunteer boards, committees and
commissions? To further recommend that the charge of this Committee be similar to that of the former
Committee in that they should provide advice to the Board of Selectmen regarding the water and sewer
systems for the Town of Exeter including rates, budget development, abatements and capital
improvements?
YES = 1270** NO = 453
ARTICLE 20: Shall the Town upon the re-establishment of the Water and Sewer Advisory Committee,
vote to have the Board of Selectmen appoint seven (7) members in accordance with the Board of
Selectmen’s policies governing board appointments to volunteer boards, committees and commissions
within 45 days of passage?
YES = 1136** NO = 507
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ARTICLE 21: Shall the Town confirm Article 37 of the 2010 Town Warrant for cable access?
YES = 895**
NO = 633
ARTICLE 22: Shall the Town of Exeter establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1,
known as the Highway Improvement Fund, for the purpose of improving town roads and to appoint the
Selectmen as agents to expend from the fund? Further, shall the Town recommend to the Board of
Selectmen that they should annually place an article on the Town Warrant to appropriate funds to the
Highway Improvement Fund? Such appropriations should come from franchise fee revenue received
from the Town’s cable provider to the extent such revenue is not otherwise restricted or reserved by the
action of the legislative body. The monies in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year
and shall not be considered a part of the Town’s general fund unreserved fund balance. Funds in the
Highway Improvement Fund may be expended only for the purpose for which the fund was created.
YES = 1128** NO = 607
ARTICLE 23: Shall the Town of Exeter vote, to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred ($500)
dollars and no cents to defray the expense of the annual Exeter Holiday Christmas Parade for the public
under the direction of the Selectmen or a committee to be appointed to serve gratuitously for this
purpose.” (Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 1268** NO = 560
ARTICLE 24: Shall the Town of Exeter raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriation by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set
forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes
set forth therein, totaling $20,163,648? Should this article be defeated, the default budget shall be
$19,960,113, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the
Town of Exeter or by law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA
40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 892
NO = 899**
ARTICLE 25: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of
three-hundred fifty-four thousand, two-hundred dollars ($354,200) for the purpose of purchasing a
portion of the Goupil property (tax map 73, lot 276) (the ‘old train station baggage building’) on Lincoln
Street, and converting it into a visitor’s center and ticket office for the community? The total project
cost is $403,200, with a federal grant offset of $282,240 funding 70% of the project, in-kind services
from the Town Department of Public Works and other organizations funding $49,000 of the project, and
general taxation funding $71,960 of the project. (Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen.
YES = 1128** NO = 560
ARTICLE 26: Shall the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into 7-year
lease/purchase agreement(s) for the purpose of lease/purchasing each of the following pieces of
equipment for the Department of Public Works:
Equipment
Hwy 6-Wheel Dump Truck
Sidewalk Tractor
Total

Principle
$150,614
$125,000
$275,614

Interest
$27,111
$22,500
$49,611
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Total
$177,725
$147,500
$325,225

and raise and appropriate the sum of $51,776 in 2011, which represents the first of 7 annual payments
(a total of $325,225), for this purpose? These lease agreements shall contain an escape clause. (Majority
vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 853
NO = 897**
ARTICLE 27: Shall the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a 5-year
lease/purchase agreement for the purpose of lease/purchasing SCBA (Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus) equipment for the Exeter Fire Department, and raise and appropriate the sum of $62,843,
which represents the first of 5 annual payments (a total of $291,128), for this purpose? This lease
agreement shall contain an escape clause. (Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen.
YES = 1078** NO = 672
ARTICLE 28: Shall the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two-hundred fifty-thousand
dollars ($250,000), to be added to the Town’s paving budget, for the purpose of paving town roads?
(Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 1087** NO = 657
ARTICLE 29: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of
one-hundred forty-seven thousand dollars ($147,000) for the purpose of completing the final phase of
structural repairs and improvements to the brick exterior of the Town Hall, as recommended in the 2001
structural engineering report completed for the Town by SEA Engineers? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 1017** NO = 725
ARTICLE 30: Shall the Town vote to authorize the purchase of a conservation easement on the Rider
Property located in both Exeter and Kensington, which easement will be acquired by both the Town of
Exeter and the Town of Kensington, and raise and appropriate the sum of forty-thousand dollars
($40,000), by special warrant article, to go toward that purchase? This sum will be combined with the
$32,000 available from the Exeter Conservation Bond approved by the 2003 Town Meeting and $13,000
from the Exeter Conservation Fund to fund Exeter’s 12.5% share of the total purchase price. The
balance of the purchase price will come from the Town of Kensington (12.5%), from a Farm and Ranch
Land protection grant (50%), and by donation from the landowner (25%). (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 980**
NO = 757
ARTICLE 31: Shall the Town vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to enter into a 3-year
lease/purchase agreement for the purpose of lease/purchasing a utility dump truck for the Department
of Public Works, and raise and appropriate the sum of $20,329 in 2011, which represents the first of 3
annual payments (a total of $58,569), for this purpose? This lease agreement shall contain an escape
clause. (Majority vote required) Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 776
NO = 934**
ARTICLE 32: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of
thirty-seven thousand dollars ($37,000) for the purpose of completing two projects identified in the
Raynes Farm Long Range Development Plan including the full replacement of the barn roof, and
demolition of the silo connector and the rebuilding of the barn opening on the Town-owned barn
located on the Town-owned Raynes Farm property on Newfields Road. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 661
NO = 1054**
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ARTICLE 33: Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate, through special warrant article, the sum of
twenty-one thousand, six hundred ninety-five dollars ($21,695), for the support of various Human
Service agencies that will serve Exeter residents in 2011: Agencies: New Generation Shelter ($2,000);
Families First ($3,000); New Outlook Teen Center ($2,700); Great Bay Red Cross ($800); Great Bay Kids
($2,495); Seacoast Mental Health ($8,500); RSVP ($2,200)? (Majority vote required) Recommended by
the Board of Selectmen.
YES = 1329** NO = 431
ARTICLE 34: Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 41-14:a which, if adopted, will authorize the Board of
Selectmen to acquire or sell land, buildings, or both: provided it first complies with statutory
requirements, including consultation with the planning board and conservation commission, and the
holding of two duly noticed public hearings?
YES = 961
NO = 697**
ARTICLE 35: Shall the Town vote to increase the current motor vehicle local option fee from $2.50 to
$3.25 to fund transportation services for senior and disabled residents and transportation service needs
consistent with RSA 261:153 VI? Proceeds from the fee will be deposited into the Town’s Municipal
Transportation Improvement Fund. This article will not impact the tax rate.
YES = 1127** NO = 626
There were 10,672 registered voters on the checklist at the opening of the polls; 18 residents registered
at the polls, making a total of 10,690 registered voters at the close of the polls. There were 1,919 ballots
cast = 1,795 voted in person, and 124 absentee ballots were cast. Total participation = 18%
Respectfully submitted,

Linda Hartson Macomber, CMC – Exeter Town Clerk
Dated March 11, 2011
These minutes of the Exeter Town Meeting, 2nd session, showing votes cast on the Official ballot, were
signed before me by Linda Hartson Macomber, Exeter Town Clerk, this 12th day of March, 2011.
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Board of Selectmen
2011 was a busy and productive year for your Board of Selectmen. We embarked early on with an
aggressive meeting schedule and we were able to accomplish a lot for the benefit of our community. It
was an honor and a privilege being able to represent the Town of Exeter and we are appreciative of the
feedback and the support that we received from you, our constituents, and we encourage you to get
involved and join us as we remain committed to making Exeter even better in the year ahead.
In March, we said goodbye to Bill Campbell who “retired” from service to the Town of Exeter after more
than twenty years. Bill spent more than 11 years as a member of the Conservation Commission prior to
serving the last 9 years on the Board of Selectmen. In a four-way race for two seats on the Board of
Selectmen, the town elections in March resulted in a second three-year term for Matt Quandt and a
victory for Frank Ferraro, who joined the Board as its newest member. For the first time in the Board’s
history we set aside a full-day in early April to develop a list of board goals and priorities to help us focus
on the year ahead and to provide direction to the town’s department managers.
The goals that we set were divided into six categories: (1) Finance, (2) Planning and Process, (3)
Technology, (4) Personnel, (5) Communication and (6) Citizen Involvement. The process of developing
these goals and tasks certainly benefited the Board as we organized our work plan and meeting
calendar, but it also was a valuable planning tool for our Town Manager, our departments, our boards
and committees as well as for the budget process. Some of the tasks identified in that early goal setting
meeting that we were able to accomplish in 2011 included: a clearly defined approach and goal for the
FY2012 budget development process; implement changes in the process for developing the town’s
Capital Improvement Plan; a plan to improve the town’s website and provide easier access to
information; implement changes to streamline town operations and eliminate redundancies; and
increase community education about warrant articles and town projects.
In addition to the week-to-week agenda items that the Board tackled in 2011, we also worked hard to
implement the projects that were approved on the town warrant in March. Some of these projects
included the re-establishment of the town’s Water and Sewer Advisory Committee, managing the
increased appropriation used to supplement the town’s paving program, overseeing the exterior brick
work and restoration project at the historic Town Hall, and the purchase and financing of new breathing
apparatus for the town’s firefighters. The Board was grateful for the support we received in the Town
approving these projects that contributed to important progress for our community.
Thanks to the local headlines, 2011 will probably be remembered by many as the year of town meetings
and lawsuits. The Board spent considerable amounts of time planning two special town meetings and
representing the community in several lawsuits brought against the Town. Shortly after the voting in
March the Town found itself in court as a result of Bailey v. Exeter. The case eventually resulted in a
special town meeting in September where the community again rejected the idea of a Municipal Budget
Committee. The Board also went to court to ask a judge to approve a special town meeting for a second
vote on the culvert repairs for Water Street and Swasey Parkway. The Department of Public Works
quickly got to work after the project was approved by special ballot in July and with their continued
focus we are hopeful that the Parkway will be able to be used to its full potential next summer. Finally,
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the Board found itself the subject of another pending lawsuit at the end of the year following its
decision to post a weight limit on a section of Pine Road limiting truck traffic through our town.
As 2011 came to a close and we looked forward to 2012, the Board worked closely with the Budget
Recommendations Committee in developing a budget that balanced the ongoing needs of our
community with the economy’s slow recovery. The members of the Budget Recommendations
Committee worked hard with our department managers through months of sub-committee meetings to
put forward a budget that represented a decrease in the tax rate but yet still put the necessary
investment in key areas of town government. This was not an easy task and difficult decisions had to be
made as positions and programs were reduced or eliminated. Their approach and discussions were
deliberative and collaborative and their efforts were certainly appreciated by the Board of Selectmen.
In addition to the work on developing the 2012 budget, the Board worked hard in prioritizing and
reducing the number of projects that appear as warrant articles in the coming year. Voters in Exeter will
see the shortest ballot in recent memory this year when they head to the polls in March with only 18
warrant articles. The Board spent considerable time discussing and refining the projects that appear for
funding and we made difficult decisions in eliminating and deferring several projects that came before
us in the hope that we only put forward those articles that are an immediate priority for our community.
We hope that you will take the time to learn about these important projects through the information
that we have made available to the community so you will be able to make informed decisions about
the future of Exeter.
Finally, I would be remiss if we did not take this opportunity to thank the people that work hard day in
and day out to make Exeter what it is. We are lucky to have more than 100 employees that work on our
behalf to continue pushing Exeter forward and to make sure that we remain one of New Hampshire’s
premiere Seacoast communities. Their commitment to Exeter and their passion for our community is
evidenced by their dedicated service and their continued focus on what is in Exeter’s best interest. We
sometimes forget that the Board of Selectmen meet on Monday night as the governing body of the
town but it is our Town Manager Russ Dean, our department managers and their dedicated staff that
make it all happen on Tuesday morning. In addition to our employees, the Town of Exeter is blessed
with approximately 150 residents that volunteer on more than 20 boards, committees and commissions.
We extend our appreciation for their hard work and their passionate commitment to our community.
In the coming year, I know that the Board of Selectmen remain committed to representing the citizens
of Exeter and continuing to move Exeter forward as we face head-on the challenges that are ahead. We
thank you for your continued support and we hope that you will consider joining us as a volunteer, as a
committee member, as an elected official or as an active participant in your town’s government.

Robert J. Aldrich, Chairman
Board of Selectmen
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Town Manager
This report represents my seventh year as Town Manager for Exeter. I am grateful for all the support
the community has given us over the recent years. When I started as Town Manager in 2005, the world
was a very different place, especially economically. To think we’ve seen a national real estate bubble
burst, the systematic reduction in traditional state aid categories for towns, cost shifting by the state
onto towns, and ever increasing federal mandates, I’d have to say that Exeter has more than weathered
the collective storm. Our real estate values have been steady, and our services continue to be
supported by the community. This shows we have value as a community, and we are a place where
people ‘want to be.’ I am particularly proud of the services we provide, of the departments that provide
them, and grateful to our citizens who support them. We all understand that certain levels of service do
come with costs, but as a community we also recognize that our services set us apart from many of our
neighboring communities. It is a core reason people want to live in Exeter, want to shop in Exeter, drive
to Exeter, and just be part of Exeter.
In 2011, we also saw many of our capital improvement efforts start to come together. The Jady Hill
Phase I project to replace old water and sewer lines, approved by the voters in 2009, broke ground. We
also saw the groundbreaking for the replacement of the Water Street sewer interceptor, which is
currently routed under the Housing Authority building at 277 Water Street. The completion of these
projects will be major upgrades for those areas and also help us in our efforts to comply with the
combined sewer overflow consent order issued to the Town by the EPA in 2009. Another major capital
project that was approved in 2011 was the replacement of two major culverts under Swasey Parkway
and Water Street on Norris Brook. After a failed vote at the regular town election, an engineering report
was received that indicated the structures had failed and traffic was to be detoured. This triggered a
second town meeting and voters overwhelmingly approved the project the second time around. Our
goal is to complete the project no later than Spring 2012; so the Parkway can be enjoyed once again by
all to its fullest extent. In 2011, voters also added $250,000 to the Town’s paving budget for a total
appropriation of $750,000. The goal of the DPW is to eventually get this amount to $1.1 million annually
to protect our investment in our roads. The Town saw a major capital improvement as the brickwork,
flashings, and ceilings were completed this past year at the Town Hall. This investment of $147,000 on
one of our most beloved buildings is expected to last 50 years.
In July of 2011, the Water Treatment Plant on Portsmouth Avenue experienced a pump failure that
resulted in excess manganese being released into the system. Thanks to the quick actions of our water
and sewer department, the impacts were minimal. The Town is continuing to bring forward a proposal
for a new Groundwater Plant that will combine the Stadium, Gilman Park, and Lary Lane wells to
supplement the current surface water plant and give us far greater flexibility in managing our water
system, along with increased water quality.
Throughout 2011, the administration worked with the cable television committee to continue
implementation of the new cable contract. As a result, Exeter residents who are Comcast subscribers
now have three public channels to choose from: one for town government, one for education, and one
for community access. In addition, the education channel, in a joint effort with the SAU, is going out to
all SAU communities to showcase the talents of our students in all our neighboring communities. The
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community access channel is being administered in conjunction with the SAU, and the Town now has a
studio available with equipment to produce local programming anytime. This is an exciting time for
these ventures and I am grateful to have been a part of it.
In 2011, the Town also negotiated a new lease with the Historical Society. The building, which used to be
the Town Library and is a Civil War Memorial, is a valuable historical piece of Exeter. The shorter term
lease includes the Town providing certain maintenance services to the building at 47 Front Street. A
new boiler was installed out of necessity in 2010 and planning is in the works for 2012 to replace the
slate roof, which dates back to the 1890s.
This past year, the Town embarked on a joint effort to answer the question through a study sponsored
by the Rockingham Planning Commission as to whether it will make sense to involve the Town of
Stratham in our future plans for water and/or sewer. As the Town is facing major capital costs in the
future to maintain and replace its own system, including the new EPA wastewater permit requiring a
brand new Wastewater Facility, it makes sense to explore these issues of cost sharing with neighboring
communities. The independent study will hopefully answer these questions to allow the Towns to move
forward together or separately in the future.
In 2011, the Town secured several grants to help move projects along. First, the Town received approval
for a Transportation Enhancement Grant from the NHDOT. These funds, which were matched by voters
in 2011, will be used to purchase part of Gerry’s Variety (the “old baggage building”) and will be turned
into a welcome center for the Downeaster. We are grateful for voter support of this project which has
the potential to be an important gateway into the Town. In addition, the Town received a grant in 2011
to construct a solar array at the Wastewater Treatment Plant. This green project will involve the Town
purchasing solar powered electricity from a third party provider, who will construct the array at no cost
to the Town. After a period of ten years, the Town can exercise an option to purchase the array if
desired. Selectwoman Julie Gilman was instrumental in making this project a reality for the Town. The
Town also received a CDBG grant to support construction of water and sewer improvements at the
Exeter Hampton Cooperative mobile home park. It is hoped through the CDBG program, the Town can
assist private parks with upgrading their own water and sewer lines, which will in turn help them with
their water and sewer bills by preventing leaks within the park. The remainder of the project is
supported by a loan obtained by the park.
The Town continued to wrestle with the issue of Pine Road in 2011. The Town spent funds in 2010 to
upgrade Pine Road to industrial strength. After the Town of Brentwood decided not to contribute to the
project, the Selectmen of Exeter posted the road to exclude heavy trucking. The issue will need to be
resolved by the courts.
During 2011, the Town spent a lot of time addressing issues related to the new round of draft
wastewater discharge permits issued by the EPA. The Town’s draft permit includes a provision for a
reduction of nitrogen to 3 mg/l. This means construction of a new wastewater facility will be necessary
to meet the new standards. The EPA permits have drawn much attention around the seacoast for
communities that discharge into the Great Bay. In response, communities including Dover, Exeter,
Durham, Portsmouth and Newmarket have formed a coalition for a comprehensive review of the
science behind the established permit limits, as well as promotion of an adaptive management plan to
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reduce the potentially enormous costs faced by communities to meet the new permit requirements. It
is not yet known what the final permit of the Town will include. Everyone is concerned about the health
of the Great Bay; the permits are not only a local issue but a regional and national one as well, as
legislators try to deal with the enormous costs of these new permit requirements and no federal dollars
to pay for them.
In 2011, the Town found itself in court defending against an amendment made at deliberative session
regarding the establishment of a Municipal Budget Committee, which was part of a package of citizens
petitions put forth by a group of residents. The article was amended to not establish the committee,
and this passed by a wide margin at deliberative session. However, the Town found itself subject to a
lawsuit that the amendment was inconsistent with a new law that was just passed the day before
deliberative sessions prohibiting amendments that altered “subject matter” of warrant articles. After a
lengthy legal process, the Board of Selectmen opted to put the question to the voters in September,
where it was defeated by a 3 to 1 margin. The legislation, known as “HB77” and passed just one day
before the deliberative session in 2011, has future ramifications for all SB2 communities and the power
of the Town’s legislative body to amend any articles (other than dollar amounts) that may be brought
forward.
I would like to thank all of our municipal officials, volunteers, department heads, and town employees
for their efforts and support over the past year. I would also like to congratulate our Division I football
champion Exeter Blue Hawks, as well as our Division I Girls Championship Soccer team. Finally, I would
like to thank the Board of Selectmen for their leadership throughout the year on a number of difficult
and challenging issues. Without their support, much of what was accomplished would not be possible.
As I opened my report, I talked about how Exeter continues to stand out amongst area towns as a great
place to visit, live and work. I will continue to do my very best to support maintaining that status going
forward.
Respectfully submitted,
Russell Dean
Town Manager
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Town Clerk’s Report
This is my 24th year as Exeter’s Town Clerk. It is my pleasure to offer this report to the Exeter residents
once again. We continue to be a very busy office registering motor vehicles; filling requests for certified
copies of births, deaths, and marriages; preparing and issuing marriage licenses; issuing dog licenses,
and taxi licenses, among many other things. The mail-in and on-line vehicle renewal registration
programs continue to be well accepted by our residents. We have also put in place an on-line and mailin renewal dog license program which is also being very well accepted. These programs help alleviate
the long lines at the windows, as well as help those residents who find it difficult to get into our office.
A typical work day consists of the above as well as processing mail, answering phone calls and residents’
questions; registering new residents to vote, accepting voter corrections regarding their address, their
name, and/or their political party affiliation; filing documents and/or locating documents; and a myriad
of other duties.
Even with all the bad economic news this past year, our revenue continued to be rather steady. The
revenue taken into our office for motor vehicle registrations was actually up by $8,500 over last year.
The E-Regs processed was up by $359. Our dog licensing was up by 500 dogs, and our vital records
processed remained about the same as last year (4440) which is good based on the fact that some of
these records can be issued by Clerks around the State.
As I have reported in previous years, the Town Clerks’ s office is, in all essence, an extension of several
State Agencies: The NH Department of Safety ( Motor Vehicle Division) – Bureaus of Registration, Titles
and Anti-Theft, Financial Responsibility; The NH Department of Agriculture (Animal Industry Division};
The NH Secretary of State – Vital Records Administration, Archives and Records Management,
Elections Division; The NH Office of Information Technology; Department of Revenue Administration;
and the Department of Environmental Services. These State agencies provide workshops during the
course of the year which Clerks and the Assistant Clerks must attend to receive updates of the everchanging requirements of local, State and Federal agencies. Some of these workshops are a result of
newly passed legislation that will affect our daily duties, some will affect the election process, and some
workshops are mandatory to maintain certification.
The year 2011 was to be a “light” year for elections. The February, 2011 Deliberative Session had a large
turnout of residents, and there was much discussion on the Warrant Articles. The March Annual Town
Meeting/Election had 18% participation of voters. Once again I offer my sincere appreciation to the
voters for your confidence in my ability to continue holding the Town Clerk’s position. It is my pleasure
to assist the public in an efficient and pleasant manner. I could not do this job alone, and must express
my genuine thanks and appreciation to my co-workers Andie Kohler, Eve Quinn, LeeAnn Simpson, and
Debbie Unger for their continued support and assistance.
In addition to the March Town Elections the Town held two Special Town Meetings, both preceded by
Deliberative Sessions to explain and discuss the Warrants, followed by the Town Meeting where the
voting on the specific Articles took place. The first Special Town Meeting was “to raise and appropriate
$575,000 for the purpose of replacing” defective culverts over Norris Brook. The Article did pass by a
3/5 vote. The second Special Town Meeting related to the establishment and adoption of a Budget
Committee “having twelve (12) at-large members who shall be elected initially for a term of one year.”
The Article did not pass. I thank the many residents who assisted us at the polling place. Your support
is much appreciated.
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Speaking of elections and people who should be applauded, I cannot end my report without mentioning
our hard working Supervisors of the Checklist: Margaret “Peg” Duhamel, Winifred “Fritzi” Bernard, and
Robert “Bob” Eastman. Not only do these people register residents to vote, maintain changes on the
Checklist, work at the Deliberative Sessions and Elections for the Town and the Schools, they spent
numerous hours undertaking an enormous project. Every ten years the State mandates that every
Town/City checklist be purged. The last time this was done was in 2001. The Supervisors must contact
every Exeter resident on the checklist who did not vote in the 2008 General Election, or in the 2010
General Election, or in the 2011 Annual Town Election. These people had their name(s) purged from the
checklist and they must appear before the Supervisors and re-register. We owe them our gratitude for
the hours they spent completing this project and for their efforts in maintaining a correct checklist.
Thank you, Peg, Fritzi, and Bob.
In conclusion, I thank our Town Manager and Members of the Board of Selectmen for the hours they
spend working on behalf of the residents and the Town. Thanks to all the Department Managers for
your assistance throughout the year, and for the time and effort you put in on the many committees
and boards you are associated with; thanks to the committee members who volunteer your time
working on behalf of the residents to make our Town the Special place we enjoy. Thank you to the
personnel who assist us in setting up the polls, and to all other Exeter staff for your support throughout
the year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Linda Hartson Macomber, CMC, Town Clerk
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Human Services
Parks and Recreation
Planning Department
Police Department
Public Library
Public Works

Assessing Department
2010 has been a busy year in the Assessing Office. The primary focus was a reassessment of values from
Vision Appraisal. Starting in February, Vision conducted a sales survey, visited neighborhoods, recalibrated
the appraisal software, reconstructed all the costs tables, and revalued 6,100 properties to approximately
market value. The project took eight months to complete. The new values are effective as of April 1, 2010.
The Assessor managed the reassessment, as well as overseeing the daily operations of the office which
included: building permits, new subdivisions, processing elderly exemptions, veterans credits, disabled
exemptions, timber tax bills, abatements, hundreds of name and address changes, updating the tax maps,
and resolving local State appeals and answering dozens of taxpayer questions.
A sales ratio study is conducted monthly after the deeds are received, processed, and scanned onto the
Vision assessment records. This procedure helps identify the relationship of market real estate sold
properties and the new 2010 assessed values.
All assessment information is now on-line through Vision Appraisal, along with the Town tax maps. The
office counter terminal for the public is also available along with current sales data and taxpayer indexes.
Information on exemptions, credits, current use and timber tax are available at the counter also.
After the 2010 reassessment, Exeter’s median ratio was 97.5% of market value. Some taxpayer’s saw their
assessments go down while others went up. However, the goal of a reassessment update was to
accomplish market value for every taxable property. The process encourages equity and proportionality for
every taxpayer. This ensures owners of similar classes of property are sharing the burden equitably. The
assessment value does not raise or lower the tax bill on a property that is a result of budgetary
requirements.
Once again I would like to thank Exeter property owners for their understanding and support in running a
successful assessment program, and look towards 2011 for another busy year in the Assessing Office.

Respectfully submitted,
John DeVittori CNHA
Town Assessor
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BUILDING INSPECTOR YEARLY REPORT – 2011
BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED TOTAL - 728
PERMIT CONSTRUCTION VALUE TOTAL - $ 14,463,424.00
PERMIT FEE TOTAL - $ 101,282.50
TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
(2011 Highlights)

NUMBER OF PERMITS
ISSUED

ESTIMATED COST OF
CONSTRUCTION

New Homes

15

$ 2,621,300.00

New Multi-Family Buildings

2

$ 436,599.00

New Non-Residential Buildings

2

$ 1,278,259.00

Barns/Garages

11

$ 205,900.00

Decks

19

$ 114,788.00

Electrical

222

$ 1,061,210.00

Plumbing/Gas/Mechanical

244

$ 1,311,403.00

N/R Remodels/Renovations

28

$ 3,085,950.00

Pools

7

$ 104,700.00

Residential Additions

19

$ 735,247.00

Residential Remodels/Renovations

94

$ 2,195,260.00

As listed above, one can see that the Building Department has been very busy. The number of new homes
is an indication that Exeter is a desirable place to live. We are going to be busy this year as well with larger
commercial projects. Riverwoods is adding to the recreation area at “The Boulders” and they are building
an administrative building near “The Ridge.” COBHAM – Continental Microwave is adding a 100,000 square
foot addition to the existing building. The “Meeting Place” has started the second building which will be 26
senior residential units.
As in past years, I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, Town Manager, Department Managers and
Town Employees for their support and assistance this past year. I would also like to recognize the staff of
the Building & Planning Departments for their hard work and dedication through this busy year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Douglas Eastman
Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer
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Fire Department
Division of Emergency Management 2011 Report
The year was thankfully not as busy as past years with flooding, ice storms and other significant incidents.
During the early months of 2011, we had several after action meetings with the State of New Hampshire,
Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, and public utilities, such as Unitil. Much was
learned and we are confident that lessons learned from past events will be put into practice during future
man-made and natural disasters.
In late August, Hurricane Irene was predicted to follow the eastern coastline and make landfall near the
NH/Maine border. President Obama authorized funds for storm preparation before landfall and Exeter as
well as other local communities prepared for what could have been a significant storm. As we know now,
the track took Tropical Storm Irene up the Connecticut River Valley and brought much damage to eastern
Vermont. The Town of Exeter was lucky, but did still sustain some minor damage to utilities and other
infrastructure.
As summer turned to fall we were surprised by an early winter storm. This Nor’easter came during the
weekend of Halloween, and delivered 4-6” of heavy wet snow, bringing down trees, limbs and again utility
lines. Electrical power restoration was prompt, but the cleanup of debris took nearly a week after the
snowmelt. This storm was also declared a major disaster for Rockingham and Hillsboro Counties, paving
the way for FEMA to reimburse towns for costs associated with the response and recovery efforts.
FEMA and the State of New Hampshire worked with local municipalities and reimbursed up to 75% of
eligible costs. The Division of Emergency Management worked very hard compiling the necessary
information from the Police and Fire Departments as well as the Department of Public Works, and was able
to secure nearly $50,000 in funds to help offset the costs associated with the two storms.
The Division of Emergency Management also continued to improve its capabilities with training and
acquiring additional equipment, such as a generator to provide back-up power to the Public Safety
Complex and the Emergency Operations center. Funds for the project were provided through a grant from
the Sate of NH and the Seabrook Nuclear Power Station.
Everyone at the Exeter Fire Department and the Division of Emergency Management would like to thank all
the residents of Exeter. It’s your commitment to safety and use of good common sense that has allowed us
to provide the best quality service in the most cost efficient manner. Your continued support and vigilance
will be necessary for the Town of Exeter to remain prepared to meet future emergency management
challenges.
Sincerely,
Eric Wilking
Assistant Fire Chief
Deputy Emergency Management Director
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Finance Department/Tax Office
The Finance Department is responsible for recording, monitoring and analysis of all revenue and
expenditures of the Town. The Finance Department prepares monthly financials for presentation to the
Board of Selectmen and the public; assists in the preparation of the annual budget and prepares all related
municipal reports; performs general ledger account reconciliations and maintenance; collects property tax
and water and sewer revenues; maintains 3,574 water and sewer accounts and 6,223 property tax
accounts; and ensures financial compliance with GAAP and all local, state and federal governments.
Finance works interactively with all Town departments by providing financial management information so
each Town department has the appropriate tools to manage their departmental revenues and
expenditures.
The 2011 year was an exciting year in the Finance Department it was met with many challenges and
change. More progress was made toward addressing deficiencies in the Town’s audit. A full segregation of
the water and sewer billing and collections function was implemented. The billing function was assumed
by the Water and Sewer Department at Public Works and the Water & Sewer Office continues to maintain
the tax, water and sewer collection function here at the Town Office.
We welcomed Linda Fecteau as the new Deputy Tax Collector/Water Sewer Clerk to the Finance
Department in early 2011. Linda has a Bachelors Degree in Accounting, a wealth of accounting knowledge
and experience and brings great customer service skills to the office. Linda became quickly acclimated to
her new role and began training during the summer of 2011 to obtain her Tax Collector Certification. Linda
has become a very loyal and dedicated town employee in a very short time. She is a pleasure to have as
part of Finance.
Carole Mitchell transitioned to the Finance Department in late November 2011 as our Collections
Specialist. Carole works under the direction of Linda Fecteau in the Tax/Water and Sewer area. Carole is
responsible for the collection of tax, water and sewer payments and provides customer service to
ratepayers and taxpayers. Many residents may know Carole as she has worked for the Town for almost 24
years. It is great to have a familiar face within the Finance office.
I especially want to acknowledge the Director of Public Works, Jennifer Perry and the employees in the
Water and Sewer Department who took on the water and sewer billing responsibilities without hesitation.
Thank you to Mike Jeffers, Matt Berube, Grace Rogers, Debbie Brock and Desiree Murphy.
My thanks and appreciation is extended to my staff; Laura Hill, Staff Accountant; Helen Perrier, Accounting
Clerk; and Linda Fecteau, Deputy Tax Collector and Water/Sewer Clerk, who always work above and
beyond my expectations. This year would not have been as fruitful without their hard work and
dedication.
Sincerely yours,
Doreen Ravell, CPA
Finance Director
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Fire Department Report
A Tradition of Service
In 2011, the fire department faced a number of challenges, the department responded to an increased
number of calls for service; both in the fire department and the ambulance service.
To reduce overtime and to do our part in this tough economy, we changed how the department responds
to emergencies.
Honoring those who lost their lives on the tenth anniversary of 9/11 the Fire Department hosted a
ceremony at the bandstand. We were joined by the police and a number of elected officials.
In 2012, we will continue to provide the very best service to the citizens of Exeter and continue our
Tradition of Service.
I would like to thank the department members for their hard work and dedication. As well as to Russell
Dean, Town Manager, and the members of the Board of Selectmen for their ongoing support of the Fire
Department’s Mission.
Brian Comeau
Chief of Department
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
MONTHLY CONSOLIDATED REPORT
PERIOD ENDING:

MO:
December

2011

THIS
MO.
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

THIS
YTD
10
11
12
18
0
9
3
1
7
0
17
0
19

LAST
YTD
12
20
3
13
1
8
0
0
11
0
22
0
32

OTHER
1. Bomb Scare
2. Smoke in Area
3. Smoke in Building
4. Water Emergency
5. Smoke/Odor Removal
6. Assist Police
7. Lock Out
8. Lock In
9. Power Line Down
10. Arcing, Short Elect.
12. Collapse
11. Emerg, N/C Above
EMERG. RESPONSES

THIS
MO.
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
1
99

THIS
YTD
0
8
9
10
1
10
37
2
61
30
8
9
1,437

LAST
YTD
0
10
6
23
0
8
33
1
50
4
0
16
1,208

HAZ. MATERIAL
1. Chemical Leak/Spill
2. Chemical Disposal
3. LPG/Nat'l Gas Leak
4. Gas, Leak, Spill
5. Hazmat Investigation
6. Hazmat Standby
7. Carbon Monoxide
8. Hazmat, N/C Above

0
0
1
3
1
0
0
0

3
0
23
22
8
0
25
1

1
0
20
14
1
0
31
3

SERVICE CALLS
1. Fire Investigations
2. Fire Alarm Service Calls
3. Fire Radio Boxes
4. Fire Alarm Maintenance
5. Sprinkler Maint./Test
6. Hydrant Maint./Test
7. Training/Planning/Misc.
8. Service Calls, N/C Above

0
18
78
1
0
0
0
0

9
244
802
33
2
0
0
1

22
289
457
40
7
1
0
7

RESCUE
1. Extrication
2. Auto Accident
3. Industrial Accident
4. Water Rescue
5. Search
6. Elevator Emergency
7. Assist Ambulance
8. Rescue N/C Above

0
9
0
0
10
0
32
0

1
87
0
1
0
7
585
6

4
97
0
7
0
21
379
16

7

93

114

3

129

99

206

2750

2244

ALARMS
1. Master Box
2. Building
3. Malicious False
4. Alarms, N/C Above

21
0
0
10

287
0
1
88

256
0
0
88

1,000
0
0

871,000
27,000
0

93,800
19,150
400

Monthly
Property Total Value
Vs. Estimated Damage
Percentage Lost

1,000

898,000

113,350

47,800
1,000
2%

Year to Date
Property Total Value
Vs. Estimated Damage
Percentage Lost

566,600
123,000
21%

PART 1
1. Appliance
2. Brush
3. Chimney
4. Structure
5. Trash
6. Vehicle
7. Outside
8. Spill, Leak w/Fire
9. Electrical
10. Explosion
11. Unauthorized Burn
12. Controlled Burn
13. Fire, N/C Above

FIRE

OTHER CALLS
1. Mutual Aid Given
a. EMS
b. Fire

3
4

2. Mutual Aid Received
3
0

b. Fire
TOTAL PART I

FIRE LOSS
Structure
Vehicles
Other
TOTAL FIRE LOSS

60

$

PART II FIRE PREVENTION
THIS
MO.
6
1
0
17

THIS
YTD
70
58
76
327

LAST
YTD
85
72
55
380

6
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
34

81
12
5
28
16
25
8
0
14
8
4
1
65
0
8
4
2
1
0
813

70
11
5
68
8
32
3
0
16
29
12
3
17
11
2
6
2
1
5
893

AMBULANCE

THIS
MO.

THIS
YTD

LAST
YTD

1. Allergic Reaction
2. Behavioral
3. Cardiovascular
4. Diabetic
5. Gastrointestinal
6. Heat/Hyperthermia
7. Hypothermia/Frostbite
8. Neurological
9. OB/Gyn
10. Poisoning/Overdose
11. Respiratory
12. Toxic Exposure
13. Trauma
14. Urinary Tract
15. Vascular
16. Other
17. Hospital to Hospital
TOTAL PART III

1
7
40
1
7
0
0
10
0
8
18
0
54
3
1
19
0
169

9
52
366
32
173
2
2
91
1
38
172
43
552
26
30
118
4
1711

25
38
373
45
138
4
3
103
2
50
179
1
607
28
27
127
4
1754

1.Plan Reviews
2. Drills/Public Education
3. Pre-Planning
4. Permits Issued
Inspections
5. Assembly
6. Education
7. Healthcare
8. Residential
9. Mercantile
10. Business
11. Industrial/Storage
12. Hazard Inspection
13. Oil Burner Inspection
14. Site Inspection/Multi.
15. Day Care Life Safety
16. Tank Removal
17. Assembly Permit
18. Blasting Permits
19. Oil Burner Permits
20. Fire Alarm System Permits
21. Extinguishing System Permits
22. Tank Removal Permits
23. Wood/Pellet Stove
TOTAL PART II

THIS
MO.
17
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
4

THIS
YTD
245
17
10
7
2
4
2
13
65

LAST
YTD
291
5
20
7
0
3
8
15
95

TOTAL PART IV

25

365

444

TOTAL PART I
TOTAL PART II
TOTAL PART III
TOTAL PART IV

209
34
169
25

2750
813
1711
365

2244
893
1754
444

DEPARTMENT TOTAL

437

5639

5335

PART IV HEALTH
1. Rest./Food Service
2. Residential Inspection
3. Business Inspection
4. Child Care Inspection
5. Animal Complaint
6. Nuisances
7. Disease Control/Rep.
8. Healthcare/Hospital
9. Miscellaneous

STATISTICAL INFO:
1. Personnel - Total
a. Administrative
b. Permanent FF
c. Civilian
d. Call FF
e. Days Lost/ Sick
2. Training Hours
a. Permanent
b. Call

44
4
25
2
13
17

235

188

177
51

2287
617

4544
545

TOTAL HOURS

228

2904

5089

THIS
YTD
730
214
7
83
266

LAST
YTD
938
291
7
95
403

118
51837
42450

1289
568519
444111

Medicare/Medicaid
Commercial Insurance
Vehicle Insurance
Self Pay
No Transport

AMBULANCE ACCTS
Accounts Billed
Amount Billed
Amount Collected

61

THIS
MO.
87
24
1
7
50

1345
594323
447755

Health Department
The Town of Exeter is the fiscal agent for the Greater Exeter Public Health Regional Network. The
region consists of 17 towns. It is headed-up and coordinated by one regional coordinator at the Exeter
Health Department. The position maintains and updates the public health emergency plans for the
region. The network staffed with volunteers from the Citizen Corp group, a cooling center during the
brief heat wave this summer, one shelter during hurricane Irene and two shelters during the October
Nor’easter snow storm.
The Mosquito Surveillance and Response Plan for Exeter had been coordinated with Municipal Pest
Management. The town had no positives for Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) or West Nile virus
(WNV).
As of December 21, 2011, there were 104 licensed food service facilities. Twenty-four temporary
permits were issued throughout the year. Three facilities closed; 12 licenses were issued as new
and/or change of ownership; and seven new and/or remodeled plans were reviewed. The state
regulations for food production and distribution, He-P 2300, was revised to include the FDA 2009 Food
Code; finalized and fully implemented in March. The department investigated two non-confirmed food
borne illness complaints, as well as several other facility complaints. The department also handled 26
general complaints ranging from odor complaints, trash and garbage to fleas and mold issues.
A complete breakdown of the department’s health related activities are within the Exeter Fire
Department’s Consolidated Report. For information on current environmental issues, public health
issues, and links to other health agencies visit the Health Department’s website at
www.town.exeter.nh.us.
Questions or concerns regarding environmental and public health issues may be directed to the Exeter
Health Department by calling 773-6132 or email to jjervis@town.exeter.nh.us. For information
regarding the Greater Exeter Public Health Regional Network, please contact Mary Cook at
mcook@town.exeter.nh.us
Judy Jervis, Deputy Health Officer
Mary Cook, Public Health and Safety Coordinator
Ken Berkenbush, Health Officer, Assistant Fire Chief
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Human Resources Department
The Human Resources Department works to staff town jobs appropriately, implement and administer
benefit programs, policies and legal requirements. The department provides recruiting assistance to town
departments, maintains personnel records, advises managers regarding employment/employee matters
and assists employees however possible.
In 2011, the Town saw three employees reach their retirement; Department of Public Works Highway
Forman Ralph Holmes retired with 22 years of service, Firefighter Stephan Rhodes retired with 16 years of
service and Firefighter Daniel Bilodeau retired with 10 years of service. The Town hired twelve new
employees to fill vacated positions throughout the year.
Throughout the year the Human Resources Department held the annual Flu Clinic and Benefits Fair and
was a member of the town’s negotiating team for the SEIU contract. I had the opportunity to attend the
Local Government Center Annual Conference and took part in beneficial HR seminars. Also, while at the
LGC Conference, I attended our Annual Human Resources Association Meeting and elected new officers.
As part of the Safety Committee we approved a new safety handbook and distributed copies to all town
employees. The personnel plan was approved by the Board of Selectmen and will soon be distributed to all
town employees.
I would like to thank all department managers, staff, the Town Manager and Board of Selectmen for their
support and assistance during the year.
As we look forward we can achieve more by working together.

Respectfully Submitted,
Donna Cisewski
Human Resources Director
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Human Services Department
The Exeter Human Service Department provides temporary assistance to qualified individuals and families
for basic living needs such as shelter, utilities, and medical needs in compliance with New Hampshire R.S.A.
165. The assistance is always granted in the form of a voucher and is funded by the town’s operating
budget.
Presently, with the state budget cuts, many of the New Hampshire Health and Human Services Family
Assistance Programs have or are going to be reduced or eliminated. Adjusting the calculation of eligibility
will have an impact on their household benefits. When the benefits are reduced or eliminated these
individuals will turn to the town or other resources for assistance.
As welfare officials, we oversee general assistance applicants to ensure that they are using all available
alternative sources of assistance, and that they are moving forward in an effort to become self-sufficient.
The Human Service Department provides information and access to local, state, and federal resources to
assist those in financial crisis, on a temporary or ongoing basis. The town contributes financially through
the operating budget to Social Service Agencies in the local area, which provides valuable help and financial
help to our residents. On the Town of Exeter Web Site, I have arranged a list under the Human Services
Department of social service agencies, local, state, and federal programs that serve the Exeter area.
In 2011, the town assisted financially with approximately 64 individuals and/or families; 48 rentals, 10
electric, 2 propane, 3 medications, and 1 cremation. That does not include the assistance given by local
and private contributions. Along with many food and gas vouchers that were given out by local churches.
The office is open on a part-time basis Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Residents in need of
assistance can reach me at 778-0591 ext. 116, if I am unavailable leave a message on my voice mail. Certain
qualifications and documentation are needed to be eligible and different options are always provided for
residents to pursue.
Considerable recognition goes out to all the support from the local churches, community organizations, and
private citizens that continue to contribute to the population of those in need during their difficult times.
At this time, I also would like to express thanks to the Board of Selectman, our Town Manager, fellow
department managers, and all other town employees for your cooperation and support throughout this
year.
Respectfully Submitted,
Sue Benoit
Human Service Director
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Parks and Recreation Department
2011 was a very successful year for our
department. We made changes to a number of
areas. In terms of programming we added camps
including British Soccer, Crazy Chemworks and
Legos. We totally overhauled our Wee Swim
Program, added First Kicks Soccer and opened
the pool to lap swim at lunch and dinner hours.
We will be expanding into the pre-K sports areas
in 2012, adding more camps and “tweaking” our
Wee Swim slightly again. We strive to continually
offer new programming in addition to our
standard staples you can depend on.
Phase II of the pool bathhouse renovation was completed in the spring, using revolving fund monies and no
tax dollars. A new changing area in the men’s room was completed and upgrades in the ladies room were
made. A new handicapped accessible family bathroom was put in for use by outside park users, the deck
space was expanded with a new shade structure and free WIFI was installed as well. One of the biggest
pieces of this expansion was the renovation of the concession. We are now not only a concession stand
but are a full service ice cream shop serving Giffords all natural ice cream. Our prices are as low as any in
the area and with the WIFI and playground adjacent it is the perfect spot to stop by for a treat. Give us a
try!
As always, our parks crew has done their best to keep Exeter parks, fields and green spaces looking sharp
and free of rubbish. Their work making ice is appreciated by many and provides a safe skating location for
the residents. Of course we remain totally organic as well.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the volunteers who coach our teams. The youth
programs are entirely dependent on the volunteers who coach the teams. If your child participates in
these programs, please think about volunteering. Also, we cannot forget the many people and groups that
adopt our gardens and traffic islands; we still have spots available.
All of us at the Parks and Recreation Department look forward to serving you in 2012.
Michael Favreau – Director

Mike Gingras – Park Foreman

Greg Bisson – Asst. Director

Garry Snook – Park Maintenance

Cindy Lundberg – Office Manager

Nancy Bugbee – Office Assistant
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Planning Department 2011
This year we experienced a steady stream of land-use related issues, potential and actual applications, owner
concerns etc. Each day brings on a unique challenge depending on the needs and wants of the folks seeking our
assistance. Applications tend to be very conservative with stakeholders planning their projects for a longer
period of time, regardless of the scale of their project. Most of the projects were non-residential and many
required Conditional Use Permits for impacts to wetland buffers. (See table below)
As always, 2011 was a year of committees. I staffed several of our local boards and committees, such as the
Zoning Ordinance Review Committee, Transportation Committee and Exeter Economic Development
Commission. I also represented Exeter on regional issues such as the Coast Board of Executive Directors,
Rockingham Planning Regional Brownfields Committee, and the Rockingham Metropolitan Planning
Organization’s Technical Advisory Committee. Some of the projects I worked on for these groups included
development of a survey of residents regarding a possible eight-week summer bus shuttle, research on elderly
housing, development of a capital improvement project for a local tax increment financing district, and
preparation of an economic revitalization application along the Epping Road corridor.
One unusual event this year was an in-house training I created and made available to all volunteer land use
board members. The event provided an intensive training on plan reading and analysis, something that most of
the Boards must be able to do to comprehend the plans provided to them in the various applications they
review year-round. Volunteers from Planning Board, ZBA, Conservation Commission, and Heritage Commission
attended.

Respectfully Submitted,
Sylvia von Aulock
Town Planner
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Police Department
As 2011 comes to a close, the men and women of the Exeter police department continue to work hard to
meet the needs of the citizens of Exeter. In 2011, our goals as a department were to reduce the incidence
of crime, maintain an acceptable workload for police officers and supervisors, continue our comprehensive
equipment replacement program, provide high quality training for personnel, recruit and hire the best
candidates for the police department, maintain our current accreditation level, improve the quality of
service and customer satisfaction, increase the availability of grants and other alternative funding sources.
The Exeter police department completed a busy year in 2011. The department responded to 21, 567 calls
for service including 7,829 motor vehicle stops, 596 physical arrests, 531 alarm responses and 289
reportable motor vehicle accidents. Animal related calls such as licensing and violations reached 1,032.
Officers did 1,458 walk-through checks of open businesses, finding 370 unlocked doors of businesses that
were closed.
The Exeter police department operates a 24 hour, 365 day emergency communication center. In 2011,
communication personnel answered 28,817 phone calls; 2,873 calls for 911 as well as 218 calls that were
911 hang-ups. The center dispatches for both police and fire departments. In 2011, the center logged
24,154 calls for service between the two departments.
The department’s uniformed division consists of four sergeants and 14 officers; as well as parking and
animal control. These officers are responsible for handling emergency calls, traffic enforcement and
criminal investigations.
The staff division consists of three detectives and a detective sergeant. They investigate both felony and
misdemeanor level cases. Detectives continue to investigate a multitude of crimes to include sexual
assault, child pornography, computer crimes, property crimes, and drug related cases.
The department offers a number of services to the community that include; teaching DARE, police
exploring, afterschool police athletic league, Seacoast Crime Stoppers, Halloween safety, fingerprint
service, child safety seats, Read Across America, free drug testing kits, on-line crime stats, rabies clinic, free
gun locks and alarm monitoring, and prescription drug collection.
I want to thank the men and women of the Exeter Police
Department, the Town Manager Russ Dean, fellow
Department Heads, and the Board of Selectman for their
continued help, guidance and support during this past year.
The citizens of Exeter are indeed fortunate to have so many
hard-working, dedicated and talented people collectively
working to make Exeter a great place to live and work.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Kane
Police Chief
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EXETER POLICE DEPARTMENT
CRIME ANALYSIS REPORT YEAR-TO-DATE 2011
OFFENSES

2011

2010

2009

HOMICIDE
MURDER/NON-NEGLIGENT MANSLAUGHTER
NEGLIGENT MANSLAUGHTER
HOMICIDE TOTALS

0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0

RAPE
FORCIBLE RAPE
FORCIBLE FONDLING
ATTEMPTED FORCIBLE RAPE
RAPE - TOTAL

0
6
0
6

1
6
7

7
0
0
7

ROBBERY
STRONG ARM
ROBBERY - TOTAL

1
1

0
0

0
0

ASSAULT
AGGRAVATED (2nd degree assault)
CRIMINAL THREATENING

10
2

2

2

SIMPLE
INTIMIDATION
ASSAULT -TOTAL

120
34
166

77
28
107

51
0
53

BURGLARY

26

23

21

LARCENY/THEFT
SHOPLIFTING- (Willful Concealment)
THEFT FROM A BUILDING
THEFT FROM A M/V
THEFT OF M/V PARTS
ALL OTHER LARCENY
LARCENY/THEFT - TOTAL

8
37
18
5
59
127

5
21
18
2
72
118

10
26
26
2
24
88

New
Category
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EXETER POLICE DEPARTMENT
CRIME ANALYSIS REPORT
FRAUD
COUNTERFEITING/FORGERY
FALSE PRETENSES
CREDIT CARD FRAUD
IMPERSONATION
FRAUD - TOTAL

15
22
7
0
44

8
21
13
3
45

16
16
28
4
64

RECEIVING STOLEN PROPERTY
VANDALISM/CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

17
69

9
71

19
67

SEX OFFENSES
INCEST (Aggravated Felonious Assault)
STATUTORY RAPE
PORNOGRAPHY/OBSCENE MATERIAL
SEX OFFENSES - TOTAL

2
3
7
12

2
2
7
11

1
2
2
5

4

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

237

170

237

170

OFFENSES AGAINST THE FAMILY
CHILD NEGLECT
ENDANGERING THE WELFARE OF A CHILD
TOTAL

1
16
17

ABDUCTION/KIDNAPPING
KIDNAPPING
FALSE IMPRISONMENT
INTERFERENCE WITH CUSTODY
TOTAL

1
2
1
4

DRUG/NARCOTICS VIOLATIONS
POSSESSION OF DRUGS IN A MOTOR VEHICLE
POSSESSION OF A PRESCRIPTION DRUG
UNLAWFUL DEALING IN PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED DRUG
SALE OF A CONTROLLED DRUG
POSS OF A CONTROLLED DRUG W/INT TO DISTRIB
PENALTIES: POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED DRUG
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
TOTAL

35
8
8
104
13
7
1
11
188
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EXETER POLICE DEPARTMENT
CRIME ANALYSIS REPORT
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATIONS

97

96

ATTEMPT TO PURCHASE ALCOHOL
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF ALCOHOL
PROHIBITED SALES: ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
TRANSPORTATION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
TRANPORTING ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
FACILITATING A DRUG OR UNDERAGE PARTY
OPEN CONTAINER
TOTAL

1
57
8
6
5
3
1
81

97

96

ARSON
M/V THEFT
BAD CHECKS
LOITERING/VAGRANCY
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
DWI/DUI

2
4
13
0
31
84

1
1
12
3
28
110

1
7
8
0
19
169
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Public Library
Vision
The Exeter Public Library is to be the informational hub for the Exeter area, a vital institution that attracts
and stimulates a vibrant community.

Mission
The Exeter Public library’s mission is to promote a literate, enlightened citizenship by providing equal
access to a range of media, services and programs to meet the informational and recreational needs of the
community, and to encourage the discovery and evaluation of ideas and information, especially recognizing
the library’s responsibility as a place for children to discover the joy of reading.
The Trustees and staff of the Exeter Library are dedicated to fulfilling the library’s mission and vision by
offering a variety of programs and materials for all age’s interests and abilities.
Have you visited YOUR library lately? We offer one of the smallest “wire-less” devises to all our patrons
and part of it is so small you can put it on your key ring. What is it? It is your new library card. If you
don’t have one come in and get one.
An Exeter Public Library card will give you access to an amazing amount of information and recreation.
It has been another very busy year at YOUR library. In response to a number of requests from Exeter
residents YOUR library has added more, more DVDs, more CD books, more large print books, more current
fiction and nonfiction, more classics, more children’s books, more space and books for teens, more book
discussion groups for children, more computer assistance, more help with job searches and resumes, more
download e-books and audio-books, more outreach to seniors.
Are you looking for some information, do you wish you knew how to use email, did you get a new
computer or wireless tablet and want to download e-books and audios, do you like to discuss books with
others, are you looking for a “good read”, would you like to sit in a comfortable chair and read a few
different magazines, or do you want a comfortable place to read or do an art project with your children?
You have it all and even more at YOUR library.
Come in, call, or visit YOUR library’s website or Face book pages and see what is available to you at YOUR
library.
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
The Department of Public Works is charged with
the operation and maintenance of Town owned
facilities; including drinking water and
wastewater treatment plants, drinking water
distribution system (including mains, tanks and
pumps), sewer collection system (including mains
and pumping stations), public buildings, vehicle
and equipment fleet, and the network of Town
roads, signs, bridges, dams and stormwater
system. The Department is developing programs
for all of these systems that identify where
Public Works crew and vacuum truck at a sewer repair on High Street.
improvements are needed, in order to schedule
work that is affordable to the Town and manageable by the Department.
The Department has developed a pavement management system based on MicroPaver; in addition to an
inventory of road data and condition assessments, the program predicts future road conditions based on
various budget scenarios. The current value of the Town’s roadway system is approximately $53 million. In
order for the Town to maintain the current average road condition, the annual paving budget should be
approximately $1.3 million. The funds approved in 2011 included the paving budget at $500,000 and the
supplemental paving special warrant article at $250,000, for a total paving effort of $750,000. This still
leaves a shortfall of $550,000 which will allow the average road conditions to degrade and contribute to
the accumulation of backlog of road repair and paving work. The current backlog stands at $6.9 million.
Paving projects completed in 2011 included milling and paving of Louisburg Circle; crack sealing of Exeter
Falls Drive, Hunter Place and Epping Road; and shim and overlay of Drinkwater Road, Captains Way, Senyar
Farm Road, Pickpocket Road, Industrial Drive, Epping Road, Kimball Road, Hunter Place, Oaklands Road,
Marston Street, Court Street, and the Main Street rail crossing.
Town owned building improvements included the Town Hall and Town Office brick repair, Town Office back
and front entrance improvements, Fire Department quarters’ ventilation and air conditioning, and Public
Safety Complex boiler heat exchanger replacement. The emergency purchase of generators for Public
Works was approved by the Selectmen after the October snow storm, which will enable the Department to
work safely and efficiently during storm events and extended power outages.
The Department worked closely with the Water & Sewer Advisory Committee and the Board of Selectmen
on several public policy issues, including location of the proposed Groundwater Treatment Facility. The
selected site is Lary Lane, adjacent to the existing well. A warrant article for the design and construction of
the proposed facility will be presented to the voters again in 2012. This centralized groundwater treatment
plant could meet the Town’s current average day demand for drinking water at significantly lower capital
and operating costs than a new surface water treatment plant.
Sewer reconstruction commenced in the Jady Hill area, which is the first phase of town utility
improvements needed in that neighborhood. Phase I construction will restart in the spring of 2012. This
work will replace leaking sewer mains, install new drain lines to improve drainage and loop water mains to
provide better water pressure and flow. The Phase II construction project will be presented to the voters
again in 2012. Phase II will continue the utility improvements into the rest of the neighborhood and
address
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leaking private sewer services and sump pumps. These are significant sources of clean water that is
unnecessarily pumped to and treated by the wastewater plant, and contributes to sewer overflows.
In the spring of 2011, USEPA issued a new draft discharge permit for the Wastewater Treatment Plant
which included a very low nutrient limit for total nitrogen of 3 mg/L. This low limit will require a completely
new wastewater treatment plant designed specifically to remove nitrogen. This will be the most expensive
capital project ever pursued by the Town. A Wastewater Treatment Facilities Plan is proposed for 2012
which will enable the Town to start the important process of planning, estimating and review of treatment
alternatives.
Subsequent to the Special Town Meeting in July 2011, the design and permitting of the replacement
culverts at Water Street and Swasey Parkway on Norris Brook commenced. Construction will start in the
spring of 2012.
I thank all Public Works employees for their hard work to provide essential, quality services and their
dedication to the community. I also thank the citizens of Exeter for their support. I also thank the other
Town departments and employees, Town Manager and Board of Selectmen for their guidance, support and
assistance throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer R. Perry, P.E.
Director of Public Works

Wastewater Treatment Plant Lagoons and the Squamscott River. Photo by Underwood Engineers.
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 Vital Statistics
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Building Use/Permits
Town Hall Use
2011
Month
Jan
17
Feb
4
Mar
3
April
9
May
16
June
15
July
15
Aug
0
Sept
4
Oct
4
Nov
8
Dec
6

YTD
17
21
24
33
49
64
79
79
83
87
95
101

Wheelwright/Town Hall Room Use
2011
Month
Jan
15
Feb
9
Mar
13
Apr
12
May
12
June
24
July
11
Aug
11
Sept
8
Oct
12
Nov
12
Dec
4

YTD
15
24
37
49
61
85
96
107
115
127
139
143

Nowak Room Use
2011
Month
Jan
14
Feb
12
Mar
13
Apr
16
May
15
June
17
July
15
Aug
19
Sept
16
Oct
12
Nov
14
Dec
12

YTD
14
26
39
55
70
87
102
121
137
149
163
175

Bandstand Use
2011
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

YTD
0
0
0
0
3
4
9
9
9
10
11
13

Poster board Sign Use
2011
#Weeks Used
Jan
3
Feb
2
Mar
4
Apr
4
May
4
June
2
July
3
Aug
1
Sept
2
Oct
4
Nov
5
Dec
1

YTD
3
5
9
13
17
19
22
23
25
29
34
35

Plywood Sign Use
2011
#Weeks Used
Jan
4
Feb
3
Mar
4
Apr
4
May
4
June
5
July
2
Aug
3
Sept
4
Oct
4
Nov
4
Dec
4
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Month
0
0
0
0
3
1
5
0
0
1
1
2

YTD
4
7
11
15
19
24
26
29
33
37
41
45

Raffle Permits Issued
2011
Month
Jan
1
Feb
1
Mar
2
Apr
1
May
3
June
0
July
1
Aug
2
Sept
2
Oct
1
Nov
2
Dec
0

Miscellaneous Permits
Issued
2011
Month
Jan
2
Feb
0
Mar
1
Apr
8
May
10
June
14
July
7
Aug
5
Sept
7
Oct
10
Nov
7
Dec
8

YTD
1
2
4
5
8
8
9
11
13
14
16
16
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YTD
2
2
3
11
21
35
42
47
54
64
71
79

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

 Capital Improvement
Program (CIP)
 Tax Rate Calculation

 Tax Rate Breakdown
Chart
 Summary of Valuation
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178

179

180

181

182

183

191

192

193
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General Meeting Times
Board/Committee

Day of
Month

Board of Selectmen

Monday

Time

Location

7:00
p.m.
2nd Tuesday
7:00
p.m.
call for info - 773-6151

Town Office, Nowak Room

Energy Efficiency
Committee
Exeter River Study

call for info - 778-0591

Town Office, Wheelwright
Room
Town Office, Nowak Room

Heritage Commission

1st Wednesday

Historic District
Commission
Planning Board

3rd Thursday

Conservation Commission
Council on Aging

Zoning Board of
Adjustment

3rd Thursday

9:00
a.m.
7:30
p.m.
7:00
p.m.
7:00
p.m.
7:00
p.m.

2nd & 4th
Thurs.
3rd Tuesday

 Arts Committee
 Conservation Commission
 Exeter River Local
Advisory committee
 Exeter River Study
Committee
 Heritage Commission
 Historic District
Commission
 Planning Board

Town Office, Nowak Room
Senior Center, Court Street

Town Office, Wheelwright
Room
Town Office, Nowak Room
Town Office, Nowak Room
Town Office, Nowak Room

 Transportation
Commission
 Trustee of Robinson Fund
 Trustee of Swasey
Parkway
 Trustee of Trust Funds
 Zoning Board of
Adjustment
 Volunteer Application
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Exeter Arts Committee
The Exeter Arts Committee’s mission is to encourage, support and promote the arts
in Exeter and surrounding towns. The Committee is appointed by the Board of
Selectmen and consists of nine citizen members (six of whom must be residents of
Exeter) and one representative from the Board of Selectmen. With the exception of
the Selectmen’s Representative, Committee members serve staggered three-year
terms. The Committee meets in the Gallery, once a month on the FOURTH
Thursday.
The Exeter Arts Committee continues its stewardship of the historic Town Hall Gallery in the old Town Hall
and it provides collaborating opportunities in the gallery’s workroom. Continued improvement of the gallery
space is one of our major goals, as well as optimizing its use.
A chronological history of the activities and shows at the Town Hall Gallery
January–February 2011: Independent of the Committee itself, the Gallery was used (once again) for a
wonderful show of photographic works, mounted by the NEW HAMPSHIRE SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
ARTISTS. The Society borrows the space free-of-charge. They have a great show and they make superb use of
the space. They are very respectful and appreciative of the gallery space.
March into April 2011: The EAC sponsors a YOUTH ART MONTH, which completely fills the gallery with
artwork from students from Kindergarten through twelfth grade. In 2011, area public, private and charter
schools shared artwork selected by their art teachers. Wonderful energy for this show is generated by visits
from classes of the participating schools, which are used as educational experiences. It is a great joy to watch
the students show off their works to fellow students, teachers, and their families. Attendance at this show is
usually among the highest of the year.
May 2011: Every year, EAC presents the SPRING SHOW with a theme of renewal and regeneration. This show
is focused on spring with works featuring flowers and environmental themes. This show is frequently a good
source for Mother’s Day gifts! In 2011, we added an extra element to the spring show with a celebration of
performing Exeter Area Artist on May 21st entitled “Exeter’s Got Talent”. From six and eight year old brother
violinists to high school rock bands, the Exeter bandstand was the centerpiece to showcase performing artists
of all ages.
June 2011: Our first Abstract Show was presented with many budding talents, some of who were also a part
of our 30 under 30 Show later in the year. It was very well received with many wonderful artists.
July 2011: EAC hosted Fuller Gardens of Rye, NH Artists Exhibit in our Town Hall Gallery. This drew many local
art enthusiasts as well as out of town visitors because of the Massachusetts members of Fuller Gardens. This
was a very successful event and may be repeated again in 2012.
September 2011: The Vision & the Word was once again a wonderful event with many wonderful poets and
accompanying art. Also included in this event was “100 Thousand Poets for Change”, wherein poets, artists
and musicians performed original and known works that celebrate the energy of the spoken word and
strengthens community by fostering sustainability. Musicians performed on the steps of the Town Hall for
many passersby to enjoy.
October 2011: “30 Under 30” this year we tweaked the name a bit from last year’s “Emerging Artists”. But
once again, what a wonderful gathering of young artists—so much talent and exuberance in one room. The
reception was very well attended with most of the artists who were exhibiting in attendance for one to greet
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and get to put the face with the art. This show was one of our top attended shows if not the top attended.
November 2011: On November 2nd, the Exeter Arts Committee sponsored a Silent Art Auction for three local
charities: CASA NH, Rockingham VNA Hospice, and Seacoast Family Promise. Over $7,000 dollars was raised:
half for the charities and half for the participating premier seacoast artists. It was a lovely event with famed
jazz pianist Charlie Jennison, wonderful food (mostly donated by local eateries), and a crowd of several
hundred bidders. The event was so successful that the Exeter Arts Committee plans to sponsor it again this
year.
December 2011: Historically our most active show, the Holiday show joyfully begins the same day as the
Festival of Trees. We had a sizeable amount of participants with a few changes in the rules that enabled the
artists to have more of their work entered. Another successful year!
In addition to these recurring shows, we are also entrusted with supplying art for the walls of the current
Town Office which is across the street from the Gallery. We hold a so-called Lottery Day three times a year
(every four months) to change the displays of local artworks which are all original photos, watercolors, oils
and pastels. From the Nowak Room down through the hallways and stairs, our local artists get a chance to
share their work with the Town of Exeter.
As part of our continued commitment to improve upon the lovely space that we feel so blessed to have to
share with our community, we have started the process of replacing the grey covered art display panels with
new, more stable ones. The new display panels will allow more flexibility in positioning with wooden frames
stained in a light honey color. The covering on the panels themselves are a more neutral sand colored fabric
very similar in color to the Gallery walls. We are very excited with this new improvement and hope the
project will be completed so we can hang our Buds and Blooms Show on them in May.
We, all the members and friends of the Exeter Arts Committee, are very honored and proud to be part of
such a cooperative, enthusiastic committee and to participate in such a positive endeavor!!
Current members of the Committee and their appointment expirations are:
Note: all terms expire on April 30 of the given year
Kathy Lewis Thompson, Chair (2014)
Jane Kiernan, Vice Chair (2012)
Karen Desrosiers, Treasurer (2011)
Karen Noonan (2012)
Francesca Fay (2012)
Robert Aldrich, BOS Representative
Robert Richardson, pending approval
Please do visit our website, check our calendar often and enjoy the great photos!!
Appreciatively,
Kathy Lewis Thompson, Chair
Jane Kiernan, Vice-Chair
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Conservation Commission Accomplishments
2011 was a busy year for Conservation Commission members. We welcomed new members Margaret Matick,
Russell Kaphan, and Kevin Keveaney. We focused proactive efforts this year on conservation land boundary
inspections, public outreach, trail maintenance and improvements, and invasive plant control.
Two development-related conservation properties were acquired this year. They include a 14.66 acre fee
owned wooded upland parcel near Beech Hill road associated with Beech Hill Estates and a 21.60 acre riverfront
conservation easement associated with the Linden Commons subdivision. Property inspections and boundary
relocating continued on other properties as well. Progress was also made at Raynes Farm, the sizeable Little
River Conservation Area parcels and Smith Page re-locating boundary markers.
Two important planning documents, the Exeter Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) and an update to the
Henderson Swasey Town Forest Timber Management Plan Update were completed this year. The NRI identifies
areas in town with a high occurrence of important natural resources and uses that information combined with
development trends to identify conservation priorities. The Commission anticipates hosting a meeting in early
2012 to share these results with residents and land use board members. The timber plan update incorporated
land use changes that have occurred since the original 1989 plan was completed and reflect the Commissions
goals and plans for timber management within this town forest. We anticipate several public outreach events
and anticipate a winter 2012-2013 harvest. The 2007 Raynes Farm management plan was also updated to
document completed projects at the property and update goals and priorities for Raynes Farm.
For trail and outreach activities this year, the Commission had the pleasure of working with two scouts this year
for their Eagle projects. Zachary Stough marked the main Oaklands loop trail and installed a map at the Watson
Road entrance. Brice Maloney developed the educational information and installed a map at Raynes Farm
parking lot. A trail brochure was also developed for Raynes and added to the series of brochures available to the
public. Students from Exeter High School helped to build a trail at Raynes and Philips Exeter Academy students
assisted with invasive plant management at Raynes, Powdermill Rd and the Morrissette property. We installed
two wooden benches at the eastern field of Raynes to create a quiet “reflection overlook” with a view of the salt
marsh with future plans to install an interpretive sign there.
The trail committee, lead by Bob Kelly, worked with the Conservation Commission to host another Timberland
Trail Day event for the 2011 Earth Day activities. Fifty dedicated volunteers joined up to help improve a section
of the Oaklands trail to alleviate erosion concerns and improve the trail bed in several areas. They also helped
to install the internal maps within both town forests. We hosted the second annual Exeter National Trail Day
event at Oaklands raffling off a bountiful trail gear package to our lucky winner. Members of the Commission
also continued to documenting vernal pool activity in the town forests, and partnered with the Exeter –
Squamscott River Local Advisory Committee to host a vernal pool hands-on educational program in May. It was
well attended with 10-15 adults and children gaining hands-on experience with these special habitats. Members
also participated in a river clean up day with the Brentwood Conservation Commission in October with the help
of 25 volunteers and look forward to making it an annual event.
We anticipate another proactive year in 2012 and look forward to continuing the community connections we are
actively building. If you are interested in joining us in these endeavors, contact the Planning Department.
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Exeter-Squamscott River Local Advisory Committee
The Exeter River Local Advisory Committee (ERLAC) became the Exeter-Squamscott River Local Advisory
Committee (ESRLAC) this past year, reflecting the inclusion of the Squamscott River into the NH Rivers
Management and Protection Program. The towns of Chester, Raymond, Fremont, Sandown, Danville,
Kingston, East Kingston, Brentwood, Kensington and Exeter welcome the towns of Newfields and Stratham
to the committee. The Exeter-Squamscott River is one river with two names, reflecting the fresh and salt
water portions of this major tributary to Great Bay.
ESRLAC celebrated its 15th year of stewardship of the river and its watershed in 2011. The year was marked
by productive partnerships with several organizations, including the Rockingham Planning Commission, NH
Department of Environmental Services, NH Coastal Program, Piscataqua Region Estuaries Partnership,
Eastern Mountain Sports, and local Conservation Commissions. These partnerships provide ERLAC with an
opportunity to work with communities in the watershed to advocate effectively for the protection of water
quality, water quantity, wildlife habitat, and recreational opportunities.
ERSLAC partnered with the Exeter Conservation Commission to hold the 10th annual vernal pool workshop
in May. Children and adults waded into woodland pools to identify salamanders, turtles and clusters of
frog eggs. Development of forestland threatens vernal pools in every watershed community, and ESRLAC
continues to advocate for the protection of vernal pools and their forested uplands.
In June, ERLAC partnered with Eastern Mountain Sports on an event designed to get people out on the river
in canoes and kayaks. Dozens of people, adults and children, paddled the lower Exeter River on new boats
provided by EMS or on their own boats, leaving from Gilman Park in Exeter and guided by ERLAC
representatives.
ERLAC continues to work closely with the NH Department of Environmental Services (DES) on projects of
great importance. The first project was the geomorphic assessment of the Exeter River, a two year project
completed this year. The purpose of the assessment was to identify erosion and other threats to water
quality. ERLAC will continue to work with DES and watershed communities to implement restoration
projects identified in the Plan. The second project was the nomination of the lower portion of the Exeter
River and the tidal Squamscott River to the NH Rivers Management and Protection Program. ERLAC
worked closely with DES staff to complete the nomination and the numerous public information meetings
held in the watershed to explain the nomination. ERLAC is hopeful that all of the river, fresh and tidal, will
be enrolled in the RMPP in 2011.
ERLAC is comprised of dedicated volunteers that meet the fourth Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in
the conference room at the Rockingham County Nursing Home in Brentwood. Representatives are needed
from your community. Please call 778-0885 for more information, or visit www.exeterriver.org.
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Exeter River Study Committee
This past year, the River Committee’s primary focus has been on the Great Dam removal feasibility study. Most
of the work was done by the Dam Removal Study Group, composed of members of the River Committee, Exeter
River Local Advisory Committee, the Exeter Department of Public Works, and the N. H. Department of
Environmental Services. This study group is co-chaired by Mimi Becker, River Committee and Deborah Loiselle,
N.H. Department of Environmental Services.
The process of finding a suitable consultant group began in the fall of 2010 with the approval of the request for
proposals (RFP). Six bids were received in December. In July 2011, the Contract Selection Committee, chaired
by the town engineer, Paul Vlasich, announced that the contract had been awarded to Vanasse Hagen Brustlin
(VHB). While the consultant group began its work, the Committee held a public meeting on 14 September,
bringing together various experts, including those from VHB, and interested citizens of the town. The purpose of
the meeting was to open up a two-way street of information flow, which included clearly identifying and
incorporating local concerns into the feasibility study.
As of the end of the year, VHB continues its work, and a second public meeting is scheduled for mid-April.
In July 2011, the Committee, having reviewed the Town’s Master Plan, began to look into the issue of non-point
sources of pollution of the Exeter and Squamscott Rivers. A subcommittee, chaired by Kristen Murphy, the
town’s Natural Resources Planner, and Ginny Raub of the River Committee is considering a public information
program that would dovetail with the Town’s ongoing storm water and sewage education efforts, run under the
auspices of Phyllis Duffy, DPW.
A third area of interest is river reconnaissance, whereby twice a year a team would patrol the Exeter River
looking for hazards, blocked passage ways, and point-source pollution locations. A possible future task could be
environmental sampling. Roger Wakeman, the Committee’s PEA representative, is developing an approach to
this area.
The Committee welcomes your participation at its monthly meetings and at the upcoming public meeting in
April.
Respectfully submitted,
Lionel Ingram, Chairman
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Heritage Commission
The Exeter Heritage Commission was established at the February 2006 Exeter Town meeting. The commission
meets, weather or schedule permitting, on the first Wednesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Wheelwright
Room on the first floor of the Exeter Town offices at 10 Front Street.
The commission’s primary purpose is to provide recommendations and advice to the Board of Selectmen and
other town boards and commissions relative to the Town of Exeter historical and cultural resources. At the
Heritage Commission’s recommendation the Town of Exeter applied for and received Certified Local
Government designation through the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources in 2009. This is a program
that is designed to promote the preservation of pre-historic and historic sites, objects, buildings and districts by
establishing a partnership between a local government and the New Hampshire Division of Historical Resources.
In 2011, the Town received a grant through the Certified Local Government program to conduct a planning study
for the historic Winter Street cemetery. This study was completed this past September and confirmed the site’s
eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places. In late 2011 the Heritage Commission was notified that it
was awarded another grant through the Certified Local Government program to conduct a town wide mapping
survey. This is the first step in the process that will eventually identify historical and cultural resources
throughout the town. During 2011 the Heritage Commission agreed to become a consulting party in the Section
106 process that is studying the removal of the Great Dam in downtown Exeter. The Heritage Commission will
be seeking interested town residents to help with these efforts.
During 2011, the Heritage Commission worked with other Town boards and committees to explore the adoption
of Form Based Codes in lieu of conventional zoning regulations for certain sections of our Town that could be
adversely impacted by development permitted with current zoning guide lines. These efforts will continue
throughout 2012.
In 2009, the citizens of the town voted to adopt a Demolition Review Ordinance for structures over fifty years
old. This ordinance provides for the opportunity to seek alternative options for our historical resources for a
specified time prior to possible demolition. The Heritage Commission received eleven formal requests for
buildings to be demolished in entirety or in part during 2011. Fortunately those that were completely
demolished were deemed not of historical or cultural significance. Where partial demolition occurred the
Heritage Commission was successful in several instances in influencing the building’s owner to historically
sensitive options and alternatives. The commission also keeps a watchful eye for potential opportunities that
would help the Town preserve and to better understand its historical and cultural heritage.
Respectfully submitted,
John W, Merkle
Chairman, Exeter Heritage Commission
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Historic District Commission
The Historic District Commission was voted into being in June 1970 at a special town meeting. After two
beautiful old buildings had been torn down in the previous year (the Courthouse that used to stand where the
Citizen’s Bank drive-thru is now, and the Rundlett house on the corner of Front and Court Streets) people began
to notice that the look of Exeter was changing, and not for the better. When the Dudley house (one of the three
yellow federal houses on Front Street next to the Town Office) was in danger, a group of people came out and
demonstrated to save it. And fairly soon the town’s voters realized how important it is to keep Exeter’s unique
architecture because that is a large part of what makes Exeter so special, and why Exeter really is so much nicer
(and prettier) to live in than most other towns. Visitors come here and take pictures and walk around and spend
money in our still-thriving downtown.
What the Historic District Commission does is try to keep it that way while balancing the needs of the 21st
century life with parking, air conditioning units, generators and other potentially disfiguring but necessary
reality. We meet every month on the third Thursday at 7:00 P.M. at the Town Office. We welcome visitors and
adore visitors who might become volunteers.
Respectfully submitted,
Pamela Gjettum
Chairman
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Planning Board 2011
Kathy Corson (Chair)
Ken Knowles (Vice-Chair)
Carol Sideris

Gwen English
Ian Raum
Katherine Woolhouse

Langdon Plumer
Pete Cameron
Frank Ferraro (BOS rep)

One item that was unusual this year was a review of Riverwoods Boulders previous conditional approval to
ensure it was in compliance with the agreements set forth in the approval. After much negotiation between
the town and Riverwoods, all parties set up a new agreement that the Planning Board then approved.
The Planning Board also worked with the Planning Office on the Capital Improvement Program, staffed
multiple committees both local and regional, and reviewed this year’s zoning amendments.
The following were cases reviewed by the Planning Board this year.
Application Type

Approved

Conditional Use Permit: Residential

II

Conditional Use Permit: Non -Residential

III

Lot Line Adjustment

II

Site Plan –Residential

Denied

Case Still Open
I

I

Site Plan – Non Residential

III

Minor Subdivision

I

Respectfully Submitted, Sylvia von Aulock, Town Planner
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TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
In 2011 there were more requests by senior and handicapped residents for needed transportation to medical
related appointments and shopping trips to area pharmacies and grocery stores. According to the 2010 census,
there are 3,482 Exeter residents over 60 years of age. Although many are excellent drivers, it is good to know that
the town can assist its residents by offering other ways of getting around. The following is a synopsis of our local
transportation agencies that serve our senior and handicapped community.
Exeter’s senior taxi-ticket voucher program was utilized at a record breaking rate this year with a 40% increase in
sales over last year. 149 citizens took advantage of the subsidized program purchasing $7,390.00 for taxi vouchers
that are worth twice that amount. A few statistics about the program: May through the end of September is by far
the most popular time of the year to purchase the vouchers, with 67% of them being sold during the warmer
months. Seniors purchasing the taxi booklets are typically between 65 and 91 with the highest percentage of users
(42%) between the ages of 80 and 89. This program is open to anyone ages 65 and up as well as any disabled
person.
The Rockingham Nutrition and Meals on Wheels (RNMOW) Senior Shuttle Program had a very successful year.
Operator, Mr. David Robertson is on the road Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. He managed an
amazing 6,189 rides in 2011, an increase of 33% over last year’s 4,648 rides. He coordinated rides for 76 elderly
residents with about half the rides going to and from the Exeter Senior Center, the next highest destination
shopping, followed by medical and other sundry excursions. In the last survey, 43.5% were between the ages of 80
and 90, with 17.5% 90 and above. 82.6% of the riders lived alone, with 13.6% riding daily, and 50% riding several
times per week. 91.3% rated the service as excellent and the remaining rated the service as very good.
Lamprey Health Care’s senior transportation group provided over 2,135 trips in 2011 for Exeter residents. This
program provides seniors and or handicapped individuals access to essential services, such as medical appointments
with primary care physicians and specialists, grocery stores, local pharmacies and other necessary errands. *
Transportation Assistance for Senior Citizens (TASC) volunteer drivers had another successful year providing
transportation services to Exeter residents age 55 & older and other ambulatory adults with disabilities. 2,642 rides
were completed in 2011, a 9% increase over the 2,418 completed in 2010.
Unlike the other transportation services for our area, COAST’s public transit service is open to all riders, despite age
or mobility limitations. Overall ridership on COAST’s fixed-route bus service (Route 7) increased by 24% and on
COAST’s demand response service for individuals with disabilities by over 50%. Total Exeter ridership estimates for
these two services were 2,327 and 260 respectively. Using COAST, residents can travel within Exeter as well as
connect to Stratham, Newmarket, Greenland, the Pease Tradeport, Portsmouth and Newington. COAST’s bus and
van services in Exeter are utilized most frequently for accessing shopping, school and work. In a spring-2011
passenger survey, 97% of passengers using COAST indicate that the service is important to meeting their
transportation needs and 88% of passengers would recommend COAST services to family, friends and coworkers.
There is significant emphasis on coordination of services among COAST, TASC, Lamprey Health Care and
Rockingham Nutrition Meals on Wheels- Specifically in Exeter, and more broadly throughout their service areas. The
agencies seek to combine trips where possible, and refer riders to the agencies when a ride cannot be provided in
house. All four agencies participate in A.C.T., the Alliance for Community Transportation, the Southeast NH Regional
Coordinating Council for Community Transportation (RCC); a collaborative of agencies that provides or purchases
transportation services. The RCC also includes municipal representatives, two regional planning commissions, and
citizen/consumer representatives. The RCC has secured funding through the Federal Transit Administration, United
Way of the Greater Seacoast and the Endowment for Health to expand COAST’s call center capacity to handle ride
reservations and scheduling for multiple agencies in the region, increasing opportunities for sharing rides and
improving cost effectiveness.
Respectfully, Don Woodward, Chairman, Exeter Local Transportation Committee.
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ROBINSON FUND
The Robinson Fund is an Exeter charitable trust whose citizens elect its seven members. The funds were given
to the Town in 1853 by the will of William Robinson, an Exeter native who attended Phillips Exeter Academy.
Back in those days’ girls did not have the opportunity to attend high school as they were for boys
only...including Phillips Exeter Academy. Thus Robinson’s will specifically stated his bequeath was "to be
appropriated, forever, to the support of suitable and proper teachers for the only and sole instruction of
females... all other things being equal, always to give preference to the poor and the orphan.” In 1869, the
newly-built Robinson Female Seminary opened its doors to females from the Exeter area.
From 1869 until 1955, Robinson Seminary was the only public school in Exeter to serve post-elementary
females (males attended the Tuck High School). In 1954, the School District passed a bond issue to build an
addition to the Tuck School. The first co-educational class graduated from Exeter High School in 1956. A fire in
1961 destroyed the Seminary building. The Lincoln Street Elementary School and related playgrounds now
occupy the site.
Four of the current Robinson Fund Trustees attended the Seminary; two are graduates and two attended the
Seminary but graduated from the then new co-ed Exeter High School.
In the early 1990’s, to avoid discrimination on the basis of gender, the Trustees petitioned the County Probate
Court. In 1996, the court issued a decree that discontinued the existing income distribution and established a
new Trust purpose “…to create a fund to provide opportunities to enrich and enhance the educational
experience of post-elementary age individuals within the area served by the Exeter Region Cooperative School
District, through the development of programs, scholarships and grants.” Following this new decree Trustees
awarded the first Robinson Fund Scholarships to graduating seniors of the Exeter Region Cooperative School
District in June 1998.
In 2011, the Robinson Trustees awarded $12,000 in college scholarships to two graduates of Exeter High
School for $5,000 to $7,000 a year. Scholarship awards, given for up to four years, are based on financial need.
Recipients must maintain satisfactory grades throughout their college experience to continue receiving the
scholarships.
Trustees also have committed $24,000 annually to four previous graduates of EHS ranging from $3,500 to
$8,000 a year. As of December 31, 2011, the trust fund balance stood at $1,517,286, a loss of $58,874
compared to 2010.
Respectfully,
Harry Thayer, Secretary
The Robinson Fund Trustees

Peter Smith, President; Joanna Pellerin, Vice President; Patricia Qualter, Treasurer; Barbara Gagne, Joan Smart
and Judy Churchill.
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TRUSTEES OF SWASEY PARKWAY
The past year has been a trying time for the patrons of the Swasey Parkway. The deteriorating and
potential collapse of the culverts under Water Street and the Parkway necessitated traffic restrictions
and the partial closure of the Parkway. As a result the Parkway was limited to one-way traffic and closed
to any parking along the road.
Thanks to the understanding and patience of local and visiting motorist, we were still able to host the
always-popular Farmer’s Market and the Thursday evening Recreation Concerts. With good fortune the
culverts should be replaced this spring and the full Park should be open once again to everyone.
The Trustees again wish to thank the Town of Exeter for their continued support of funds to maintain the
parkway and to the Phillips Exeter Academy students for cleaning up the park during their annual
Community Service Day. And a very special thank you and recognition to Mark Damsell who enlisted a
group of volunteers to aid him in keeping the Park in pristine condition. It is people like that who take
pride in our town that makes Exeter a special place.
Respectfully submitted,
Jay Perkins
Gerry Hamel
Donald Clement
Trustees
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Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment is a five-member quasi-judicial board that hears and decides on
applications for zoning relief such as variances, special exceptions, appeals form administrative decisions,
and equitable waivers of dimensional regulations. At the end of 2011, the Board was comprised of five
members and three alternates. There are currently two open seats, and we invite the public to contribute
to the community by offering to serve on the Board.
In 2011, the Zoning Board of Adjustment made twenty-eight decisions during nine meetings. The
decisions included fifteen variances, ten special exceptions, and one equitable waiver that were granted;
and one variance and one appeal from administrative decisions that were denied.
The Zoning Board contributed a member to the Zoning Ordinance Review Committee (ZORC), which
meets throughout the year to review applicable zoning ordinances, and propose and put forth
recommendations for changes and clarifications to the Exeter Zoning Ordinance for public approval.
ZORC will continue to meet throughout 2012.
Perhaps the largest impact on both the Board and applicants coming before the Board was a significant
change and clarification of the criteria for obtaining a Variance. This change was dictated by the State of
New Hampshire and adopted by the Town into the Exeter Zoning Ordinance.
The Board would like to express its appreciation for the excellent service of its outgoing chair, Hank
Ouimet, and the many contributions of our fine Planning Board staff.
Respectfully submitted,
John Hauschildt
Chairman, Zoning Board of Adjustment
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TOTAL - ALL FUNDS

$ 14,547,581

-

$ 14,547,581

OPERATING BUDGET

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES - 2011

200,000

84,739

-

$ 14,262,842

2,228,684
2,000
161,678
933,025
385,031
76,140
316,330
632,881
936,387
498,640
3,143,670
48,520

FOOD SERVICE FUND

FEDERAL/STATE GRANTS

DEBT SERVICE

GENERAL FUND TOTAL

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ATHLETICS/XCURR
GUIDANCE/ATTENDANCE
NURSE/PSYCH/SPEECH
MEDIA/DIR OF INSTR
SCHOOL BOARD/SPED ADMIN
SAU #16 ADMIN
SCHOOL ADMIN.
PLANT OPERATIONS
TRANSPORTATION
BENEFITS (FICA, Ret, Med, Dent)
INSURANCE (LIiability)

4,899,856

REGULAR EDUCATION

$

109,198
174,080
157,000
3,636,006
275,935
32,479
26,220
13,050
98,182
8,340
112,366
257,000

BUDGET
2010-11

ART
$
MUSIC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BASIC CLASSROOM (ELEM)
READING/AFTER SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS
DIRECTORS OF INSTR.(support)
SCIENCE
ENGLISH/ESL
SOCIAL STUDIES
COMPUTER
SUBS/SABBATICALS/TUTORS

PROGRAM

01/05/12 ESD Budget Prep 12-13

PROPOSED

2,269,684
5,251
155,453
845,266
385,459
81,923
316,330
630,112
872,924
497,554
3,080,472
45,386

4,879,407

112,315
174,156
149,509
3,570,407
297,575
32,735
26,030
12,462
97,648
8,344
136,051
262,175

$ 14,306,977

-

$ 14,306,977

241,756

-

-

$ 14,065,221

$

$

ACTUAL
2010-11
117,910
178,548
156,358
3,720,398
286,755
32,479
26,970
13,050
100,146
8,340
119,358
267,300

$ 14,908,586

-

$ 14,908,586

200,000

84,739

-

$ 14,623,847

2,263,462
2,000
159,774
910,631
400,718
81,600
318,302
632,092
981,196
510,880
3,285,260
50,320

$ 5,027,612

$

CURRENT
BUDGET
2011-12

EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT
2012-2013 FISCAL YEAR BUDGET

122,445
178,548
156,357
3,707,266
287,927
32,479
28,016
13,050
100,146
8,340
119,360
298,659

122,445
178,548
156,307
3,707,266
290,035
33,437
28,016
13,050
102,253
8,340
129,660
298,659

200,000

84,739

-

$ 14,869,967

2,416,853
13,000
164,498
952,437
402,125
81,600
310,216
620,940
918,407
502,712
3,368,843
50,320

$ 5,068,016

$

124,291

$15,213,157 $ 15,278,997
$ 304,571 $
370,411
2.04%
2.48%
Default Incr Total Request
Difference = -0.62%

-

$15,213,157 $ 15,154,706
$ 304,571 $
246,120
2.04%
1.65%
Request Incr

200,000

84,739

-

$14,928,418

2,416,853
13,000
164,498
952,437
402,125
81,600
310,216
632,025
981,196
502,712
3,368,843
50,320

$ 5,052,593

$

PROPOSED
DEFAULT OPERATING
BUDGET
BUDGET
2012-13
2012-13

EXETER SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
PREVIOUS TWO FISCAL YEARS PER RSA 32:11-a
SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES
1200/1230
1430
2140
2150
2159
2162
2163
2332
2722
2729

Special Programs
Summer School
Psychological Services
Speech and Audiology
Speech-Summer School
Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Admin Costs
Special Transportation
Summer School Transportation

Total Expenses

2009-2010

2010-2011

2,126,909
38,685
135,735
366,146
0
44,373
68,845
47,020
124,560
11,481

2,227,525
42,159
142,181
418,069
0
45,260
72,230
40,943
140,235
9,742

2,963,754

3,138,344

0
312,309
25,553
69,921

0
290,520
313
55,604

407,783

346,437

2,555,971

2,791,907

SPECIAL EDUCATION REVENUE
1950
3110
3240
4580

Services to other LEAs
Special Ed. Portion Adequacy funds
Catastrophic Aid
Medicaid

Total Revenues

ACTUAL DISTRICT COST FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

SAU 16 CALENDAR
2012-2013

S
1
8
15
22
29

S
5
12
19
26

S
2
9
16
23

S
7
14
21
28

M
2
9
16
23
30

M
6
13
20
27

T
3
10
17
24
31

2012
JULY
W
4
11
18
25

Days

T
5
12
19
26

AUGUST
T W
T
1
2
7
8
9
14 15 16
21 22 [23]
28 29 30

SEPTEMBER
M
T W
T
3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

M
1
8
15
22
29

OCTOBER
T W
T
2
3
4
9 10 11
16 17 18
23 24 25
30 31

S

M

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

NOVEMBER
T W
T
1
6
7
8
13 14 15
20 21 22
27 28 29

S

M

DECEMBER
T W
T

2
9
16
23
30

3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

F
6
13
20
27

S
7
14
21
28

Student

S

M

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

0
Staff
0

S

M

FEBRUARY
T W
T

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

S

M

MARCH
T W
T

3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

M
1
8
15
22
29

APRIL
T W
T
2
3
4
9 10 11
16 17 18
23 24 25
30

Days

F
S
3
4
10 11
17 18
[24] 25
31

Student
4
Staff
6

Days

F
7
14
21
28

S
1
8
15
22
29

Student

S
6
13
20
27

Staff
19

Student

S

22
Staff
22

7
14
21
28

F

Student

18

7
14
21
28

Student

F
1
8
15
22

15

F
S
1
2
7
8
9
14 [15] 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

F
5
12
19
26

F

S
1
8
15
22
29

M
3
10
17
24

S
6
13
20
27

JUNE
W
T

S

21

16
Staff
16

Student
19

20

Student
17
Staff

Student

NS

Sept 3
19

October
Columbus Day
School Days

NS

Oct 8
22

November
Teacher In-Service
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Recess
School Days

NS
NS
NS

Nov 9
Nov 12
Nov 21-23
17

December
Holiday Break
School Days

NS

Dec 24-31
15

NS
NS

Jan 1
Jan 21
21

February
Winter vacation
School Days

NS

Feb 25-28
16

March
Winter vacation
Teacher In-Service
School Days

NS
NS

1-Mar
March 15
19

April
Spring Vacation
School Days

NS

Apr 22-26
17

May
Memorial Day
School Days

NS

May 27
22

2013
January
Holiday Break
MLK, Jr. Day
School Days

22
Staff
22

Days
Student
8
Staff
9

Totals

**June 13, 14, 17 & 18 are
snow make-up days
if needed

September
Labor Day
School Days

17

Student

Symbol Key
= No School / Holiday / Vacation
[ ] = Teacher In-Service (No School)
< > = SAU Early Release

Important Dates
2012
NS = No School
August
Teacher In-Service
NS
Aug 23-24
School Opens - All Students
Aug 27
Part of Labor Day Off NS
Aug 31
School Days
4

Staff

Days

4
5
6
7
11 12** [13] 14
18 19 20 21
25 26 27 28

12/19/2011

Student

Days

T

6
13
20
27

21
Staff

Days

7
14
21
28

5
12
19
26

2
9
16
23
30

S
2
9
16
23

S
4
11
18
25

T
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Days
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S
5
12
19
26

F
3
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17
24
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M
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S
1
8
15
22
29

F
4
11
18
25

T
2
9
16
23
30

S

17
Staff

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

Days

MAY
W
1
8
15
22
29

Days

F
S
2
3
[9] 10
16 17
23 24
30

6
13
20
27

19

Days

F
5
12
19
26

2013
JANUARY
T W
T
1
2
3
8
9 10
15 16 17
22 23 24
29 30 31

Approved

180
Staff
185

June
Last day for students
Teacher In-service
School days
Graduation - to be
announced after
February vacation

NS

June 12**
June 13
8
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2011-2012 REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Several recent positive signs are pointing in the direction of economic growth for our country.
These include a reduction in the national rates of the unemployed and the underemployed, a 3.8%
increase in holiday spending in December 2011, and a 3.6% increase in social security payments
beginning in January 2012. The US military has completed its work in Iraq and the United States
is preparing for another presidential election in November 2012. There are sentiments of hope in
the air.
Within School Administrative Unit 16 that sentiment of hope is captured in the lives of the students
who are preparing for a future that will be filled with complexities and challenges yet to be
identified. This includes work that needs to be done in health fields, in science and research, in
further space exploration and world travel, in global warming, in media, in instant communication,
in politics, and in the economy. Each of these areas also bears levels of ethical duty and
responsibility. The challenges facing public schools today are enormous because it becomes our
collective responsibility not only to share culture with our growing student population, but also to
provide our students with a rigorous learning environment that will help them to deal effectively
with problems yet to be born.
For a moment, think back to how education was only 40 years ago. The Internet was not available
to the general population. Daily newspapers and weekly magazines were the major sources of
current events. Encyclopedias filled libraries and homes as cradles of history and information.
Movies were only available in theaters. High schools offered only three types of courses: college
prep, business, and general. Art and music classes were considered “frills” and only a handful of
high school students drove to school. Families and churches provided many of the services that fall
within the expected realm of public schools today. Special education laws did not exist and most
students either went home for lunch or brought their own lunch to school. Breakfast programs and
before/after school enrichment or daycare programs did not exist.
As life has changed since 1970, think ahead to what life will be like for our students in 2050. Just
as parents and educators in 1970 were not able to predict that cell phones would be an integral part
of life today, so too are parents and educators today not able to predict some of the cultural
transformations that will enhance life for today’s students in another 40 years. Nevertheless, it is
critically important that citizens commit themselves to providing the best possible, and affordable,
public education to our students so that they will be as well equipped as possible to set the stage for
their own futures.
Ten, twenty, thirty, and forty years ago voters did the same for the current adult generation. Today,
it is our collective responsibility as citizens to repeat that pledge to the next generation. The
administration and staff of SAU 16 is committed to continue providing the best possible public
education for the most affordable cost because our children are our future.

SAU 16 VISION STATEMENT
To provide a rigorous and comprehensive education that will prepare our students for diverse postsecondary educational opportunities, a competitive workplace, and active civic participation.
SAU 16 MISSION STATEMENT
To help students gain knowledge and skills that build intellect, character, and a lifelong thirst for
learning.
SAU 16 STRATEGIC PLAN
One of the most significant driving forces of the continuing work in SAU 16 is the Strategic Plan
that emphasizes work in seven key areas: Communications; Community Involvement; Curriculum
and Assessment; Design and Philosophy; Governance; Lifestyles; and Special Education. Local
Boards have selected various components within these areas to stress in their respective schools.
Three major trends have emerged and are being implemented at this time: Curriculum,
Communications, and Community Service.
Curriculum, Communications, and Community Service
Curriculum and instruction go hand-in-hand. This work for teachers and administrators extends
far beyond the daily activities in the classroom because it is essential that teachers meet together
both at the same grade level and with those in the same academic department on a regular basis.
The successful transition of students from grade-to-grade and from course-to-course is enhanced
when these professionals gather to review course content and strategies for successfully engaging
students of all ages and abilities in the learning process. Teaching today is not easy! It takes time,
energy, and passion to do it well. Fortunately, SAU 16 has a tradition of hiring and retaining very
qualified teachers, administrators, and staff members. We will continue to do the same because we
are laying the foundation for the next generation of students and educators.
Much of the curriculum work done by teachers and administrators in the past and renewed recently
is available on the SAU 16 website (www.sau16.org). This cycle of work is never completely
finished. It is a dynamic process because research leads to new material, emerging technologies,
and brain-based teaching strategies that have to be considered.
Because the New Hampshire Department of Education has adopted the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS) in Literacy and Math, the districts within SAU 16 continue to move forward
with their implementation. Awareness is the first phase of the transition plan. In this phase each
school has completed activities to familiarize teachers with the curriculum and the grade level
expectations. Administrators have worked to further educate School Board Members and the
public about the CCSS. Phase Two of the transition plan is to have teachers begin to put the CCSS
into action in the classroom. Full implementation of the curriculum is set for August 2013 to
ensure our students are prepared for the spring 2015 CCSS Assessments.
It is important to note that middle and high school students are challenged in ways that help them
to gain high school and college credit aside from the traditional ways. Students in the Cooperative
Middle School (CMS) who choose to take and successfully complete Algebra I as eighth graders
earn high school credit. Similarly, CMS students who successfully complete two years of the same

world language (French, Latin, and Spanish are available) in grades seven and eight also earn high
school credit. In addition to the traditional Advanced Placement (AP) courses taken at Exeter High
School (EHS) to earn college credit, both EHS and the Seacoast School of Technology (SST) offer
Project Running Start courses that allow students to simultaneously earn high school and college
credit. In many cases, these alternatives help graduates to “jumpstart” their college career and
reduce overall costs in the long run.
Beyond the comprehensive array of courses available at EHS, students may also enroll in Extended
Learning Opportunities (ELOs) that allow them to earn course credit in non-traditional methods
that often extend beyond the regular school day. These individually-designed opportunities
demonstrate the importance of helping individuals extend their learning in creative ways.
At the elementary school level, many teachers are also creating and enhancing diverse
opportunities to engage students more in their own learning. Using the benefits of technology,
introducing students to writing blogs, and developing a variety of innovations in classroom that
extend the teaching of basic skills for implementation in 21st century learning is happening every
day in SAU 16 schools. Students are able to share their work beyond their own classroom walls
and among other schools. This is the world in which these students will flourish and many teachers
are actively preparing our students for their present and future.
Communication with various constituent groups remains crucial in today’s information rich, and
easily accessible, society. Websites for both the SAU and individual schools are updated regularly
to provide valuable information to students, parents, and community members. Newspapers
consistently carry a variety of stories from athletics to fine arts accomplishments and from budget
to human interest stories.
Information is conveyed to families via AlertNow, our Rapid Communication System, and districts
are sensitive to reducing the consumption and distribution of paper as one means of emphasizing
the need to reduce our collective use of natural resources. Individual schools regularly issue
electronic newsletters to parents and classroom teachers use a variety of methods to communicate
with families. This includes everything from weekly newsletters to Power School which is the
Internet-based format used to convey information to parents and families. Many of the school’s
newsletters, including reports from principals, are available online.
The SAU website also carries information about news and events, as well as a monthly
superintendent report and details about specific school board agendas and meeting minutes.
The SAU Educational Channel is available on cable access networks broadcasting on Channel 13
(or Channel 22) in all six SAU 16 communities. This provides the public with important “bulletin
board” information and programming about school activities and events that display the important
work of students and staff. The fact that EHS students are directly involved in the complex
workings of a television studio is another excellent example of the comprehensive educational
opportunities available to students. Tune in!
Community Service continues to be ingrained in the culture and climate of SAU 16 schools. This
takes shape in many different ways but particular mention must be made of the significant
contributions to local food pantries and families in need of basic necessities. Holiday giving is
enormous. However, it is the on-going spirit of sharing with others—that lasts throughout the
year—that conveys the true elements of helping one another.

Limited space here does not allow for the extensive enumeration of all of the outstanding acts of
service that our students and staff perform each year. However, a few examples this year include:
the “Canstruction” project at Stratham Memorial School (SMS) collected more than 2,000 canned
goods for the local St. Vincent de Paul Community Assistance effort while learning to build
familiar structures of London on the SMS stage; the Play Production class and the Comic Relief
Club at Exeter High School led a community-wide food drive that directly benefited two local food
pantries; second graders at East Kingston Elementary School learned about the hardships that many
domestic animals have when they do not have a home and that inspired the class to raise money for
the local Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA); at Swasey Central School the
second grade participated in the Holiday Stockings for Soldiers effort that involved gathering
needed items, such as toiletries and putting them in stockings for troops serving overseas; at the
Seacoast School of Technology, the Wright Start Preschool students collected more than 100
canned goods during its “Cans for Our Castle Drive” and added those to the Marketing
Technologies effort that collected an additional 1,400 food items during its fourth annual food
drive; NH Special Olympics benefited financially from the Penguin Plunge participation from
several students, teachers, and administrators throughout the SAU.
It is essential to note here that the modeling of community service in our schools is rooted in the
dedication and efforts of the people who work in SAU 16. Without their individual and collective
commitment to serve others—and to teach our students the importance of service—there would be
far fewer demonstrations of this initiative.
NEASC ACCREDITATION COMPLETED
Exeter High School is to be commended for its successful completion of the every-ten-year
accreditation process conducted in concert with the New England Association of Schools and
Colleges (NEASC). The work involved from the Self-Study to the hosting of the Visiting
Committee demands significant time and preparation. Recognition and appreciation are extended
to the entire administration and staff at EHS. Principal Vic Sokul and science teacher Mark Foley
who served as chairperson of the accreditation process are commended for all of their leadership
and effort in this regard.
CHAMPIONS FOR CHILDREN
The SAU 16 Champions for Children award was established last year as an opportunity for each
school district to recognize individuals who have distinguished themselves by demonstrating
significant involvement in programs and/or services that directly benefit the students and families
of SAU 16.
Since its inception 60 individuals have been recognized for their outstanding contributions to our
districts. This year’s award recipients include the following school board recognitions: Exeter
Region Cooperative – Frank Montmarquet, Katherine McDonnell, Kenneth Deem, Bill Blum, John
Byra, Laurie Eldridge, and Barbara Clark; East Kingston – Laura Conant, Lynne Walker, Nancy
Leavitt, Kim Kemp, Christine Silverman, Mary George, Chris Benson, Patricia Law, Anne Atkins,
Kim Gallant, and Stacy Penna; Exeter – Maureen Barrows and Carroll Barrows; Kensington –
Gloria Chase, Julie Hall, Mark Finerty, Jen Feiden, and Tom Feiden; Brentwood—Donna
Vadeboncoeur; Stratham – Jan Streelman and Phyllis Danko. These individuals have significantly
impacted their respective schools and communities. Congratulations to each of them!

BLUE RIBBON AWARDS
For 30 consecutive years, New Hampshire Partners in Education has recognized the volunteer
efforts of parents and community members who are directly involved in local schools. In
October 2011, every elementary school in SAU 16 and the Seacoast School of Technology
distinguished themselves by achieving this prestigious award. This is an outstanding
accomplishment and a clear acknowledgement of the positive relationships that exist between our
schools and their local communities.
COOPERATIVE MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL CHANGE
Mr. William Furbush became the Principal of the Cooperative Middle School (CMS) in July 2011.
He replaced Mr. Thomas O’Malley who retired and subsequently accepted the position of Principal
at Westbrook High School in Westbrook, Maine. Mr. O’Malley faithfully served the SAU 16
community for eight years. His dedication to the students and families of the six communities that
comprise CMS is sincerely appreciated.
Mr. Furbush moved to Kensington from Kittery, ME during this school year. He came to SAU 16
from Rollinsford Grade School where he served as Principal from 2008-2011. From 2006-2008 he
served as Assistant Principal at Lynnfield (MA) Middle School and prior to that was a teacher of
German at York (ME) Middle School.
STUDENT ASSESSMENT/NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND
Once again this past fall all students in grades 3-8 and 11 participated in the New England
Common Assessment Program (NECAP) exams in reading and mathematics. Fifth, eighth and
eleventh graders participated in a writing component as well. In May 2011, the NECAP Science
Test was administered to all students in grades 4, 8 and 11. The results of those tests indicate that
the performance of SAU 16 students continues to be strong relative to their statewide peers.
East Kingston, Lincoln Street School, Exeter High School and the Cooperative Middle School are
all designated “Schools in Need of Improvement” as defined by the New Hampshire Department of
Education (NHDOE). As a result of this designation, each of these schools has worked with
building level teams comprised of parents, teachers, and administrators, including representatives
from the SAU, to develop a school-specific plan focused on student achievement. Completed plans
were sent to the NHDOE for approval. All plans have been approved and are currently being
implemented in their respective schools. The same process was followed for the Exeter, East
Kingston, and the Exeter Region Cooperative School Districts as the NHDOE identified these as
“Districts in Need of Improvement” because there is more than one school in each of these
districts. All plans are posted on the school websites for public review.
In all of our schools all students are assessed in a variety of ways including teacher-developed tests,
projects, displays, and presentations. Elementary teachers use a variety of assessments such as the
Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS), California Achievement Tests, Terra
Nova Tests, Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests, and other benchmark assessments to diagnose
individual strengths and weaknesses and better inform their instructional practice. Many schools
are also in the beginning stages of implementing a Response to Intervention (RtI) framework in
order to better meet individual student learning needs. The RtI process has teachers consistently
reviewing student data in order to inform day-to-day instruction. It is important to remember that
any standardized test is one indicator and one type of assessment. In addition to using multiple

measures, our teachers encourage and provide opportunities for students to demonstrate what they
"know and are able to do.”
RX REBATE PROGRAM
Due to the significant efforts of Associate Superintendent Paul Flynn, the Rx Rebate Program
offered by the federal government for school districts who have retirees who do not participate in
Medicare Part D is continuing to pay dividends. Since enrolling in the rebate program in
March 2009, SAU districts have been reimbursed $205,000. This money helps to reduce overall
health care costs to the districts.
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
There are now eleven formal collective bargaining associations within SAU 16; eight of them were
open to negotiations with their respective school boards during the current school year. Three of
these were the result of voters not approving settlements in March 2011. This year all eight groups
reached tentative agreements that will be presented to the voters in the respective districts for
action in March 2012. Voter approval is necessary in order for the agreements to become effective.
These involve the teacher associations in the Brentwood, East Kingston, Exeter, Stratham, and the
Exeter Region Cooperative School districts; the administrators association in the Exeter Region
Cooperative; and the paraprofessional organizations in Newfields and the Exeter Region
Cooperative. During the 2012-2013, the three remaining contracts will be open for negotiations.
Of significant interest last year is the fact voter turnout was low in each of our communities. This
means that relatively few people actually make important financial decisions for the majority of
residents and taxpayers. Brentwood and Stratham each host traditional school district meetings in
March. Of the 2661 registered voters in Brentwood, only 181 people (6.8%) attended the meeting;
in Stratham, of the 5860 voters, 539 people (9.2%) attended the meeting. In each case, more than
90% of the registered voters did not participate in this important process.
Each of the other five districts uses the “SB 2” voting format and people may cast ballots
throughout an entire day in March. Those districts showed greater voter participation than
Brentwood or Stratham. In East Kingston, 504 (30.23%) of the 1667 voters participated; in Exeter,
1743 (16.33%) of the 10,672 voters participated; in Kensington, 397 (22.62%) of the 1755 voters
participated; in Newfields, 374 (29.99%) of the 1247 registered voters participated; for the Exeter
Region Cooperative, 4132 (17.32%) of the 23,862 registered voters participated.
It is extremely important that residents take their civic responsibility of voting seriously.

THE AMERICAN REINVESTMENT AND RECOVERY ACT (ARRA) GRANT
This two-year initiative closed on September 30, 2011. The initial grant application and subsequent
amendments/revisions to the grant totaled $1,216,441.00. The full amount was awarded to SAU 16.
At the close of the grant, the entire available/awarded amount was allocated and spent, with the
exception of $2.96. This ARRA grant was primarily managed by the SAU Special Education
Office. Following is a summary of the project categories that were funded by this federal grant:

•
•
•
•
•

Technology
Professional Development
Supplement of salaries
Curriculum materials
Contracted services

Some of the notable projects that were completed with funding from the ARRA Grant include:
Elementary Schools:
•

•

•

Technology Infrastructure: This project increased the bandwidth at the Exeter and Stratham
elementary schools to expand the technology options and serve as a foundation for all
types of e-learning, Response to Intervention (RtI) efforts, assessment and instruction.
Installation of accessible playground equipment: Accessible playground equipment was
installed at the Newfields Elementary School and Stratham Memorial School to provide
increased opportunities for students with disabilities to interact with their non-disabled
peers.
Professional Development – Training for “Open Circle”: Staff from Kensington, Exeter
and Brentwood participated in training to learn to utilize “Open Circle,” a program that
builds social and emotional skills and establishes safe, caring learning environments.

Cooperative Middle School (CMS):
•
•
•

Installation of FM/Audio System: Installed at CMS to enhance the quality of classroom
audio for students with sensory needs and communication disorders.
Curriculum Materials: Language!: Specialized language arts curriculum designed to
remediate reading and written language deficits.
Purchase of Smart Boards and iPads: Technology was purchased and installed to allow
increased access to the general curriculum for students with disabilities.

Exeter High School (EHS):
•
•
•

Transition Services: Programming for students 18 – 21 years of age, supporting their
participation in the community to increase independent living skills.
Purchase of Smart Boards and iPads: Technology was purchased and installed to allow
increased access to the general curriculum for students with disabilities.
Assistive Technology: Purchase of equipment to enable students age 16+ to meet their
post-secondary transition goals.

TUCK LEARNING
The diverse educational avenues provided through the SAU continue to manifest the collective
commitment to meet the many individual needs of our secondary school students. Consider the ongoing success of the project-based Great Bay eLearning Charter School (GBeCS) that currently
serves 137 students in grades 8-12 with approximately 56% of those students coming from one of
our six communities. The Exeter Region Cooperative School District continues to provide
substantial funding for its students at GBeCS.

The Exeter Adult Education program captures the interest of over 900 students who choose from
courses that enrich their lives to courses leading to high school diplomas or GED (General
Educational Development). It is important to note that the Enrichment Program is now in its 45th
year!
The Exeter High School Alternative Education program provides another educational
opportunity that includes a combination of academic, behavioral, social, civic, and work based
learning experiences. The goal of their program is to empower students to succeed as
knowledgeable graduates leading productive lives within the community. Each year approximately
30 students participate in this program.
The Seacoast School of Technology (SST) offers an outstanding array of career and technical
education programs for students from six area high schools including Exeter. The outstanding
success of these programs is measured in both the consistent and regular work opportunities
provided to students and the significant community involvement by area businesses and leaders
who provide support and serve on advisory boards that assist with funding and public relations for
the school. Approximately 650 students are enrolled with 38% of those coming from Exeter High
School.
The Seacoast Professional Development Center (SPDC) regularly provides college courses and a
wide variety of workshops especially designed to meet the needs of educational professionals from
the entire state of New Hampshire. This local resource is invaluable for training and assistance to
busy teachers and administrators. Many of its offerings are also available to the public, especially
for those individuals who seek professional development credit for certification.
TECHNOLOGY
The SAU 16 Technology Committee is focusing its efforts on revision of the SAU 16 Technology
Plan along with continuing its efforts to develop technology-infused curricula. Subcommittees have
been formed and committee members are working diligently to achieve their goals.
Nearly all schools in SAU 16 will complete the update of their networks this school year to high
speed access which will allow students increased opportunities to learn and use 21st century skills
in our SAU 16 classrooms.
SAU 16 increased its eRate funding in the past year from $19,000 to $48,292 and plans to continue
to increase the use of the eRate program. In addition, SAU 16 schools have worked this past year to
build robust school websites that are informative, up-to-date, and user-friendly. This has been a
large project and has involved dozens of people throughout our schools. Visit our main SAU 16
site at www.sau16.org.
This detailed report is presented to the public to provide current information about the significant
work taking place in our schools and to sustain an historical record of annual progress. On behalf
of all of the students, families, and staff served by SAU 16, please accept my gratitude for your
support of our schools. It is a pleasure for me to be working with you in this most important
undertaking.
Respectfully submitted,
MICHAEL A. MORGAN
Superintendent of Schools

EXETER REGION COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
FY2012-2013 PROPOSED BUDGET
PROGRAM
ART
MUSIC
PHYSICAL ED
BASIC CLASSROOM
ALTERNATIVE ED
READING
MATHEMATICS
BUSINESS ED
SCIENCE
ENGLISH
ESL/ESOL/ELL
SOCIAL STUDIES
WORLD LANGUAGE
HEALTH
FAMILY & CONS SCIENCE
TECH ED / DRIVER ED
COMPUTER
SUBS/SABB/TUT/STAFF DEV
REGULAR EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SEACOAST SCH OF TECH
ATHLETICS/XCURR
ADULT ED
GUIDANCE/ATTENDANCE
NURSE/HEALTH SERVICES
PSYCH/SPEECH PATH
MEDIA/TRAINING
SCHOOL BD/SPED ADMIN
SAU #16 ADMIN
SCHOOL ADMIN
PLANT OPERATIONS
UTILITIES/ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION
BENEFITS
INSURANCE
SUPPORT FOR GBECS
GENERAL FUND TOTAL
DEBT SERVICE
CAP RES/TRUST FUNDS
CAPITAL PROJ/SP W.A.
FEDERAL/STATE GRANTS
FOOD SERVICE FUND
TOTAL - ALL FUNDS

BUDGET
2010-2011
394,022
413,580
541,247
557,512
427,973
478,066
1,935,016
95,884
1,813,845
1,991,337
85,691
1,852,770
1,194,457
211,084
149,274
221,936
1,206,704
217,560
$13,787,958
3,996,431
1,622,829
772,663
126,077
1,106,605
400,808
478,311
372,589
242,400
1,025,530
1,737,870
2,457,715
1,500,600
1,728,900
9,828,364
163,700
431,295
$41,780,645
4,558,705
180,000
1,118,510
1,100,000
$48,737,860

ACTUAL
2010-2011
390,309
396,793
668,660
526,192
441,411
466,526
1,878,926
70,693
1,784,440
1,978,137
61,080
1,831,545
1,153,930
187,379
135,346
166,058
1,212,409
163,925
13,513,759
3,753,874
1,669,544
731,852
128,304
1,095,778
383,924
402,408
364,358
203,761
1,025,528
1,797,224
2,802,240
1,409,625
1,682,763
9,397,956
162,596
431,295
$40,956,788
4,558,703
365,793
367,500
910,401
$47,159,184

BUDGET
2011-2012
393,952
412,855
666,437
577,130
443,939
484,573
1,913,448
71,951
1,802,477
1,980,876
85,491
1,832,595
1,209,943
188,017
144,915
165,767
1,234,871
217,560
$13,826,797
4,003,005
1,682,023
776,829
127,630
1,133,696
403,033
474,346
375,448
242,400
1,022,540
1,820,250
2,691,284
1,511,300
1,750,480
9,764,489
174,180
431,295
$42,211,025
4,492,995
40,000
1,118,510
1,100,000
$48,962,530

PROPOSED
2012-2013
392,828
406,241
689,221
874,910
447,686
483,023
1,915,914
71,951
1,803,800
2,052,437
82,131
1,866,162
1,207,137
188,858
143,222
194,495
1,679,177
232,400
14,731,594
4,068,973
1,427,213
770,829
135,712
1,123,881
396,264
432,420
373,359
355,966
964,442
1,796,949
2,688,162
1,444,116
1,723,735
10,321,791
174,400
300,000
$43,229,805
4,497,630
1,118,510
1,100,000
$49,945,945

EXETER REGION COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
PREVIOUS TWO FISCAL YEARS PER RSA 32:11-a
SPECIAL EDUCATION EXPENSES
1200/1230
1430
2140
2150
2159
2162
2163
2332
2722
2729

Special Programs
Summer School
Psychological Services
Speech and Audiology
Speech-Summer School
Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Admin Costs
Special Transportation
Summer School Transportation

2009-2010

2010-2011

3,701,053
42,771
146,398
210,479
0
22,186
13,679
114,348
245,645
15,675

3,721,236
32,638
149,023
216,853
0
22,630
13,902
138,317
368,203
12,934

4,512,234

4,675,736

0
766,604
252,885
318,309

0
863,688
193,199
209,991

Total Revenues

1,337,798

1,266,878

ACTUAL DISTRICT COST FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION

3,174,436

3,408,858

Total Expenses

SPECIAL EDUCATION REVENUE
1950
3110
3240
4580

Services to other LEAs
Special Ed. Portion Adequacy funds
Catastrophic Aid
Medicaid

Minutes of The Exeter Region Cooperative School District
First Session of the 2011 Annual Meeting
Deliberative Session – Thursday, February 10, 2011
Exeter High School Arthur Hanson III Center
ERCSD Board Members Present:
Townley Chisholm – Chair – Exeter
David Miller – Vice Chair – East Kingston
Kate Miller – Exeter
Elizabeth Faria - Brentwood
Joni Reynolds – Kensington

Patty Lovejoy - Stratham
Jennifer Maher – Stratham
Kate Segal – Exeter
Michael Grant – Newfields

Administration: Michael Morgan, Nathan Lunney
Chair of Budget Advisory: Robert Aldrich
Moderator: Charles Tucker, Esq.
ERCSD Clerk: Susan Bendroth
Moderator Tucker called the meeting to order at 7:04 PM followed by the Pledge of Allegiance and introduction of
the board members, administration and other parties. He explained that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss,
debate and possibly amend the following warrant articles, which would then by voted on by paper ballot on
Tuesday, March 8, 2011. He went on to clarify that due to recent legislation the subject of the article can not be
changed and in articles #1 and #2 the amounts can be changed but not the language. As moderator he would read
each article, someone from the board or administration would speak to the article and then anyone interested in
speaking to the article would have an opportunity to do so. They would need to come up to the microphone on the
floor, identify themselves and the town in which they reside and if providing an amendment would need to do so in
writing.
Moderator Tucker read Warrant Article #1:
Article #1: Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget
posted with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein,
totaling $48,922,530? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $48,922,530, which is
the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the District or by law; or the
governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the
issue of a revised operating budget only. (The School Board and Budget Advisory Committee both
recommend $48,922,530 on said budget.)
Patty Lovejoy moved and Elizabeth Faria seconded.
Nathan Lunney presented a power point presentation that highlighted the increases and decreases of the budget
referencing benefits, salaries, student transportation, utilities, SAU assessment, NEASC, special education, debt
service and proposed requests, which represented an increase of $364,670 over the current 10-11 budget. It was
determined by both the Board and the Budget Committee that this money should be found elsewhere in the budget
so no increase is being recommended.
Arthur Baillargeon, Exeter inquired about the 4.5% increase on the dental insurance and wondered if a cap could
be considered in the next contract.
Nathan Lunney explained that the number was driven by the selections staff has chosen.
Moderator Tucker noted that the article would go on the ballot as printed.
Moderator Tucker read Warrant Article #2:
Article #2: Shall the District approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement
reached between the Exeter Region Cooperative School Board and the Exeter Education Association
covering the three year period from September 1, 2011 to August 31, 2014 which calls for the following
increases in salaries and benefits at the current staffing levels:
Year
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

Estimated Increase
$ 449,365
$ 499,641
$ 595,017

and further raise and appropriate the sum of $449,365 for the 2011-12 fiscal year, such sum representing
the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at
current staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year? Pursuant to RSA 273-A:12, if approved, the terms of this
collective bargaining agreement, including the pay plan, but excluding cost of living increases, will
continue in force and effect until a new agreement is executed. (The School Board recommends this
appropriation. The Budget Advisory Committee does not recommend this appropriation.)
David Miller moved and Jennifer Maher seconded.
Dave Miller reviewed the contract negotiations and felt the proposal was favorable to both sides. He highlighted
that over three years the salary increase was 5.9% and there is incentive to move to an HMO with an increase in
employee contributions, co pay and drug payments.
Elyse Seeley, Brentwood, member of the Advisory Budget Committee, stated that contrary to popular belief our
communities are pro education but that this is just too much money for Brentwood to afford,
Arthur Baillargeon, Exeter, expressed that when these contracts are negotiated please take into account what
people consider public with no input.
Wendy MacArthur-Keith, Exeter, thanked the Exeter Region Cooperative School Board and negotiating team for
their work in closed sessions.
Moderator Tucker noted that the article would go on the ballot as printed.
Moderator Tucker read Warrant Article #3:
Article # 3: Shall the District raise and appropriate to the expendable trust fund known as the “Maintenance
Fund” (established by the 2001 District meeting under RSA 198:20-c for the purpose of funding long term
and/or unexpected maintenance/repair projects of school buildings and grounds) the sum of the amount of
the June 30, 2011 undesignated fund balance (surplus) up to $40,000? (The School Board and Budget
Advisory Committee both recommend this appropriation.)
Kate Segal moved and Kate Miller seconded.
Patty Lovejoy explained that this fund was established in 2001 so that any emergency maintenance would be
covered without significantly affecting education at CMS (1998) and at the High School and the Tuck Learning
th
Campus (both in their 5 years). This money would only be placed in the fund if there is a balance at the end of the
year.
Jim Johnson, Brentwood asked how much money is in the account now?
Patty Lovejoy responded by stating $322,533 making the total $362,533 with the maximum amount being
$500,000.
Arthur Baillargeon, Exeter, supported this article.
Moderator Tucker read Warrant Article #4:
Article #4: To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers heretofore chosen.
Robert Aldrich recognized Deb Johnson for serving on the Budget Advisory Committee since its establishment as
she is stepping down. He also stated that it has been a privilege to work with Nathan Lunney who will be leaving to
SAU 16 to take a job with SAU 90 in Hampton.
Michael Morgan also recognized and thanked Nathan Lunney and congratulated him on his new job.
Jim Johnson, Brentwood, wanted to know why the District continues to use Plodzik & Sanderson as the report that
is published is from 2009 and not 2010.
Townley Chisholm commented that the 2010 audit was not ready but it will be posted in its entirety on the web
when completed.
Patty Lovejoy went on to explain that with the changes in GATBS 45 it has become a lot more difficult.
Moderator Tucker adjourned the meeting at 7:52 PM with 66 voters from the six towns present at the meeting.

Respectfully submitted,
Susan E.H. Bendroth
Exeter Region Cooperative School District Clerk

Minutes of the Exeter Region Cooperative School District
Second Session of the 2011 Annual Meeting
Voting Session – March 8, 2011
The polls were open at the polling places at the hours designated below to choose the following District
Officers: School District Board Member (East Kingston), School District Board Member (Exeter), School
District Board Member (Kensington), School District Board Member (Stratham), School District Moderator,
School District Budget Committee Member (Brentwood), School District Budget Committee Member (Exeter),
School District Budget Committee Member (Kensington) and vote by ballot on articles listed as 1, 2 and 3.
VOTERS IN TOWN OF
Brentwood
East Kingston

Exeter
Kensington
Newfields
Stratham

POLLING PLACE
Community Center
East Kingston
Elementary School
Multi-purpose Room
Talbot Gymnasium
Tuck Learning Campus
Kensington Elementary
School Gymnasium
Newfields Town Hall
Stratham Municipal Center

POLLING HOURS
8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
8:00 AM to 7:00 PM

7:00 AM to 8:00 PM
8:00 AM to 7:30 PM
8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

Results of the election of Exeter Region Cooperative School District Officers:
East Kingston Board Member, term ending at 2014 election:
David G. Miller
3,000
Exeter Board Member, term ending at 2014 election:
Kate Segal
3,120
Kensington Board Member, term ending at 2013 election:
Joni Reynolds
2,928
Stratham Board Member, term ending at 2014 election:
Mark Portu
2,943
School District Moderator, term ending at 2012 election:
Charles F. Tucker 3,325
Brentwood Budget Committee Member, term ending at 2014 election:
Elyse Gallo Seeley 2,860
Exeter Budget Committee Member, term ending at 2014 election:
Roy Morrisette
3,309
Kensington Budget Committee Member, term ending at 2014 election:
Janice Miller
2,926
Article #1: Shall the District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted
with the warrant, or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling
$48,922,530? Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $48,922,530, which is the same
as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the District or by law; or the governing
body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a
revised operating budget only. (The School Board and Budget Advisory Committee both recommend
$48,922,539 as set forth on said budget.)
Yes 2,964
No
1,131
Article #2: Shall the District approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agreement reached
between the Exeter Region Cooperative School Board and the Exeter Education Association covering the
three year period from September 1, 2011 to August 31, 2014 which calls for the following increases in salaries
and benefits at the current staffing levels:

Year
Estimated Increase
2011-2012
$ 449,365
2012-2013
$ 499,641
2013-2014
$ 595,017
and further raise and appropriate the sum of $449,365 for the 2011-12 fiscal year, such sum representing the
additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those of the appropriation at current
staffing levels paid in the prior fiscal year? Pursuant to RSA 273-A:12, if approved, the terms of this collective
bargaining agreement, including the pay plan, but excluding cost of living increases, will continue in force and
effect until anew agreement is executed. (The School Board recommends this appropriation. The Budget
Advisory Committee does not recommend this appropriation.)
Yes
1,423
No
2,709
Article #3: Shall the District raise and appropriate to the expendable trust fund known as the “Maintenance
Fund” (established by the 2001 District meeting under RSA 198:20-c for the purpose of funding long term
and/or unexpected maintenance/repair projects of school buildings and grounds) the sum of the amount of the
June 30, 2011 undesignated fund balance (surplus) up to $40,000? (The School Board and Budget Advisory
Committee recommend this appropriation.)
Yes 2,704
No
1,418
Respectfully submitted,

Susan E.H. Bendroth
Exeter Region Cooperative School District Clerk

SAU# 16 BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013
ACCT#

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

PROPOSED

CHANGE

FY 2009-10

FY 2010-11

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

IN $$

NOTES

CENTRAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
11-2320-110 ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES

368,636.55

379,129.25

397,700.00

413,300.00

0.00

10,600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11-2320-111 TREASURER & BRD MINUTES

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

0.00

11-2320-113 SPECIAL ED ADMIN SALARIES

99,481.00

99,481.00

101,380.00

94,300.00

0.00

1,624.50

1,000.00

1,000.00

138,901.00

142,419.00

144,380.00

147,550.00

3,170.00 2.5% incr

11-2320-117 HUMAN RESOURCES

57,546.06

57,546.05

58,640.00

59,930.00

1,290.00 2.5% incr

11-2320-211 HEALTH INSURANCE

116,552.47

107,224.63

128,960.00

114,370.00

11-2320-212 DENTAL INSURANCE

6,648.28

833.71

6,920.00

6,520.00

11-2320-213 LIFE INSURANCE

4,577.68

4,861.19

4,730.00

1,530.00

(3,200.00) per agreement new vendor

11-2320-214 DISABILITY INSURANCE

5,363.52

4,102.78

5,400.00

2,550.00

(2,850.00) per agreement new vendor

11-2320-231 LONGEVITY

3,387.54

2,000.00

3,520.00

3,620.00

100.00 per salaries

11-2320-232 RETIREMENT (8.80%)

53,510.61

57,551.36

78,420.00

63,470.00

(14,950.00) per salaries

11-2320-220 FICA (7.65%)

50,584.94

50,728.20

54,180.00

55,180.00

1,000.00 per salaries

3,540.00

3,230.00

3,400.00

3,470.00

70.00 per salaries

84.80

360.03

820.00

960.00

140.00 per staffing

11-2320-112 MERIT FUNDS

11-2320-114 SUPPLEMENTAL SALARIES
11-2320-115 SECRETARIES SALARIES

11-2320-250 WORKERS COMPENSATION
11-2320-260 UNEMPLOYMENT COMP.

15,600.00 2.5% incr

(7,080.00) 2.5% incr - chg in staff
0.00

(14,590.00) -3.1% to -3.9% decr
(400.00) -1.7% to -8.3% decr

11-2320-290 CONFERENCES

3,240.05

4,612.81

5,500.00

6,000.00

500.00

11-2320-270 COURSE REIMBURSEMENTS

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

11-2320-320 STAFF TRAINING

13,813.24

7,602.49

10,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

11-2320-371 AUDIT EXPENSE

7,950.00

12,350.00

10,250.00

10,250.00

0.00 per agreement

11-2320-372 LEGAL EXPENSE

4,247.75

4,412.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

11-2320-373 MENTOR TRAINING

3,350.00

6,400.00

6,500.00

6,500.00

0.00

11-2320-440 REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

5,265.69

7,999.11

6,900.00

9,355.00

2,455.00

11-2320-521 PROPERTY INSURANCE
11-2320-531 TELEPHONE

795.00

0.00

1,200.00

1,200.00

0.00

11,204.18

15,223.60

12,000.00

16,075.00

4,075.00
(1,000.00)

11-2320-532 POSTAGE

1,025.52

4,000.00

3,000.00

11-2320-580 TRAVEL

16,110.00

17,838.03

18,360.00

22,080.00

3,720.00 per contract

11-2320-610 SUPPLIES

10,591.38

16,476.90

10,000.00

12,000.00

2,000.00

4,820.50

4,500.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

0.00

15,611.56

16,933.77

17,500.00

17,500.00

0.00

11-2320-810 DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS

9,727.84

10,414.27

12,200.00

12,755.00

555.00

11-2320-870 CONTINGENCY

4,396.45

16,509.00

2,500.00

5,000.00

2,500.00

1,022,963.61

1,064,745.27

1,118,360.00

1,111,465.00

11-2320-611 MAINTENANCE CONTRACTED
11-2320-733 LEASED EQUIPMENT

(218.41)

5.04%

(6,895.00)

-0.62%

% Change 11-12 % Change 12-13

Summary PD

1/10/2012

SAU# 16 BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013
ACCT#

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

PROPOSED

CHANGE

FY 2009-10

FY 2010-11

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

IN $$

NOTES

FISCAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
11-2321-110 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

101,744.92

107,804.13

99,130.00

92,250.00

96,783.00

98,720.00

100,590.00

104,060.00

11-2321-130 PAYROLL/A/P SALARIES

166,374.00

169,325.00

175,750.00

162,850.00

(12,900.00) 2.5% incr - chg in staff

11-2321-211 HEALTH INSURANCE

117,582.20

116,613.79

139,530.00

100,920.00

(38,610.00) -3.1% to -3.9% decr

11-2321-212 DENTAL INSURANCE

4,224.87

4,214.04

4,950.00

3,660.00

(1,290.00) -1.7% to -8.3% decr

11-2321-213 LIFE INSURANCE

1,029.60

927.40

1,030.00

330.00

11-2321-214 DISABILITY INSURANCE

2,860.60

2,647.86

2,940.00

1,250.00

11-2321-220 FICA (7.65%)

27,965.46

28,690.37

29,350.00

27,960.00

(1,390.00) per salaries

11-2321-231 LONGEVITY

7,086.26

6,930.00

8,110.00

6,220.00

(1,890.00) per salaries

28,454.18

29,939.16

42,540.00

32,160.00

(10,380.00) per salaries

1,960.00

2,012.00

1,850.00

1,760.00

(90.00) per salaries

105.13

410.00

720.00

840.00

120.00 per staffing

3,131.61

1,021.50

2,800.00

3,000.00

29,430.00

16,279.50

16,920.00

17,000.00

436.52

442.26

2,000.00

2,000.00

11-2321-116 FISCAL SRV MGR/ACCOUNTANT

11-2321-232 RETIREMENT (8.80%)
11-2321-250 WORKERS COMPENSATION
11-2321-260 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
11-2321-290 CONFERENCES
11-2321-330 COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES
11-2321-440 REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

(6,880.00) 2.5% incr - chg in staff
3,470.00 2.5% incr

(700.00) per agreement
(1,690.00) per salaries

200.00
80.00 per contract
0.00

11-2321-531 TELEPHONE EXPENSE

2,962.32

600.00

3,500.00

3,000.00

11-2321-580 MILEAGE

4,147.85

3,875.11

4,470.00

4,470.00

0.00

11-2321-610 SUPPLIES EXPENSE

3,583.88

1,668.28

4,000.00

4,000.00

0.00

476.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

600,338.40

592,120.40

640,780.00

568,330.00

11-2321-741 EQUIPMENT
FISCAL SVS TOTALS

-1.37%

8.22%

(500.00) reduced

(72,450.00)

-11.31%

% Change 10-11 % Change 11-12 % Change 12-13

Summary PD

1/10/2012

SAU# 16 BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013
ACCT#

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

PROPOSED

CHANGE

FY 2009-10

FY 2010-11

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

IN $$

NOTES

TECHNOLOGY
2820-110

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SALARIES

70,179.00

64,376.59

59,790.00

57,160.00

2820-321

TECHNICAL CONSULTANT

19,514.84

17,553.58

19,500.00

19,500.00

0.00

2820-329

TECHNICAL TRAINING

18,315.00

26,437.12

18,250.00

25,350.00

7,100.00

2320-531

TELEPHONE

1,131.01

1,211.61

2,880.00

2,880.00

0.00

2320-580

MILEAGE

5,114.21

3,807.61

7,490.00

7,490.00

0.00

2820-610

SUPPLIES

4,821.16

4,858.23

6,200.00

6,200.00

0.00

2820-611

SHIPPING

39.24

39.66

0.00

0.00

2820-641

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

273.48

0.00

650.00

250.00

2820-650

SOFTWARE

19,035.24

20,348.01

24,500.00

24,500.00

0.00

2820-738

REPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT

5,296.11

1,992.80

4,500.00

4,500.00

0.00

2820-739

EQUIPMENT

3,967.93

13,618.40

5,500.00

5,500.00

0.00

2900-211

HEALTH INSURANCE

23,059.29

18,642.70

24,370.00

17,580.00

(6,790.00) -3.1% to -3.9% decr

2900-212

DENTAL INSURANCE

532.22

475.09

550.00

500.00

(50.00) -1.7% to -8.3% decr

2900-213

LIFE INSURANCE

70.56

57.68

80.00

30.00

2900-214

DISABILITY INSURANCE

333.30

259.13

400.00

160.00

(240.00) per salaries

2900-220

FICA (7.65%)

6,598.57

6,576.95

4,960.00

4,760.00

(200.00) per salaries

2900-221

RETIREMENT (8.80%)

4,881.69

4,442.64

5,750.00

5,920.00

170.00 per salaries

2900-250

WORKERS COMPENSATION

500.00

400.00

400.00

330.00

(70.00) per salaries

2900-260

UNEMPLOYMENT COMP.

600.00

250.00

200.00

120.00

(80.00) per salaries

184,262.85

185,347.80

185,970.00

182,730.00

TECHNOLOGY TOTAL

0.59%

0.34%

(2,630.00) 2.5% incr

0.00
(400.00) reduced

(50.00) per agreement

(3,240.00)

-1.74%

% Change 10-11 % Change 11-12 % Change 12-13
TOTAL - Central Office, Fiscal

1,807,564.86

1,842,213.47

1,945,110.00

1,862,525.00

(82,585.00)

Services and Technology
1.92%

5.59%

-4.25%

% Change 10-11 % Change 11-12 % Change 12-13
Salary Savings Returned from Prior Years Budget
Revised SAU Total to be raised from Towns

(64,010.00)
1,778,203.47
3.08%

(87,610.00)
1,857,500.00
4.46%

(100,000.00)
1,762,525.00

(94,975.00)

-5.11%

% Change in 12-13 Assessment

Summary PD

1/10/2012

SAU# 16 BUDGET
FISCAL YEAR 2012-2013
ACCT#

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

PROPOSED

CHANGE

FY 2009-10

FY 2010-11

FY 2011-12

FY 2012-13

IN $$

NOTES

OTHERWISE FUNDED
INDIRECT COSTS
NON-ASSESSMENT IMPACT
GRAND TOTALS

87,623.92

14,791.86

60,000.00

60,000.00

9,895.00

29,465.09

34,550.00

21,375.00

1,905,083.78

1,886,470.42

2,039,660.00

1,943,900.00

TITLE I ADMINISTRATOR

40,864.74

48,368.42

48,000.00

48,000.00

SUBSTITUTE COORDINATOR

12,673.61

13,023.10

15,000.00

15,000.00

IDEA/PRESCHOOL ENTITLEMENTS 3,000,000.00
DRUG FREE SCHOOLS
BEST SCHOOLS

3,000,000.00

3,000,000.00

3,000,000.00

4,947,862.00

5,102,660.00

5,006,900.00

FEDERAL FUNDS

SLIVER/SIG
CLASSROOM REDUCTION
TITLE I, TITLE II, TITLE V
ARRA FUNDS
GRAND TOTAL APPROPRIATION - ALL FUNDS

Summary PD

4,958,622.13

1/10/2012

101,748,638

533,836,384

2,278,618,557

4,111,688,865

Newfields

Stratham

Co Op

TOTAL

Assessment

148,343,261

Kensington

$

708,601,990

Exeter

204,093,729

136,446,306

$

2010
Equalized val.

East Kingston

Brentwood

Town

100.00%

55.42%

12.98%

2.47%

3.61%

17.23%

3.32%

4.96%

Valuation
Percentage

5,626.27

3,039.31

626.19

161.37

198.62

1,010.89

202.39

387.50

# Pupils
ADM 10-11

100.00%

54.020%

11.130%

2.868%

3.530%

17.967%

3.597%

6.887%

Pupil %

100.00%

54.72%

12.06%

2.67%

3.57%

17.60%

3.46%

5.93%

Combined
Percentage

SAU #16 Budget - FY 2012-13

-0.6%

-0.5%

-5.9%

-1.3%

2.7%

2.5%

0.9%

$

$

$

1,762,525

964,436

212,500

47,084

62,905

$
$

310,215

60,946

104,439

$

$

$

FY 2012-13
Assessment

-5.11%

-5.68%

-5.55%

-10.73%

-6.38%

-2.54%

-2.71%

-4.28%

(58,098)

(12,483)

(5,657)

(4,285)

(8,087)

(1,695)

(4,670)

1/9/2012

$ (94,975)

$

Change from 11-12
%
$$

SUPERINTENDENT'S PRORATED SALARY
2011-2012
BRENTWOOD

$8,150.00

EAST KINGSTON

$4,688.00

EXETER

$23,796.00

EXETER REGION COOP

$76,422.00

KENSINGTON

$5,025.00

NEWFIELDS

$3,942.00

STRATHAM

$16,812.00
$138,835.00

ASSOCIATE AND ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARIES
(Total reflects 3.0 positions, $117,462, $107,350, $97,188)
2011-2012
BRENTWOOD

$18,900.00

EAST KINGSTON

$10,852.00

EXETER

$55,190.00

EXETER REGION COOP
KENSINGTON

$177,262.00
$11,656.00

NEWFIELDS

$9,145.00

STRATHAM

$38,995.00
$322,000.00

